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Chapter 1

Introduction
This chapter introduces swarm intelligence, ant colony optimization, and the subject of this
thesis: ant colony optimization for control. This thesis in particular focuses on control policy
learning and the main achievement is the development of the ant colony learning algorithm.
This chapter describes the contributions and also presents the outline of this thesis.

1.1

Swarm Intelligence and Ant Colony Optimization

Nature harbors a wide variety of intelligent species. Humans tend to believe that they embody
the ultimate form of intelligence, but generally speaking they also agree that more creatures
can be labeled intelligent to some extent. In their habitat, animals and humans share the
ability to respond to inputs from their surroundings, explore their environment, memorize
information, and learn from events. These abilities constitute what we will call intelligent
behavior.
Scientists have long been trying to mimic this intelligent behavior, leading to the establishment of Artificial Intelligence (AI). This field has given rise to a variety of algorithms
and hardware capable of behaving intelligently. In analogy to natural intelligence, this includes responding to sensory inputs, exploring different behaviors, storing information in
memory, and even learning from the outcome of actions. The field of AI has become very
broad, including research in symbolic reasoning, pattern recognition, and computer vision.
Other research aims at mimicking processes fundamental to human intelligence, like neural
networks (simulating brain functions), genetic algorithms (simulating evolution by natural selection), (fuzzy) expert systems (reasoning with linguistic terms), and reinforcement learning
(simulating learning from experience).
There exists another form of natural intelligence, which is even much more present in our
world. This form is called swarm intelligence and entails the intelligent behavior of groups
of individuals that may in themselves have only a very limited intellectual capacity. A good
example is the behavior of ant colonies. While individual ants have only very limited capabilities of sensing their environment, making decisions, and storing information, the colony as
a whole is very capable in these respects. Seen from a distance, the colony almost acts as one
organism searching its environment for food with its many sensors, storing information in its
structure and in the chemical patterns inside and surrounding it. Changes in the environment
1
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are observed by the colony and its behavior even adapts to such changes.
Like other forms of natural intelligence, swarm intelligence has also been subject to intense study by the AI community. Initially, biologists and computer scientists have teamed up
to model the behavior of ants and other species known to demonstrate swarm intelligence. In
the case of ants, most famous is the double bridge experiment (Deneubourg et al., 1990), in
which ants forage for food and must choose between two branches of a bridge. This experiment has demonstrated that ants find shortest paths in a distributed manner by communicating
through chemical trails, called pheromone trails. A shorter path results in a faster accumulation of pheromones, which biases other ants to choose that same path as well. This very
simple form of positive feedback is the very basis of their success as a species.
After the publication of the results of the double bridge experiments, it did not take long
before Dorigo (1992) realized that the problem of finding shortest paths, which ants had so
elegantly solved, was related to many very difficult problems in computer science, namely
those known as combinatorial optimization problems. Perhaps the most well known example
of such a problem is the traveling salesman problem, for which the goal is to find the shortest
tour in a graph, visiting all nodes exactly once and finishing in the starting node. The time
and resources required to find the solution to such a problem are generally believed to grow
exponentially for a linearly increasing number of nodes in the graph. The class of algorithms
that Dorigo introduced is called Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and has proven to be very
successful in solving a wide variety of combinatorial optimization problems.

1.2

Ant Colony Learning

The basis of this thesis is the idea that the principles behind ACO can be applied to another
class of problems, namely that of automatic control. We consider automatic control systems
that control the state of a dynamic system to a certain reference value. The speed, accuracy,
and robustness of a controller usually determine its performance. It can be very difficult
to design a good controller, especially in the case that the dynamics of the system to be
controlled are unknown, or uncertain. An established method to learn control policies in
such cases is Reinforcement Learning (RL). In RL, the controller is usually called the agent
and the system to be controlled is usually called the environment. By interacting with the
environment and receiving rewards for its actions, the agent learns to effectively operate in the
environment and to maximize the (discounted) sum of rewards. As an example, consider an
agent that must find the shortest path to the exit in a maze. If the agent receives, for instance,
a reward of minus one for each action that does not bring it to the exit directly and a reward of
plus one for an action that does, maximizing the cumulated reward corresponds to mapping
the states of the maze to the actions that take the agent to the exit as fast as possible. The
mapping from states to actions is called the control policy. In this thesis, we develop novel
algorithms for control policy learning based on the collective behavior of multiple agents.
In the example of the maze, one can now imagine a collection of agents (called ants) that
act in the maze at the same time, communicating their experiences by means of modifying
pheromone levels. We call these algorithms Ant Colony Learning (ACL).
The main challenge in ACL is the representation of the state space. In the example of the
maze, we implicitly assume that it consists of a finite number of discrete states, like squares
on a chessboard. However, in most control problems, the state space is continuous. Still, in
a computer program, the states must be represented in a discrete manner. In this thesis, we
2
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develop two versions of ACL. In the first version, the continuous state space is simply partitioned with a finite number of bins, and a continuous-valued state can only be discretized to
one bin. This version of ACL is called crisp ACL. It is a relatively straightforward extension
of the ACL framework, but comes with the disadvantage that the crisp way of discretization
introduces non-determinism in the learning problem, limiting the performance of the algorithm. Moreover, increasing the number of bins (to reduce the non-determinism) quickly
increases the number of state-action pairs that must be sampled by the ants, and thus also increases the time and memory required to find the optimal control policy. The second version
is called fuzzy ACL, which is a more elaborate extension of the ACL framework. Here, the
state space is represented by membership functions, thereby preserving the continuity of the
state values. This thesis introduces the ACL framework and both algorithms and investigates
their performance both analytically and through computer experiments.

1.3

Research Focus and Contributions

The main purpose of the research presented in this thesis is to develop efficient algorithms
for control policy learning, based on the swarm intelligence properties of ACO algorithms.
Accordingly, we develop the ACL framework, in which the state-action space of a control
system is sampled by a collection of ants. ACL allows for a parallel implementation of the
ants, which has the potential to speed up the learning considerably.
The ACL framework requires the state-action space of the control system to be represented by a set of discrete values. However, most real-world control problems have state
variables that are continuous-valued. Therefore, an important focus of this thesis is to develop ACL algorithms that effectively represent the state space of the control system with
discrete variables, while sampling from the continuous state space of the system that must
be controlled. In this thesis, we analyze the properties of the framework and the algorithms
both theoretically and through a number of experimental studies. This thesis also presents a
generalization of the ACL framework in order to put ACL in the context of other swarm intelligence techniques, such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and the control of swarms
of moving agents.
The main contributions of this thesis are:
• The development and theoretical analysis of the ACL framework for control problems
characterized by discrete state spaces.
• The extension of the ACL framework to control problems with continuous state spaces
by the development of two algorithms, which are called crisp ACL and fuzzy ACL.
• The generalization of the ACL framework in order to relate it to other swarm intelligence techniques.
These contributions are further specified in the remainder of this section.

1.3.1

Ant Colony Learning Framework

The major contribution of Chapter 3 is the introduction of the ACL framework. It is based
on the collective learning of control policies by a set of ants. We consider control policies as
3
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mappings from states to actions, and thus as state-feedback controllers. The optimal policy
controls the system from any initial state to a desired goal state, thereby minimizing a given
cost function. The framework, as presented here, requires the control problem to have a discrete state space. A pheromone matrix is associated with all possible state-action pairs in the
system, and at the start of the algorithm, its elements are initialized to a small positive value.
In short, each ant is initialized in a certain state, chooses an action based on the pheromone
matrix, and uses the action as an input to the system. The system then responds by changing
its state, which is observed by the ant. This process continues until the ant either reaches the
goal state, or is timed out. The state-action pairs visited form the solution, which is evaluated with respect to a cost function, based on which the pheromone matrix is updated. As
better solutions lead to higher pheromone levels associated with the respective state-action
pairs, these become more likely to be chosen by the ants again. Other contributions of this
chapter involve a theoretical study of the behavior of the ACL algorithm, as well as an experimental study of the effect of various learning parameters on the performance of ACL. The
ACL framework has first been published in (van Ast et al., 2008a) and has been subsequently
refined in (van Ast et al., 2009b) and (van Ast et al., 2010a).

1.3.2

ACL in Continuous State Spaces

The main contribution of Chapter 4 is the development of two ACL algorithms for the control
policy learning of continuous-state dynamic systems. The partitioning of the state space is a
crucial aspect for ACL and the two ACL versions are presented with respect to this. In crisp
ACL, the state space is partitioned using bins, such that each value of the state maps to exactly
one bin. Fuzzy ACL, on the other hand, uses a partitioning of the state space with membership
functions. In this case, each value of the state maps to the membership functions to a certain
membership degree. Both ACL algorithms are extensions of the ACL framework, presented
in Chapter 3. The other contribution of this chapter involves an experimental analysis of
both crisp and fuzzy ACL by their application to the non-linear control problem of twodimensional navigation with variable damping. Both algorithms are compared with respect
to the learning speed, the quality of the learned policies, and the repetitiveness of the results
over various runs of the algorithms. Crisp ACL has first appeared in (van Ast et al., 2008a)
and has been refined in (van Ast et al., 2009b). Fuzzy ACL has been originally published in
(van Ast et al., 2009a). The generalized pheromone update unifying crisp and fuzzy ACL has
been introduced in (van Ast et al., 2010a) and has been refined in (van Ast et al., 2010b).
The contribution of Chapter 5 is the thorough experimental analysis of both ACL algorithms. We perform a number of experiments in which we study the behavior of ACL in
various scenarios. The system used in all experiments is the inverted pendulum with limited
input, for which the control goal is to swing it up from any initial state and to stabilize it in
its unstable equilibrium. With the experiments, we study the influence of the global and local
pheromone decay rates, the number of ants, and the density of the state space partitioning
grid on the learning performance. Parts of this chapter have been published in (van Ast et al.,
2009b) and in (van Ast et al., 2010b).
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1.3.3

Generalization of the ACL Framework

ACL can be seen as being part of a much larger class of moving agent optimization and
control algorithms. The contribution of Chapter 6 is the introduction of a general modeling
framework for swarms of moving agents. It provides a better insight into the structure of
swarm systems. The framework separately models the physical behavior of the swarm members and their decision making capabilities. This facilitates the integration of current swarm
intelligence research, which focuses mainly on the physical behavior of the swarm members,
with research on more sophisticated decision making in dynamic agent systems and AI. The
proposed framework aims to integrate both fields to enable the development and analysis of
more sophisticated swarm systems. It has been originally published in (van Ast et al., 2008b).
We relate ACL as well as two of the most established methods from the swarm community, namely Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and artificial potential functions for swarm
aggregation to the proposed framework. Although ACL is a cooperative learning method,
PSO is an optimization method, and swarm aggregation is a control problem, it is demonstrated how these methods can all be decomposed into similar elements and captured within
one common framework. We have published a survey about particle swarms in optimization
and control in (van Ast et al., 2008c). A general introduction to swarm intelligence has been
published in (van Ast, 2010).

1.4

Thesis Outline

A graphical roadmap depicting the organization of this thesis is presented in Figure 1.1. The
recommended order of reading is indicated with arrows. Chapter 6, presenting the generalization of the ACL framework, can be read separately from the chapters dealing with the
implementation and experimental analysis of ACL.
Chapter 1.
Introduction

Chapter 2.
Ant Colony Optimization

Chapter 3.
Ant Colony Learning
Framework

Chapter 4.
Ant Colony Learning in
Continuous State Spaces

Chapter 6.
Generalization of the
ACL Framework

Chapter 5.
Experimental Analysis

Chapter 7.
Conclusions

Figure 1.1: A roadmap of the thesis. The arrows indicate the recommended order of reading.
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The main concepts of swarm intelligence and ant colony optimization are presented in
Chapter 2. The first part of this chapter is a general introduction to swarm intelligence in
an engineering setting. The second part focuses entirely on ACO. First, the behavior of
real ants is discussed, as well as the modeling of this behavior by means of the double bridge
experiments. Then, the ACO framework and the implementation of two important algorithms,
the Ant System and the Ant Colony System are presented. This chapter provides the required
background for understanding the remainder of the thesis. In Chapter 3, the ACL framework
is presented. It defines the optimal control setting and discusses in what way the elements
that constitute ACO algorithms need to be modified in order to be used in the state-action
framework. A theoretical analysis of its convergence properties is presented and various
experiments are carried out in order to study its performance. Chapter 4 presents ACL in
the continuous domain by introducing the crisp and fuzzy ACL algorithms and studying their
performance on a non-linear control problem with a continuous-valued state. In Chapter 5, a
more thorough experimental analysis is carried out, comparing both algorithms for a variety
of scenarios. The generalization of ACL to the moving agents framework is the subject of
Chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and presents an overview of recommendations for
future research.
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Chapter 2

Ant Colony Optimization
This chapter provides the necessary background for the remaining chapters of this thesis. It
presents a discussion about swarm intelligence, its occurrence in nature, and its application
in engineering and computer science. The current chapter also presents an introduction to ant
colony optimization and discusses its convergence properties and its applications.

2.1

Introduction

Since its introduction, in the PhD thesis of Dorigo (1992), the field of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) has grown enormously. Especially with the publication of the Ant System
(AS) by Dorigo et al. (1996) and the Ant Colony System (ACS) by Dorigo and Gambardella
(1997), ACO has developed into one of the two most studied and applied swarm intelligence
methods, alongside Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) (Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995). The
ACO metaheuristic forms a class of nature-inspired optimization algorithms, particularly inspired by the mechanism for finding shortest paths between sources of food and the nest in
colonies of ants. This mechanism is entirely based on the self-organization of relatively simple individuals. In this chapter, we introduce the basic concepts of swarm intelligence and
self-organization in both a biological context and in an engineering context. In particular, we
present a more detailed description of the behavior of ants in a colony, the famous double
bridge experiment that has resulted in the first local model of ant decision making being able
to reproduce global ant colony behavior, and finally ACO itself. The ACO framework, including the details on the AS, the ACS, and a convergence proof for a special class of ACO
algorithms are especially important for the understanding of the subsequent chapters.

2.2

Swarm Intelligence

Swarm intelligence is an exciting and relatively new field within artificial intelligence and
specifically studies intelligent behavior emerging from the collective behavior of a set of individuals. More specifically, researchers in the field of swarm intelligence study and develop
algorithms and hardware (robots) based on the principles of this collective behavior. The
emergent behavior is often regarded as intelligent, as it appears not to be directly encoded
7
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by the developer. It is however a property of the swarm resulting from the interaction of its
individual members. This section first discusses in more detail the original inspiration for
swarm intelligence: natural swarms. We then informally define what constitutes a swarm and
in which ways the principles behind it can be applied to engineering sciences. This is important in order to place the whole concept of ant-based algorithms, which will be discussed in
the subsequent sections of this chapter, in the right perspective.

2.2.1

Collective Behavior in Nature

The main mechanism for swarm intelligence is that the collective behavior of the individuals
in a swarm benefits the survival or reproduction of these individuals. Examples of swarms
in nature are numerous and include flocks of birds, schools of fish, clouds of insects, herds
of antelopes, groups of humans, and some say even the cells in a body. This latter example
is not as strange as it might seem when we realize how on a larger scale, swarms seem to
behave like a single organism.
It is important to realize that what constitutes a swarm is a subjective issue. Amongst
several reasons, this is caused by the question of how many individuals it takes to get a
swarm? For sure it takes more than one, but do two constitute swarm? Even with two
individuals, some emergent global behavior may occur from the interactions of the two. But
we tend to call something a swarm only if there are “a lot” of members. Like hundreds of
birds, or thousands of flies. Furthermore, we tend to think of a swarm as containing “small”
individuals. A cloud of mosquitoes clearly is a swarm. But how about humans? Walking
from the train to the bus, one may not feel like being part of a swarm, but from the top of a
tall building next to the station, one is likely to compare all these people on their way to their
jobs to a swarm of ants. And how about stars in the sky? From some telescope images one
may indeed look at them circling around the center of the milky-way in a swarm-like manner.
But is this really a swarm?
Let us aim for an informal definition, or classification of a swarm:
• There must be “enough” of them, but at least two or more.
• Size does not matter. A swarm of tiny individuals is just as much of a swarm, as a
swarm of huge individuals.
• The individuals must be able to communicate, or at least influence each other, when
being within a certain range of each other.
• There must be a certain level of cohesiveness: the communication topology of the individuals must be connected, such that information in principle can propagate through
the swarm. If a portion of the swarm gets disconnected from the rest, we would rather
regard it as two swarms.
• There must be some kind of movement: birds in tree tops are just a group of birds.
Once they all fly up, triggered by a few that noticed some potential threat, we speak of
them as a swarm.
• Each individual must be able to receive input in whatever form from the environment
(including the others of its kind), and must be able to act. The mapping between the
8
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input and the action may be of any kind, but it is highly responsible for the characteristics (the behavior) of the swarm. For example, if it causes all individuals to spread out
far away from each other, the swarm would not satisfy the cohesiveness requirement:
it will dissolve. As an other example, if this mapping causes all individuals to stall
and become unresponsive, there is not much of a swarm left either, as it violates the
movement criterion.
Only if a set of individuals comply with all these requirements, we can call it a swarm.
Swarms emerge from the interactions of their members, so to speak. The behavior of the
individuals is encoded in their DNA and possibly also in their memory, dictating the (possibly
probabilistic) mapping of their inputs and current state to their actions. The behavior of the
swarm is encoded in its members and in the interaction between them. On a micro scale,
the swarm behaves chaotically: although the response of the individuals to inputs and their
interactions might be deterministic, their exact motion in the swarm may be very different for
tiny variations in their initial states. This chaotic behavior occurs even though the behavior of
the individuals is very simple. Fortunately, studying the swarm on a micro scale is of limited
interest to us, as will be argued below. What is much more interesting, and fascinating, to
most people is that a swarm may often look like a single organism. The individuals seem to
act as one. A flock of birds that fly up from the trees seems to steer through the sky, sometimes
expanding in size, and sometimes shrinking to a small and condensed unity. Figure 2.1(a)
shows this fascinating phenomenon.

(a) A large number of birds that collectively fly up from
trees behave as a flock. © Alastair Rae. Reprinted under the Creative Commons license.

(b) A school of fish forms a cohesive swarm. © Tammy
Peluso. Reprinted with permission.

Figure 2.1: Two examples of swarming in nature: a flock of birds and a school of fish.
These global characteristics of the swarm seem to exhibit much more order than the behavior on the scale of the individuals. While it would be nearly impossible to describe and
predict the motion of the individuals in the swarm, doing the same on the macro scale is much
more feasible. The magic of swarms lies in the simple set of rules dictating the behavior of
each swarm member, inducing complex and seemingly disordered behavior from the interaction of the members on a micro scale, but producing understandable and ordered behavior of
the swarm on a macro scale.
The level of the chaotic behavior on a micro scale differs for different types of swarms.
For example, in a school of fish, the individual fish may move through the school, but from a
9
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global perspective the swarm may be like a ball-shaped single organism moving through the
water1 . A v-shaped flock of birds, however, is ordered on a micro scale as well. The point is
also that we are not overly interested in the exact behavior of the individuals in the swarm.
Whether it is one particular member that make a sudden move, inducing a movement of the
whole swarm to the left, or it is another one does not really matter. The global behavior is the
same.
From the previous discussion it becomes clear that the key concepts in swarm intelligence
are emergent behavior and self-organization. The apparent mismatch between the vagueness
of these concepts and the exact areas like control engineering, computer science, and algorithm design to which the principles of swarm intelligence are applied causes a lot of dispute
amongst researchers. These terms seem to imply that there is something literally magical
about the process of achieving ordered behavior on a global level, from apparent disordered
behavior on a local level. The word “seemingly” is important here, and pinpoints the exact
reason for the dispute over the two mentioned terms. As the global behavior follows logically
and deterministically from a well-defined set of local rules, there is nothing magical about
this. However, understanding, describing, or predicting the exact behavior of the individuals
is often very difficult, or at least computationally intensive. The resulting behavior is therefore often regarded as something magical. To call the behavior emergent just means that it
resulted from a seemingly disordered process: it facilitates discussion.
We have so far implicitly assumed that all individuals are the same, being in fact all
copies of each other, only initialized differently. We call such swarms homogeneous. On
the other hand, if one or more individuals are different from the rest, the swarm is called
heterogeneous. Most swarms in nature are more or less homogeneous. However, with some
types of insects, for instance with ants, the individuals may be different from each other in
both physical characteristics, as well as in their function within the swarm. The soldier ants
are much stronger than the workers (all female), and they are both different from the males,
whose only task is to inseminate the queen. The workers may have different tasks, and also
switch between these tasks; some are occupied with building the nest, some with nurturing
the larvae, and some with foraging food. If a substantial source of food is found, other worker
ants are recruited to switch to foraging. If the nest has been damaged, other workers may be
recruited to help repair the nest. A colony of ants is thus a heterogeneous swarm, while a
school of fish is generally a homogeneous swarm.

2.2.2

Principles of Swarm Intelligence in Engineering

Why is all of this of interest to us? The reason is that exactly the same principles of swarm
intelligence in nature can be used in engineering swarms that can be of use to humans. The
principles of natural swarms may be translated to engineered swarms in that a swarm consists
of a set of cooperating autonomous individuals, called agents. These agents try to satisfy their
own objectives. Through communication and coordination, cooperation with other agents
leads to a better satisfaction of their individual objectives. Communication and interaction
are often limited to a certain range, so that cooperation between agents only takes place
locally. There is no supervisor or central controller and typically no hierarchical structure.
1 With this behavior, the fish drive predators crazy, as a shark, for instance, does not know on which fish to focus
for it is incapable of seeing the big picture. This behavior is however not effective as a defense to all predators:
humans make good use of the swarming behavior of fish, catching whole schools at once with their nets.
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Such engineered swarms will have certain advantages comparable to natural swarms, but in
the engineering domain. These advantages relate to scalability, robustness, flexibility, and
production costs. Scalability in this sense means that individuals may be added without
requiring more computational power in the others. The key factor here is that individuals
typically have a limited range of interaction, so that the introduction of a new individual only
directly influences the behavior of a few others and not that of the whole swarm. Indirectly
though, through the communication topology of the complete swarm, the new individual may
influence all the others, but this can only be achieved through a series of interactions between
others in the swarm. With respect to robustness, this limited range of interaction prevents
the malfunctioning or removal of a single individual from influencing the complete swarm
instantly. If well designed, the individuals within the range of the faulty one may compensate
for its malfunctioning behavior, or replace it completely by taking over its functionality. The
rest of the swarm will only be influenced in a much-reduced manner. Flexibility in the context
of swarms means that the swarm may adapt to different circumstances. A well-designed
robot swarm may in one situation spread out in order to explore an unknown territory, while
in another situation when they face a wide gap that a single individual would not be able to
cross, they may physically connect, helping each other to the other side of the gap (see also
Figure 2.2(b)). The fourth main advantage of engineered swarms is that when such a swarm
typically consists of many similar individuals, these may be produced in series, reducing the
cost per unit. These costs may already be quite low, as individuals in a swarm are typically
relatively simple and can sometimes even be built using cheap components, because of the
robustness property described earlier. Figure 2.2 shows two examples of engineered swarms
that are the state of the art in 2010.

(a) Artist impression of a swarm of Micro Air Vehicles (SMAVs) capable of autonomously establishing
emergency wireless networks (SMAVNETs) between
multiple ground-users in a disaster area. From: the
SMAVNET project at EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland.
© LIS, EPFL. Reprinted with permission.

(b) Swarm-bots forming a chain to bridge a gap,
which is too large for an individual to cross alone.
The SWARM-BOT project develops hardware for testing and using the capability of self-assembling, selforganizing, and metamorphosis of robotic systems at
ULB, Brussels, Belgium and EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland. © LIS, EPFL. Reprinted with permission.

Figure 2.2: Two examples of projects aiming at engineering swarms: the SMAVNET project
at EPFL, Switzerland and the SWARMBOT project at ULB, Belgium.
The main difficulty in engineering swarms is, of course, that we must design the individuals and the specifics of their interaction in such a way that the resulting behavior on the global
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level is as desired. This is a challenging difficulty and it is the central question in all research
on engineering swarm intelligence. It is however not the only difficulty. An important question is how to mathematically guarantee performance. How to test a swarm and measure its
performance? How do delays in communication and errors propagate through a swarm, and
how does this influence the behavior? If the swarm is to converge in some sense, how to make
sure that it converges correctly and fast enough? And in case the swarm must not converge,
how to find the right balance between not converging and staying cohesive? How do external
influences (disturbances) affect the swarm? Some of these questions are also relevant to the
subfield of swarm intelligence to which we have contributed, namely that of optimization and
the learning of control policies.
There are a lot of opportunities for engineering swarms. One may think of a swarm
of satellites, dynamically optimizing their coverage for observing the earth, for providing
communication, or for global positioning. Other swarms of space vehicles could be deployed
to explore unknown regions of space, or planets. On Earth, a swarm of rescue robots could
be developed to rescue people in inaccessible places, such as in a tunnel filled with smoke.
In traffic, cars might be understood as swarm members and the overall performance of the
traffic network might be improved by self-organization of the vehicles. The engineering
of swarms, however, does not have to be limited to the physical world. Various classes of
swarm intelligence algorithms have been developed for solving various types of optimization
problems. In these problems, the swarms operate in a virtual world, called the optimization
or parameter space, in which their objective is to find the parameter values that optimize
a certain cost function. The most prevalent swarm intelligence optimization methods are
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). The latter is the
basis of our work and is introduced in the subsequent sections. The former is discussed in
more detail in Section 6.3.2.

2.3

Ant Colonies

The kinds of swarms we are most interested in for our research are ant colonies. The selforganizing mechanisms at the foundation of the organization of each ant colony have enabled
them to be such evolutionary successful species. They have been present on the earth for
hundreds of millions of years and have covered most of the earth, except for Antarctica2 . In
this section, we briefly outline the main characteristics of ant colonies and the experiments
that have resulted in the first models of ant behavior, with the purpose of showing the source
of inspiration that has led to ACO algorithms. The facts outlined in Section 2.3.1 can be
found in (Gordon, 1999) and the excellent web resource (Gordon, 2003).

2.3.1

Ants in Nature

An ant colony consists of a queen, male ants, and sterile female workers. A colony is founded
when a virgin queen and a couple of males, all with wings, leave the nest in search for a new
place to start a colony. The queen mates with the males, after which the males die and the
queen digs herself into the soil where she will start laying eggs for the rest of her life, which
may last for as long as 15 years. After the first eggs have turned into larvae, they will develop
2 Despite

its name ;-)
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into pupae and finally into adult female workers. These workers will perform all tasks in and
around the nest. For most of the 10 000 ant species in the world, these tasks can be subdivided
into foraging, patrolling, nest maintenance, and midden work. Foraging is the most important
task in the colony and consists of walking around in search for food and returning it to the
nest entrance. Other ants will then take this food and bring it inside the nest, mostly for
feeding the larvae. Patrolling ants are the first to leave the nest in the morning and determine
the trails along which the foragers will start searching for food. They do this by walking
away from the nest and leaving a trail of a chemical substance, called pheromones, on their
way back. The sole making it back of these ants is the indication that it is safe to explore
around that trail for food. Nest maintenance is the task of taking pieces of dirt from the nest
to the nest entrance and piling it into what is known as a midden, and to maintain the internal
structure of the nest. Midden workers take the midden from the nest entrance, mark it with
some chemical characteristic for this colony, and lay it down somewhere else. These heaps
of chemically marked refuse are marking the colonies territory and guiding ants belonging to
the colony back to the nest entrance. Furthermore, some specialized foraging ants may act as
soldier ants, attacking intruding ants from other colonies in order to protect the territory.

(a) Oecophylla longinoda workers encounter each
other on a tree branch and by quickly touching each
other with their antennae are informed about each others task. © Alex Wild. Reprinted with permission.

(b) Argentine ants, introduced by human commerce
to California, attack a native Pogonomyrmex harvester
ant. Native ants in many places around the world have
disappeared in areas invaded by Argentine ants. © Alex
Wild. Reprinted with permission.

Figure 2.3: Two images of ants illustrating some of their behavior described in this section.
About 25% of the workers is working outside the nest, while another 25% is taking care
of the larvae inside the nest, and the remaining 50% is inside the nest and doing nothing.
They seem to wait for something to do and act as a buffer between the ants working outside
the nest and those feeding the larvae deep inside the nest. The buffer ants may be recruited
to work outside once the need for that arises. Ants performing a certain task carry a certain
task-specific odor from spending a lot of time close to each other. Ants touch each other when
they meet, sensing each others odor, and by the rate of these encounters they are believed to
be able to infer whether they should keep on doing the task they were doing, or change their
task. In this way, ants are capable of switching tasks on the basis of a dynamic need for
it. For instance, if a lot of food is found and being brought back to the nest, foraging ants
will focus on that trail leaving a lower density of foraging ants at other locations, thereby
inducing the tension in other ants to switch to foraging. It has turned out that not all switches
are possible. All types of workers may switch to foraging, while foraging ants will never
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switch to doing other jobs. Nest maintenance workers may switch to patrolling as well, while
new nest maintenance ants can only be recruited from the buffer ants in the nest. In this way,
foraging ants are the sink in this network of switching tasks and the buffer ants inside the nest
act as a source of workers. As long as the queen is alive, she will keep on laying eggs from
the first insemination, and the colony will keep on growing in size. The size of the colony is
thereby a function of the age of the colony and reveals certain properties of the colony. For
instance, younger colonies are more adaptive to sudden changes around their nest, but tend
to focus on known good sources of food and will not explore much. On the other hand, older
colonies seem to adapt less to changes in their immediate surroundings and appear to be more
willing to take the risk of exploring more and further away from the nest.
The central aspect in ant colonies, which is especially interesting for the inspiration to
develop ant-based algorithms, is that the interaction between ants is taking place in large
numbers and that there is randomness involved in the interactions. The behavior of the individual ants as a result of this seems to be very chaotic and not very effective. Gordon (2003)
mentions that she often feels the urge of helping the ants as they do not seem to be doing
a good job of doing something useful. However, the resulting behavior on a global level is
highly successful and predictable to a large extent. The behavior may not be perfect, but at
least very good, and with the additional benefits of flexibility, scalability, and robustness.

2.3.2

Double Bridge Experiment

Deneubourg et al. (1990) and Goss et al. (1989) have been the first to perform the famous
double bridge experiments in order to model the self-organizing behavior of foraging ants.
This model has later become the basis for the first ACO algorithms. We explain the double
bridge experiments, the fitted model, and the most important results such that the foundations
of ACO can be understood and the amazing self-organization principles in ant colonies can
be appreciated even better.
The first double bridge experiment was carried out by Deneubourg et al. (1990) and involved the Argentine ant Iridomyrmex humilis, which was reclassified in the early 1990s to
the genus Linepithema, thereby changing its scientific name to Linepithema humile. The
workers of the Argentine ant are about 3 millimeters long with their queen being two to four
times this length. Although being native to Northern Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay, and
Southern Brazil, they have spread over large parts of the world, mainly with Mediterranean
climates, including the United States, Europe, and Japan, with the aid of humans. This makes
them one of the most widespread invasive ant species (Tsutsui et al., 2001), often displacing
most, or all native ants. As such, they are widely considered to be a pest. Unlike most other
ant species, Argentine ants from distant locations still act non-aggressively when placed together. Amongst other findings, this has led to the belief that all Argentine ants in fact form
one single mega-colony. According to Walker (2009): “Whenever ants from the main European and Californian super-colonies and those from the largest colony in Japan came into
contact, they acted as if they were old friends. These ants rubbed antennae with one another
and never became aggressive or tried to avoid one another. In short, they acted as if they all
belonged to the same colony, despite living on different continents separated by vast oceans.”.
What made the Argentine ant interesting for the double bridge experiments is that, unlike
most other ant species, they deposit pheromones not only when returning with food, but also
while advancing from the nest exploring new regions for finding food. In the setup discussed
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in (Deneubourg et al., 1990), there are two contained arenas, separated from each other, but
connected by a bridge. In one arena is the nest of Argentine ants, which can leave the arena
only by the bridge, leading them to the only entrance to the other arena, in which food is
located. The bridge, however has two branches, hence the name double bridge. A schematic
of this double bridge setup is shown in Figure 2.4(a). Both branches are at an angle of 60◦ ,
such that ants reaching the arena are likely to move on forwards, rather than returning directly
back on the other branch. The distance covered by the bridge was 15 cm. The width of each
branch is 1 cm. The bridge is covered with white sand, such that restarting the experiment
involves only replacing the sand with new (chemically unmarked) sand, and putting all ants
back in the nest. During the experiment, the number of ants on each bridge was counted in
3-minute intervals.

(a) Double bridge with branches of equal size.

(b) Double bridge with branches of unequal size.

Figure 2.4: Schematic view of the setups used in the double bridge experiments from
(Deneubourg et al., 1989, 1990; Goss et al., 1989).
It was observed that initially, both branches were chosen by an equal number of ants.
However, as each ant leaves a pheromone trail continuously, and the level of pheromone intensity influences the other ants in their decision of choosing the right, or the left branch, a
small difference between the pheromone intensities on the branches may result in the breaking of this symmetry. This positive feedback mechanism stimulates the ants to favor one of
the branches over the other, such that rapidly the vast majority of the ants will choose the
same branch. The hypothesis was that the decision making of the ants could be described by
the following probability function:

PA =

(C + NA )α
= 1 − PB ,
(C + NA )α + (C + NB )α

(2.1)

where PA and PB are the probabilities that an ant will choose branch A and B respectively,
and where NA and NB represent the number of ants that have passed branch A and B respectively after in total N = NA + NB ants have crossed the bridge. The parameters C and
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α must be chosen such that the model matches the observed behavior. Note that this probability function does not directly include the pheromone values, but depends on the number
of crossings of a branch, which is assumed to be reflected by the pheromones. The evaporation of pheromones is not modeled. In the case of the Argentine ants, the mean lifetime of a
pheromone is 30 minutes: much longer than it takes an ant to cross the bridge. The effect of
pheromone evaporation was thus neglected in the experiments. Through Monte Carlo simulations on this model, the parameters α and C were fitted to the data, resulting in α ≈ 2 and
C ≈ 20. This was the first empirical proof that a simple probability rule, including only local measures, was the underlying mechanism behind the self-organizing behavior of foraging
ants.
The second double bridge experiment, important for the eventual development of the first
ACO algorithms, was published by Goss et al. (1989) and involved branches of different
length. The setup was similar to the one from Deneubourg et al. (1989). The two branches
were connected to either end of the gap under an angle of 60◦ such that there would be no
preference of the ants for one of the branches by their initial angle. However, after a few
centimeters, one of the branches proceeded at a larger angle, resulting in that branch being
longer than the other. The setup is depicted in Figure 2.4(b). In fact, in the middle of the
bridge, the ants choose again between two branches, and now the longer and shorter branch
are swapped, such that possible preference of an ant of choosing left or right is canceled
out. Initially, the ants were equally likely to choose the longer, or the shorted branches.
However, the ants that had chosen the shorter branch reached the food sooner and on their
way back, the pheromone concentration on the shorter branches was somewhat stronger than
that on the longer branches. They were thus more likely to choose a shorter branch, further
adding to the pheromone concentration on that branch. Quickly, the pheromone difference
became considerable and effectively all ants kept choosing the shorter branches. Monte Carlo
simulations using the same probability function as in (2.1) were capable of reproducing these
results in silico. The self-organizing principles thus demonstrated that the global decision
problem of finding the shortest path can be solved on the basis of local information and a
large number of individuals. An additional observation was made when the shorter branches
were absent from the start of the experiment and introduced only later, when the ants had
already created a strong pheromone trail on the longer branches. The ants were found to be
incapable of switching to the shorter bridges. The Monte Carlo simulations confirmed this
behavior: with only depositing pheromones and without a significant evaporation, a resulting
strong trail is practically irreversible.
In (Deneubourg et al., 1990) the same researchers went one step further by modeling the
exploring and foraging behavior of ants in a two-dimensional arena by a sequence of binary
decision problems similar to choosing one of two branches in the double bridge experiments.
They found that with Argentine ants, the front of the exploring ants proceeds slowly, carefully
moving forward and branching out through the arena. The trails that they leave behind enable
other ants to make decisions more quickly, forming some sort of highways for ants. Once an
ant has found some food, it returns to the nest over these same trails, thereby reinforcing the
trails even more. The result is a pattern of branches, where successful exploration results in
strong trails leading to these food-rich regions, and in further exploration around these regions. A second mechanism contributing to the increase in exploration and the reinforcement
of pheromone trails is the recruitment of new workers from the nest by the ants returning to
the nest and carrying food.
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In most ant species, foraging ants do not deposit pheromones on their way out of the
nest, or deposit much less pheromones. Also, the amount of pheromones deposited on the
way back may depend on the quality, or amount of food that has been found, thereby reinforcing the trails leading to better food sources even more. Note that with only depositing
pheromones on the way back to the nest, the self-organizing mechanism of finding shortest
paths still works. This forms the basis for ACO.

2.4

ACO Metaheuristic

The ACO metaheuristic has been developed to solve combinatorial optimization problems
(Dorigo and Blum, 2005). A metaheuristic is a set of algorithmic concepts that can be used to
define heuristic methods that can be applied to a wide set of different problems. The formal
definition of ACO is thus a very general one. In this section we will define the ACO metaheuristic (or framework) in a somewhat less general way, already tailored in some sense to
match the definition of our Ant Colony Learning (ACL) algorithm, which will be introduced
in Chapter 3. First, however, we will define what constitutes a combinatorial optimization
problem.

2.4.1

Combinatorial Optimization Problems

A combinatorial optimization problem can be represented as a tuple P = hS, F i, where S
is the solution space with s ∈ S a specific candidate solution and where F : S → (0, ∞) is
a fitness function assigning strictly positive real values to candidate solutions, where higher
values correspond to better solutions. When we need to indicate a specific solution, we index
it with a subscript: si . The optimization problem is to find the solution s∗ ∈ S that globally
maximizes F . If there are more solutions that all maximize the fitness function, these are
denoted by the set S ∗ ⊆ S. The solution s∗ is called an optimal solution and S ∗ is called
the set of optimal solutions. A solution is an ordered set of solution components, of which
the optimal combination needs to be found, hence the name combinatorial optimization. If
we need to indicate a specific solution component, of a certain solution, we index it with a
(j)
superscript within parentheses: si is the j th solution component of solution i.
Note that this definition is somewhat different from the definition in for instance (Dorigo
and Blum, 2005; Dorigo et al., 2006). It is simplified in order to avoid unnecessarily complex notation and to avoid conflicts with the notation we will use in ACL. In the definition
used by Dorigo and Blum (2005), there is an additional set of constraints, constraining the
so called feasible set of solutions to those solutions from the solution space that satisfy these
constraints. Whenever we talk about a solution, we will imply that this is a feasible solution and that the solution space is defined for the specific problem at hand such that it only
contains feasible solutions. Furthermore, Dorigo and Blum (2005) make an explicit distinction between a decision variable and its value. For the sake of simplicity, we do not make
this distinction and it will be made clear from the context whether a solution si indicates the
variable, or its value.
There are many combinatorial optimization problems, but the most well known is the
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), which is also known as the Hamiltonian Path Problem.
In this problem, there is a set of cities connected by roads of different lengths and the problem
is to find the sequence of cities that takes the salesman to all cities, visiting each city exactly
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once and bringing him back to the initial city with a minimum length of the tour. This problem
is known to belong to the N P-complete complexity class, essentially meaning that probably
there does not exist an efficient algorithm that can solve the TSP. In other words, the worstcase time to find the optimal solution to the problem probably increases exponentially with
the number of cities in the TSP. The word “probably” is used here, because this is only the
case if P 6= N P, which is widely believed to be the case, but is still an open question in
mathematics. A more precise explanation of N P-completeness and the types of problems
that have been proven to belong to this class can be found in the classic work of Garey and
Johnson (1979). An example of a TSP is shown in Figure 2.5. The vertices in this example
represent 48 capital cities of the USA and the optimal tour has a length of 10 628 km (Reinelt,
1991).
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(a) The cities are the vertices of the construction graph.
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(b) The optimal tour has a total length of 10 628 km.

Figure 2.5: Traveling salesman problem for 48 capital cities of the USA. The construction
graph is the fully connected graph of cities.
The TSP is a benchmark for many optimization methods and is the central application for
ACO, because of the widely available performance results of other (heuristic) algorithms for
this problem, the strong resemblance to the shortest path finding behavior of ants, and because
of the clear link to the construction graph, which is the main element of the ACO framework.
An overview of papers presenting a comparison between ACO and other algorithms on the
TSP and other problems is given in (Blum, 2005).

2.4.2

Framework for ACO Algorithms

In ACO, the combinatorial optimization problem is represented by a graph, called the construction graph, which consists of a set of vertices and a set of arcs connecting the vertices.
For instance, in the case of the TSP the vertices denote the cities and the arcs represent the
roads linking the cities. In the case of the control of dynamic systems, which will be further
discussed in Chapter 3, the vertices represent the discrete states of the system and the arcs
correspond to the system responding to an input in a particular state.
A particular solution found by an ant c is an ordered set of solution components, sc =
(1) (2)
(sc , sc , . . .) and each solution component consists of a pair of vertices, say i and j, which
are connected by the arc ij. The solution represents a path over the construction graph, where
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“construction” refers to the ants constructing the solution incrementally by moving over the
graph. An ant on the construction graph starts on an initial vertex and moves from vertex
to vertex and adds the corresponding solution components to its partial solution sp,c until it
reaches the terminal vertex and the partial solution becomes the (candidate) solution found
by this ant. The way the terminal vertices are defined depends on the problem considered.
For instance, in the TSP, the terminal vertex is equal to the ant’s initial vertex, after having
visited all other vertices exactly once. For the application to control problems, as considered
in this thesis, the terminal vertex corresponds to the desired state of the system and is the
same for all the ants. In order to make sure that the ants visit all vertices only once in the
case of the TSP, an ant also adds the solution components to its private tabu list. When an
ant must decide to which vertex it will move next, it can choose any vertex that is not in its
tabu list.
Two variables are associated with an arc ij: a pheromone variable τij and a heuristic variable ηij . The pheromone variables (also simply called pheromones) represent the acquired
knowledge about the optimal solutions over time and the heuristic variables (which will not
be simply called heuristics in order to avoid confusion with the fact that ACO algorithms are
heuristic algorithms) provide a priori information about the quality of the solution component, i.e., the quality of moving from vertex i to vertex j. In the case of the TSP, the heuristic
variables typically represent the inverse of the distance between the respective pair of cities.
In general, a heuristic variable represents a short-term quality measure of the solution component, while the task of the optimization problem is to acquire a concatenation of solution
components that together form an optimal solution. A pheromone, on the other hand, encodes
the measure of the long-term quality of concatenating the respective solution components.

2.4.3

Relation to Real Ants

The metaphorical ants in the ACO algorithm are simply called ants. Obviously being physically quite different from real ants, they show important similarities and differences in the
following ways:
• ACO ants use a similar probability rule for their decision making (2.2) as the model
(2.1) for decision making by real ants.
• Unlike real ants, ACO ants have a memory for the places (vertices) they have visited.
• Like most real ant species, ACO ants only drop pheromones after reaching the terminal
vertex (food source), simulating walking back to the nest (initial vertex).
• Like in some ant species, the amount of pheromones dropped by the ACO ants is
proportional to the quality of the solution (food source).
With these similarities and differences in mind, the ACO algorithms described in the next
section can be related to the behavior of real ants.

2.5

ACO Algorithms

Many ACO algorithms have been developed, most of them only differing from the rest in a
few minor points to make them perform better on a specific type of problems. This section
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reviews the two most well known and most widely applied ACO algorithms, the ant system
and the ant colony system. These algorithms stand at the basis for most of the algorithms
later developed, as well as the ACL algorithm that is the main subject of this thesis. In order
to understand the mechanisms of ACL, these algorithms must be well understood.

2.5.1

Ant System

The most basic ACO algorithm is called the Ant System (AS) (Dorigo et al., 1996) and works
as follows: M ants are randomly distributed over the vertices of the construction graph. The
heuristic variables ηij may be set to encode prior knowledge of the problem by favoring
the choice of some vertices over others. For each ant c, the partial solution sp,c is initially
empty and all pheromone variables are set to a small initial value τ0 > 0. We will call
each move of the ants over the graph a step. In every step, each ant decides based on some
probability distribution, which solution component (i, j) to add to its partial solution sp,c .
The probability pc {j|i} for an ant c on a vertex i to move to a vertex j within its feasible
neighborhood Ni,c is defined as:
pc {j|i} = P

α β
τij
ηij

l∈Ni,c

β
τilα ηil

,

∀j ∈ Ni,c ,

(2.2)

with α ≥ 1 and β ≥ 1 determining the relative importance of ηij and τij respectively. The
feasible neighborhood Ni,c of an ant c on a vertex i is the set of vertices not yet visited (by
ant c) that are connected to i and is dictated by the problem structure. By moving from vertex
i to vertex j, ant c concatenates the associated solution component (i, j) to its partial solution
sp,c until it reaches the terminal vertex and completes its candidate solution by storing sp,c
as sc . The ant is now said to have completed a trial.
After all ants have completed their trial, in the AS the candidate solutions of all ants
are evaluated using the fitness function F (s) and the resulting value is used to update the
pheromone levels as follows:
X
τij ← (1 − ρ)τij +
∆τij (s), ∀(i, j),
(2.3)
s∈Supd

with ρ ∈ (0, 1) the evaporation rate and Supd the set of solutions that are eligible to be used
for the pheromone update, which will be explained further on in this section. This update
step is called the global pheromone update step, in contrast to the local pheromone update
step that will be introduced in the ACS later on. The global pheromone update refers to the
return of the ants to their nest, while leaving a pheromone trail. Different from real ants, in
ACO all ants “wait” for each other before “walking back” together. The pheromone deposit
∆τij (s) is computed as:

F (s) , if (i, j) ∈ s
∆τij (s) =
(2.4)
0
, otherwise.
The pheromone levels are a measure of how desirable it is to add the associated solution
component to the partial solution. By pheromone evaporation, it can be avoided that the algorithm prematurely converges to suboptimal solutions. Note that in (2.3) the pheromone levels
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on all vertices are evaporated and only those vertices that are associated with the solutions in
the update set receive a pheromone deposit.
In the next trial, each ant repeats the previous steps, but now the pheromone levels have
been updated and can be used to make better decisions about which vertex to move to. After
a stopping criterion has been satisfied, for instance when a certain number of trials have
passed, the values of τij and ηij on the graph encode the solution for all (i, j)-pairs. This
final solution, in terms of the optimal vertex j to choose from a vertex i, can be extracted
from the graph as follows:
β
j = arg max(τilα ηil
),
l

α β
where ties are broken randomly in case the product τij
ηij has the same maximum value for a
given i and different values of j.
There exist various rules to construct Supd , of which the most standard one is to use all
the candidate solutions found in the trial. This update set is then called: Strial 3 . This update
rule is typical for the AS. However, other update rules have shown to outperform the AS update rule in various combinatorial optimization problems. Rather than using the complete set
of candidate solutions from the last trial, either the best solution from the last trial, or the best
solution since the initialization of the algorithm can be used. The former update rule is called
iteration-best in the literature (which could be called trial-best in our terminology), and the
latter is called best-so-far, or global-best in the literature (Dorigo and Blum, 2005). These
methods result in a strong bias of the pheromone trail reinforcement towards solutions that
have been proven to perform well. Additionally, they reduce the computational requirements
of the algorithm. As the risk exists that the algorithm prematurely converges to suboptimal
solutions, these methods are only superior to AS if extra measures are taken to prevent this,
such as the local pheromone update rule, explained in Section 2.5.2. Two of the most successful ACO variants that implement the update rules mentioned above, are the Ant Colony
System (ACS) (Dorigo and Gambardella, 1997) and the Max-Min Ant System (Stützle and
Hoos, 2000). Because of its relation to ACL, we will explain the ACS next.

2.5.2

Ant Colony System

The ACS (Dorigo and Gambardella, 1997) is an extension to the AS and is one of the most
successful and widely used ACO algorithms. There are some important differences between
the AS and the ACS. First of all the ACS uses the global-best update rule in the global
pheromone update step. This means that only the one solution that has been found since the
start of the algorithm that has the highest fitness (i.e., that has a strictly higher fitness than
the previous best solution), called sgb , is used to update the pheromone variables at the end
of the trial. This is a form of elitism in ACO algorithms that has shown to significantly speed
up the convergence to the optimal solution. A second important difference is that the global
pheromone update is only performed for the (i, j)-pairs that are an element of the global-best
solution. This means that not all pheromone levels are evaporated, as with the AS, but only
those that also receive a pheromone deposit. Furthermore, the pheromone deposit is weighted
3 In ACO literature, this is usually called S
iter , where an iteration has the same meaning as what we call a trial.
We prefer to use the word trial in order to stress the similarity between our ACO algorithm for optimal control and
reinforcement learning (Sutton and Barto, 1998).
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by ρ. As a result of this and the previous two differences, the global pheromone update rule
is:

(1 − ρ)τij + ρ∆τij (sgb ) , if (i, j) ∈ sgb
τij ←
(2.5)
τij
, otherwise.
An important element from the ACS algorithm that acts as a measure to avoid premature
convergence to suboptimal solutions is the local pheromone update step, which occurs for
each ant after each step within a trial and is defined as follows:
τij ← (1 − γ)τij + γτ0 ,

(2.6)

where γ ∈ (0, 1) is the local pheromone update rate, similar to ρ (the global pheromone
update rule), ij is the index corresponding to the (i, j)-pair just added to the partial solution,
and τ0 is the initial value of the pheromone trail. The effect of (2.6) is that during the trial,
the visited solution components are made less attractive for other ants to visit, in that way
promoting the exploration of other, less frequently visited, solution components. The final
important difference compared to the AS is that there is an explicit exploration-exploitation
step with the selection of the next vertex j, where with a probability of , j is chosen as being
α β
the vertex with the highest value of τij
ηij (exploitation) and with the probability 1 − , a
random action is chosen according to (2.2) (exploration).

2.6

Convergence Results

The main results on proving convergence of certain ACO algorithms are published by Stützle
and Dorigo (2002). In this work, the convergence of the ACOgb,τmin class of problems
is proven. The ACOgb,τmin class consists of the ACO algorithms in which the global-best
pheromone update rule is used and in which there is a lower bound on the pheromone levels
τmin . The algorithms ACS and Max-Min Ant System both belong to this class and as such
the convergence of these algorithms has been proven. We present this proof quite extensively
in this section, such that our convergence analysis of ACL in Section 3.4 can be compared to
it.
The proof starts with Proposition 2.2 that says that in the ACOgb,τmin class of ACO algorithms the pheromone levels are bounded. By definition of the class, the lower bound is τmin ,
which is usually equal to the initial value of the pheromone levels τ0 . This lower bound can
always be enforced by replacing pheromone levels smaller than τ0 by τ0 . In the following, we
assume as AS-like algorithm, in which the lower bound on τ0 is enforced in this way and the
global-best update rule is used. It can be shown that the ACS and the Max-Min Ant System
are special cases of this algorithm. Proposition 2.2 shows that these algorithms have a finite
upper bound τmax .
Assumption 2.1 The initial pheromone level must be smaller than the fitness of any possible
solution:
τ0 < F (s),

∀s

When using the global-best update rule, the value of τ0 that satisfies this assumption
can be determined by first generating the solutions by the ants (in the first trial) and then
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determining the best solution and its corresponding fitness. In the future trials, the solution
used in the update is never worse than this solution and τ0 can be safely chosen just a little
smaller than this fitness.
Proposition 2.2 In ACOgb,τmin , the following holds for any (i, j):
τij (k) ≤ τmax ,

∀k, with τmax =

1
F (s∗ ),
ρ

where k is the trial counter and F (s∗ ) is the fitness of the optimal solution s∗ .
Proof According to the global pheromone update rule in the AS algorithm (2.3)-(2.4), the
update for the pheromone level on an edge (i, j) ∈ s(κ), with s(κ) the only solution used in
the update and κ counting the number of trials in which (i, j) has been visited, is:
τij (κ + 1) = (1 − ρ)τij (κ) + F (s(κ)).
The solution of this linear difference equation can directly be written as:
τij (κ) = (1 − ρ)κ τ0 +

κ−1
X

(1 − ρ)l F (s(κ)).

(2.7)

l=0

Since (1 − ρ)κ τ0 ≤ (1 − ρ)κ F (s), for all s, and ρ ∈ (0, 1), we can derive that τij (κ) ≤
κ
P
(1 − ρ)l F (s). Furthermore, since (1 − ρ)l ≥ 0, ∀l, and F (s) > 0, ∀s, we know that τij is
l=0

non-decreasing with an upper bound of:
τij (κ) ≤

∞
κ
X
X
1
(1 − ρ)l F (s∗ ) = F (s∗ ) = τmax .
(1 − ρ)l F (s) ≤
ρ
l=0

l=0

Since (i, j) pairs that are not visited in a particular trial k either are annealed or left unchanged, we have:
τij (k) ≤ τmax ,

∀k, with τmax =

1
F (s∗ ).
ρ


Now we know there exists a finite τmax , Stützle and Dorigo (2002) show that the values
∗
of τij
, with (i, j) ∈ s∗ , which are the pheromone levels that are part of the optimal solution
for the ACOgb,τmin class of algorithms converge to τmax :
Proposition 2.3 In ACOgb,τmin , the pheromone levels along the optimal solution converge
to τmax :
∗
lim τij
(k) = τmax =

k→∞

1
F (s∗ ),
ρ

∀(i, j) ∈ s∗ ,

∗
where s∗ is the optimal solution and τij
are the pheromone levels associated with the com∗
ponents in s .
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Proof The proof is in analogy to Proposition 2.2, with the reasoning that because of using the
global-best update rule, the (i, j) pairs belonging to the optimal solution keep on receiving
the maximal amount of pheromone deposit F (s∗ ), thereby converging to τmax .

It must be noted that with the global pheromone update rule of the ACS from (2.4)(2.5), the pheromone update is weighted by ρ. Therefore, with the ACS, the upper bound is
τmax = F (s∗ ).
The convergence of the optimal pheromone levels to τmax does not prove the convergence
of the algorithm, as the optimal solution must be found first. The following theorem from
(Stützle and Dorigo, 2002) states that this will eventually happen.
Theorem 2.4 Let P ∗ (k) be the probability that the algorithm finds an optimal solution at
least once within the first k trials. Then, for an arbitrary choice of  ∈ (0, 1], there exist an
integer K such that:
P ∗ (k) ≥ 1 − ,

∀k ≥ K

and asymptotically
lim P ∗ (k) = 1.

k→∞

Proof Due to the pheromone trail limits τmin and τmax , we can guarantee that any feasible
choice for the next vertex on the construction graph is done with a probability pmin > 0. A
trivial bound for pmin can be given by considering the situation where the optimal transition
has an associated pheromone level of τmin , where all the other (non-optimal) transitions have
an associated pheromone level of τmax . This bound can be given as:
pmin ≥ p̂min =

α
τmin
α ,
α
(NC − 1)τmax
+ τmin

where NC is the maximum number of vertices that a vertex can be connected to. Then,
any generic solution s0 , including any optimal solution s∗ ∈ S ∗ , can be generated with a
probability p̂ ≥ p̂nmin > 0, where n is the finite maximum length of a sequence. Because it is
enough that one ant finds an optimal solution, a lower bound for P ∗ (k) is given by:
P ∗ (k) ≥ 1 − (1 − p̂)k .
For a given value of , we have:
1 − (1 − p̂)K ≥ 1 − 
⇒(1 − p̂)K ≤ 
⇒K ≥ log(1−p̂) ,
which means that K is a finite integer and that an optimal solution will be found in a finite
number of trials. We now know that:
1 − (1 − p̂)k ≤ P ∗ (k) ≤ 1,

∀k.

Hence, since lim (1 − (1 − p̂)k ) = 1, we can conclude that lim P ∗ (k) exists and equals 1.
k→∞

k→∞
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Now the actual convergence of ACOgb,τmin can be proven as follows (Stützle and Dorigo,
2002):
Theorem 2.5 Let k ∗ be the trial when the first optimal solution has been found. Then the
following holds:
τij (k) > τmn (k),

∀(i, j) ∈ s∗ ,

∀(m, n) ∈ A \ s∗ ,

for all k > k ∗ + k0 = k ∗ + d(1 − ρ)/ρe, where dxe denotes rounding x to the nearest integer
larger than or equal to x and where A is the set of all arcs of the construction graph, i.e., all
possible pairs of two vertices. The backslash \ denotes the set difference operator.
Proof After k0 trials since the trial in which the first optimal solution was found (i.e., for k >
k ∗ + k0 ), the pheromone trail on the connections used in the optimal solution is larger than
that on any feasible connection. In fact, due to the use of the global-best pheromone update
rule, only connections belonging to s∗ increase their pheromone trails, while the pheromone
trails of all other connections remain the same. The value k0 = d(1 − ρ)/ρe is derived in
(Stützle and Dorigo, 2002) and this derivation will not be repeated here.


2.7

Applications of ACO

The Ant System, which is the basic ACO algorithm, and its variants, have successfully been
applied to various optimization problems, such as the traveling salesman problem (Dorigo
and Stützle, 2004), load balancing (Sim and Sun, 2003), job shop scheduling (Huang and
Yang, 2008; Alaykran et al., 2007), optimal path planning for mobile robots (Fan et al., 2003),
and routing in telecommunication networks (Wang et al., 2009). An implementation of the
ACO concept of pheromone trails for real robotic systems is described by Purnamadjaja and
Russell (2005). A survey of industrial applications of ACO is presented by Fox et al. (2007).
An early publication of ant-based control is (Schoonderwoerd et al., 1996). In this paper,
the authors present a method for achieving load balancing in telecommunication networks,
where calls are routed according to the pheromone distribution on the nodes. An overview
of ACO and other metaheuristics to stochastic combinatorial optimization problems can be
found in (Bianchi et al., 2006).
One of the first real applications of the ACO framework to optimization problems in
continuous search spaces is described in (Socha and Blum, 2007) and (Socha and Dorigo,
2008). In (Socha and Blum, 2007), the application is the training of feed-forward neural
networks for pattern classification, and their continuous version of ACO shows a performance
comparable to gradient-based neural network training algorithms. An earlier application of
the ant metaphor to continuous optimization appears in (Bilchev and Parmee, 1995) and more
recent work like the Aggregation Pheromones System and the Differential Ant-Stigmergy
Algorithm can be found in respectively (Tsutsui et al., 2005) and (Korosec et al., 2007).

2.8

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have presented an introduction to swarm intelligence and in particular to
ACO. We have discussed the principles of collective behavior that can lead to the emergence
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of swarms. The individuals in the swarm locally sense the environment and make decisions
that are aimed at optimizing their personal objectives. The collective behavior of all these
individuals however provides benefits for the individuals, such that they seem to act as if
they are aware of the global behavior. These principles of self-organization can be applied
in engineering sciences, where the decentralized control of autonomous agents can result,
if designed well, in collective behavior to complete tasks that could never have been completed by an individual alone. Furthermore, properties inherent to engineered swarms, such
as robustness to the failure or removal of individuals, scalability, flexibility, and cost benefits
associated to manufacturing large quantities of similar units, provide additional benefits of
designing a swarm of small robots as opposed to one large robot. Within the field of optimization, the swarm intelligence algorithms of Particle Swarm Optimization and ACO have
become very successful since their introduction in the early nineties of the twentieth century.
The development of ACO has been inspired by the foraging behavior of some species
of ants. It is known that ants communicate the quality of found paths to sources of food by
depositing a special chemical, called pheromones. The double bridge experiment has resulted
in a mathematical model of the decision process of the ants. This model was the basis for
the ACO framework that has become very popular for solving combinatorial optimization
problems. In this chapter, we have presented the ACO framework, its application domain,
and a convergence proof for a certain class of ACO algorithms.
The inspiration from natural ants, as well as the definition of the ACO framework, the description of the AS and the ACS algorithms, and the convergence proof provide the necessary
background for the introduction of ACL in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Ant Colony Learning Framework
This chapter introduces the ant colony learning framework. Ant colony learning is a multiagent approach for learning control policies. The optimal control setting in which the framework is situated is presented as well as a theoretical analysis of its behavior. This chapter
furthermore compares ant colony learning to reinforcement learning and presents an experimental study of its behavior using computer simulations.

3.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have seen that the foraging behavior of ants in a colony has inspired researchers to develop algorithms for solving combinatorial optimization problems.
The metaphorical ants turned out to be able to find shortest paths in the construction graph
in which the problems are represented. The length of a path in this sense must be understood
as a general performance function, that can represent anything and not only shortest routes
in the physical meaning. In this chapter, we go one step further in expanding the ant colony
metaphor to the field of control policies. We see a control policy as a mapping from observations to actions with the aim of controlling the state of a certain system to a reference. More
specifically, we will consider state-feedback control policies, meaning that the observations
represent the state of the system, possibly distorted by noise or some other form of uncertainty. Simply put, we will aim to develop a way in which the ants derive the control policy
automatically by interacting with the system, i.e., they will learn the control policy. We call
the resulting framework Ant Colony Learning (ACL). This name reflects its main purpose,
namely that of learning using the ant colony metaphor.
In (Birattari et al., 2002), ACO is linked to optimal control for the first time. Although
presenting a formal framework, called ant programming, no application, nor study of its performance is presented. After this paper, no more work has been published on the subject.
Our method shows similarities with the most notable other learning paradigm: reinforcement
learning, with in particular the Q-learning algorithm (Watkins and Dayan, 1992). However,
the key difference is that the power of our ant colony-inspired method lies in the cooperation of the agents. By jointly sampling the state space and exchanging information through
pheromones, they form a powerful swarm, capable of efficiently deriving the optimal control
policy of the system at hand. Earlier work (Gambardella and Dorigo, 1995) introduced the
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Ant-Q algorithm, which is the most notable other work relating ACO with Q-learning. However, Ant-Q has been developed for combinatorial optimization problems and not for optimal
control problems. Moreover, this algorithm has not been used after the ACS has been shown
to be superior.
In this chapter, we present the optimal control context in Section 3.2 and the ACL framework in Section 3.3. We will limit ourselves first to the control of dynamic systems with
discrete state spaces, such that we can discuss and study the basics of the framework first,
before continuing with more complex systems. This chapter is devoted to laying down a
comprehensive foundation of ACL, by analytically studying the behavior of our method in
Section 3.4. We also present a comparison of ACL with reinforcement learning methods in
Section 3.5. In Section 3.6, we study the behavior of ACL and the effect of its parameters on
the learning performance through experiments.

3.2

Optimal Control Setting

Before we can present the ACL algorithm, we must describe the context in which the algorithm is situated. As said in the introduction, ACL aims at automatically deriving optimal
control policies from the interaction with the system to be controlled. This section discusses
the notions of optimality, control policy, and system. We will limit the discussion to systems with a discrete state space. In Chapter 4, systems with continuous state spaces will be
considered.

3.2.1

Optimal Policy Learning Problem

Assume that we have a nonlinear dynamic system, characterized by a discrete-valued state

T
vector q = q1 q2 . . . qn
∈ Q, with Q having a finite number of elements. Also
assume that the state can be controlled by an input, or action u ∈ U that can only take a finite
number of values and that the state can be measured at discrete time steps, with a sampling
time Ts with t the discrete time index. The sampled system is denoted as:
q(t + 1) ∼ p(q(t), u(t)),

(3.1)

with p a probability distribution function over the state-action space. The optimal control
problem we consider is to control the state of the system from any given initial state q(0) =
q0 to a desired goal state q(t) = qg in at most t ≤ T steps and in an optimal way, where
optimality is defined by minimizing a certain cost function. As an example, take the following
quadratic cost function:
J(s) = J(q̃, ũ) =

T
−1
X

eT (t + 1)Qe(t + 1) + uT (t)Ru(t),

(3.2)

t=0

with s the solution found by a given ant, q̃ = q(1), . . . , q(T ) and ũ = u(0), . . . , u(T − 1)
respectively the sequences of states and actions in that solution, e(t + 1) = q(t + 1) − qg
the error at time t + 1, and Q and R positive definite matrices of appropriate dimensions.
The problem is to find a nonlinear mapping from the state to the input that, when applied to
the system in q0 , results in a sequence of state-action pairs (u(0), q(1)), (u(1), q(2)), . . .,
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(u(T −1), q(T )) that minimizes this cost function. The resulting nonlinear mapping function
h is called the control policy:
u(t) = h(q(t))

(3.3)

We make the assumption that Q and R are selected in such a way that qg can be reached
in at most T time steps. Conversely, we can also assume that we can select a T that satisfies
this requirement on the basis of predefined matrices Q and R. The matrices Q and R balance
the importance of speed versus the aggressiveness of the controller. This kind of cost function
is frequently used in optimal control of linear systems, where the optimal controller minimizing the quadratic cost can be derived as a closed expression after solving the corresponding
Riccati equation using the Q and R matrices and the matrices of the linear state space description (Åström and Wittenmark, 1990). In our case, we aim at finding control policies for
non-linear systems, which in general cannot be derived analytically from the system description and the Q and R matrices, or which cannot be analytically derived because the system
description is unknown and all we have is a black-box representing the input-output mapping
of (3.1). Note that our method is not limited to the use of quadratic cost functions. The cost
function must however satisfy the following requirement for any possible solution s:
0<

τ0
−1
−1
≤ Jmax
≤ J −1 (s) ≤ Jmin
,
ρ

with Jmax = max J(s) and Jmin = min J(s) respectively the largest and smallest possible
s
s
value of the cost function, τ0 the initial value of the pheromone levels, and ρ the global
pheromone decay rate, as will be explained in Section 3.3. Note that this requirement is
not at all restrictive, since adding a constant τρ0 to the cost function renders this requirement
satisfied. Likewise, for a given cost function and ρ, τ0 can always be chosen such that this
requirement is satisfied. Also note that we can trivially extend the optimal control problem
that we consider here to include a set of goal states, denoted by Qg . In that case, we can
include a virtual goal state to which all goal states qg ∈ Qg lead with probability one and
a cost of zero. The virtual goal state is then considered the single goal state in the ACL
algorithm.
We will use the inverse of the cost function, since J −1 (s) will be used to represent the
pheromone deposit of an ant for a solution s. Lower costs will thus correspond to larger
pheromone deposits and maximizing the pheromone levels along optimal solutions will correspond to minimizing the cost function.

3.2.2

Markov Decision Processes

The control policy we aim to find with ACL will be a state feedback controller (3.3). This
is a reactive policy, meaning that it will define a mapping from states to actions without the
need of storing the states (and actions) of previous time steps. This poses the requirement on
the system that it can be described by a state-transition mapping for a discrete state q and an
action (or input) u in discrete time like (3.1). In this case, the system is said to be a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) and the probability distribution function p is said to be the Markov
model of the system. Note that finding an optimal control policy for a deterministic MDP is
equivalent to finding the optimal sequence of state-action pairs from any given initial state to
a certain goal state. The problem of finding optimal combinations of states and actions is a
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combinatorial optimization problem. When the state transitions are stochastic, like in (3.1), it
is a stochastic combinatorial optimization problem. We define optimality of a control policy
with stochastic state transitions as the mapping from states to actions that minimizes the
expected value of the cost of the resulting sequence of state-action pairs. As ACO algorithms
are especially applicable to (stochastic) combinatorial optimization problems, the application
of ACO to deriving control policies is evident.

3.3

Ant Colony Learning for Optimal Control

In ACL, multiple ants operate in parallel in order to find the optimal control policy. In order
to model this parallelism, we assume that each ant interacts with its own copy of the system,
as depicted in Figure 3.1.

System

System

System

Ant 1

Ant 2

Ant M

Pheromone Levels
Figure 3.1: The general layout of Ant Colony Learning. Here, there are M ants, each of which
interacts with its own copy of the system. The ants also read from and write to pheromone
levels, which act as a common memory.
The general outline of ACL is then as follows. Let C denote the set of ants that have not
yet found the goal. Initially, all M ants belong to C and are distributed randomly over the
state space of the system. The pheromone levels associated with each state-action pair (q, u)
−1
are set to an initial value τqu (0) = τ0 , with 0 < τ0 ≤ ρJmax
. In what is called a trial, all
ants c ∈ C make interaction steps with their copy of the system. First, in its initial state,
each ant decides based on the current pheromone levels associated with the available actions
which action to perform, after which it applies this action to its own copy of the system. Each
ant stores the state-action pair to its personal record, called the partial solution sp,c and the
pheromone level at that state-action pair τqu is annealed through the local pheromone update.
Each copy of the system responds to the input by changing its state, which takes each ant to its
new state. If this state is equal to the goal state qg , the ant is removed from C. The remaining
ants repeat the process by choosing new actions until either all have reach the goal state, or
the trial exceeds a predefined number of time steps T . All partial solutions are then added to
the multiset Strial , which is used in the global pheromone update step. It is a multiset, since
it may contain the same solution multiple times. In this step, all solutions in the multiset
are evaluated with respect to the cost function, and the state-action pairs contained in the
solutions receive a pheromone update accordingly.
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The following sections describe the main steps of the algorithm, i.e., the action selection,
the local pheromone update, the global pheromone update, and the derivation of the control
policy from the pheromone levels. It is important to understand that there is an inner loop
and an outer loop in the algorithm, as can be clearly seen in Algorithm 3.1 on page 36. The
inner loop contains the action selection and the local pheromone update, and the iterations
are indexed by t. After at most T iterations, the outer loop takes over, in which the global
pheromone update takes place. The iterations in the outer loop are indexed by k. In order to
clearly distinguish the pheromone updates in the inner loop from the pheromone updates in
the outer loop, the pheromone levels in the inner loop are labeled with the superscript “local”:
local
τqu
. Before entering the inner loop, the current pheromone levels thus have to be copied to
local
the local pheromone levels: τqu
(0) = τqu (k), ∀(q, u) ∈ Q × U. After the inner loop has
been completed and the algorithm enters the outer loop again, the resulting local pheromone
levels τ local (T ) are used for the global pheromone update. Note that although we make this
distinction notationally, there is in fact just one set of pheromone levels from which the ants
read and to which they write.

3.3.1

Action Selection

The action selection step takes place in the inner loop of the algorithm. In this step, each ant
c ∈ C determines which action uc ∈ Uqc to apply to the system in a given state qc . With
the AS, see (2.2), this is done based on both the pheromone levels and the heuristic variables.
In this thesis, we will disregard the heuristic variables, assuming that no information about
the quality of solution components is available a priori. This is implemented by setting all
heuristic variables equal to one. It can be seen that ηij disappears from (2.2) in this case.
Without the heuristic variables, only the value of α remains as a tuning parameter, now in
fact only determining the amount of exploration as higher values of α make the probability
higher of choosing the action associated with the largest pheromone level. In fact, the balance
between exploration and exploitation of the knowledge acquired is very important for the
performance of any model-free learning algorithm. Various elaborate ways exist to effectively
explore the state-action space of a system, such as directed exploration (Thrun and Möller,
1992) and dynamic exploration (van Ast and Babuška, 2006). In this thesis, however, we
limit ourselves to the more straightforward and classical undirected exploration methods.
Note that since the action selection takes place within the inner loop of the algorithm, it
local
(t), with t the discrete time index of the current interaction step.
is based on τqu
Boltzmann action selection
The AS action selection rule from (2.2) can be ported to the ACL framework as follows:
α
τqlocal
(t)
cu

α , u ∈ Uqc
uc ∼ pc {u|qc } = P
(3.4)
local (t)
τ
`∈Uqc
qc `
where pc {u|qc } is the probability for an ant c to choose action u in state qc and Uqc is
the action set available to ant c in state qc . This action selection rule is called the random
proportional, or Boltzmann action selection rule and the amount of exploration is implicit in
the choice of α and the pheromone levels. From our experience, good values for α are 2 − 3.
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Typically, as the pheromone levels converge with the progress of the algorithm, the difference
between the pheromone level associated with one particular action and those associated with
the other actions increases, and the amount of exploration anneals accordingly.
-greedy action selection
In the ACS, the amount of exploration is kept constant, due to the inclusion of an explicit
exploration probability . In the ACL framework, this is denoted as follows:



arg max τqlocal
(t)
with probability 1 − 
`
c
`∈Uqc
uc =
(3.5)

random(Uqc )
with probability ,
where random(Uqc ) denotes the random selection of an action from the action set in state qc
from a uniform distribution. This action selection rule is called -greedy.
Max-Boltzmann action selection
A combination of the two mentioned rules also exists:

α
local
∼ p {u|q } = P (τqc u (t)) α , u ∈ U
qc
c
c
local
`∈Uqc (τqc ` (t))
uc

= random(Uqc )

with probability 1 − 

(3.6)

with probability ,

which is called the Max-Boltzmann action selection rule.

3.3.2

Local Pheromone Update

The pheromones are initialized equally for all (q, u)-pairs and set to a small positive value
τ0 . During each trial, all ants construct their solutions in parallel by interacting with the
system until they either have reached the goal state, or the trial exceeds a certain pre-specified
number of steps T . After every step, each ant c ∈ C performs a local pheromone update for
the (qc , uc )-pair just visited, equal to (2.6), but in the setting of ACL:
τqlocal
(t + 1) = (1 − γ)τqlocal
(t) + γτ0 ,
c uc
c uc

(3.7)

with γ ∈ [0, 1) the local pheromone decay rate and typically chosen to be very small. The
range of γ is derived in Section 3.4.10. The effect of the local pheromone update is that
pheromone levels along visited state-action pairs are decreased towards τ0 . The value of γ
should not be chosen too large, as this would mean that the information stored in a pheromone
level is lost whenever an ant visits the respective state-action pair. The purpose of the local
pheromone update is to stimulate exploration of the state-action space, by making it less
attractive for an ant to choose the same action in a certain state as its predecessor. In particular,
when the pheromone levels for multiple actions in a given state are all equally large, and larger
than other pheromone levels associated with that state, the local pheromone update makes it
more likely for several ants visiting that state, to choose different actions. It is a standard step
in most modern ACO algorithms (Dorigo and Stützle, 2004).
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After the local pheromone update, it is determined if the ants have reached the goal, or if
they have timed-out. The ants that have reached the goal are removed from C. When the set
C is empty, or when t = T (whichever happens first), the algorithm continues with the outer
loop. All (partial) solutions found are added to the multiset Strial and the global pheromone
update is performed.

3.3.3

Global Pheromone Update

Let us assume that the trial is completed after T time steps. The pheromone levels are then
updated according to the following global pheromone update step:
local
τqu (k + 1) =(1 − ρ)τqu
(T ) + ρ

X

J −1 (s),

(3.8)

s∈Strial (k):
(q,u)∈s

∀(q, u) : ∃s ∈ Strial (k) : (q, u) ∈ s,

(3.9)

with Strial the multiset of all candidate solutions found in the trial, k the trial counter, and
ρ ∈ (0, 1] the global pheromone decay rate. The range of ρ is derived in Section 3.4.10. With
the best performing ACO algorithms, as discussed in Section 2.5.1, the global pheromone
update is performed for only the solution that is currently the best one found. This solution
is called the global-best solution. However, for an optimal control problem, it is not possible
to only use the global-best solution in the pheromone update. All ants would have to be
initialized to the same state, as starting from states that require less time and less effort to
reach the goal would always result in a better global-best solution. Ultimately, initializing
an ant exactly in the goal state would be the best possible solution and no other solution,
starting from more interesting states would get the opportunity to update the pheromones in
the global pheromone update phase. In order to find a control policy from any initial state
to the goal state, the global-best update rule cannot be used. By using all solutions of all
ants in (3.9), the resulting algorithm does allow for random initialization of the ants over
the state space and is therefore used in ACL. This type of update rule is comparable to the
AS update rule (2.3)-(2.4), with the important difference that only the pheromone levels are
evaporated that are associated with the elements in Strial . The pheromone deposit is equal to
J −1 (s) = J −1 (q̃, ũ), the inverse of the cost function over the sequence of quantized stateaction pairs in s according to (3.2). Note that minimizing the cost, corresponds to maximizing
the pheromone levels marking the optimal solution.

3.3.4

Control Policy

The control policy can be extracted from the pheromone levels as follows:
u = h(q) = arg max (τq` ),

(3.10)

`∈Uq

in which ties are broken randomly. This equations states that the control policy assigns the
action to a given state that maximizes the associated pheromone levels.
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3.3.5

ACL Algorithm

In Table 3.1, the three most important ACO algorithms and our ACL algorithm are compared
based on how they define which solutions are used in the global pheromone update rule, and
which global and which local pheromone update rule they use.
Table 3.1: An overview of the characteristics of popular ACO algorithms and ACL.

Update (multi)set Supd
Local pheromone upd.
Global pheromone upd.

AS
Strial
no
(2.3) - (2.4)

ACS
{sgb } (also {sib })
(2.6)
(2.4) - (2.5)

Max-Min AS
{sib } (also {sgb })
no
(2.4) - (2.5)

ACL
Strial
(3.7)
(3.9)

This table shows that ACL uses the same update set as the AS. Elitism introduced in
ACS and the Max-Min AS has resulted in outperforming the AS in most combinatorial optimization problems. While these ACO variants are now the methods of choice for current
applications of ACO to combinatorial optimization problems, the application of ACL to control policy learning prevents their forms of elitism from being used. Like ACS, the local
pheromone update rule is used in ACL, but formulated within in the state-action framework.
The effect of the local pheromone update rule will be studied in Section 3.6 and the sections
on simulation experiments in the subsequent chapters of this thesis. The global pheromone
update rule of ACL is comparable to the ones used in ACS and the Max-Min AS.
The complete algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.1. For the ease of notation, the time
indices of q and u when used in the subscripts of the pheromone levels are omitted. Also,
the distinction between τ local and τ is not made, since no confusion about the order of the
updates can arise here. The assignment qc ← random(Q) in Step 7 selects for ant c a random
initial state qc from the state space Q with a uniform probability distribution. In Table 3.2,
the ACL parameters are presented.
It is interesting to note that exploration of the state-action space is induced by several
elements of the algorithm. First and foremost, the action selection rule contains either an
explicit exploration probability (, in the case of -greedy action selection), an implicit exploration probability (for larger values of α, state-action pairs with a larger pheromone level
are more likely to be selected, in the case of Boltzmann action selection), or a combination
of both (in the case of Max-Boltzmann action selection). The local pheromone update rule
furthermore decays the pheromone levels of recently selected state-action pairs, stimulating
ants to visit other state-action pairs. This can be called a secondary form of exploration,
as the actual exploration is still stemming from the action selection rule. This holds true
even more for the choice of the initial value of the pheromone levels, τ0 . When chosen
very close to zero, a small pheromone deposit in the global pheromone update rule already
causes a large difference between pheromone levels, thereby favoring these state-action pairs
relatively strongly when using a Boltzmann action selection rule. For larger values of τ0 ,
the pheromone deposits will cause relatively smaller differences between pheromone levels,
thereby maintaining a higher exploration rate when using a Boltzmann action selection rule.
The interplay between these parameters and their effect on the exploration behavior has never
been studied well. In most application of ACO, standard values for τ0 and γ are chosen, while
tuning the value of  and α to get satisfying performance.
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Table 3.2: Overview of the parameters of the ACL algorithm.
Parameter Domain
Meaning
Inputs
Q
discrete state space
U
discrete action space
p
generative model
Parameters M
≥1
number of ants
τ0
>0
initial pheromone level
γ
[0, 1)
local pheromone decay rate
ρ
(0, 1]
global pheromone decay rate
α
>0
exponent of action selection rule
T
≥1
maximal number of discrete time steps
K
≥1
maximal number of trials
Variables t, k
≤ T, ≤ K
time index of the system, trial counter
c
1, 2, . . . , M an ant
C
set of ants that have not found the goal yet
q, qc
Q
discrete state (observed by ant c)
u, uc
U
discrete action (chosen by ant c)
sp,c
partial solution of ant c
Strial
multiset of solutions
Output
τqu
pheromone levels for a given (q, u)-pair

3.4

Convergence Analysis

In this section we present a theoretical study on the convergence of ACL. Convergence analysis of ACL is different from the convergence analysis of the ACOgb,τmin class of ACO algorithms, as reviewed in Section 2.6. That convergence proof mainly relied on the global-best
update rule, with which the pheromones are only updated if they belong to the best solution
found so far. With ACL, all solutions found in a trial are used to update the pheromone levels
at the end of that trial. We will see that this severely complicates the convergence analysis.
Convergence is a property required for any algorithm in the sense that it must at least theoretically be guaranteed that the algorithm will produce the desired solution. Practically, it
may be different. The theoretical analysis may require certain assumptions on the implementation of the algorithm that cannot be met in practice. Or the actual convergence for a real
problem may require a huge number of iterations. In Section 3.6, we present an experimental
evaluation of the performance of ACL. We also study the behavior of the important ACL
parameters, relating them to the theoretical findings in this section.

3.4.1

Definition of Convergence

With ACL we aim to automatically derive a control policy that will bring the system from any
initial state to a predetermined desired (goal) state in an optimal fashion. The control policy
is a mapping from the state space to the action space. In discrete time, the control policy will
lead to a sequence of state-action pairs starting in a given initial state and terminating with
the action that brings the state of the system to the desired value. A sequence of state-action
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Algorithm 3.1 The Ant Colony Learning algorithm.
Input: Q, U, p, M, τ0 , γ, ρ, α, T, K
1: Initialize the algorithm:
k ← 0; τqu (0) ← τ0 , ∀(q, u) ∈ Q × U
2: repeat
3:
Initialize the trial:
t ← 0; Strial ← ∅; C ← {1, 2, . . . , M }
4:
for all ants c ∈ C in parallel do
5:
Initialize the partial solution:
sp,c ← ∅
6:
Initialize the state of the system:
qc (0) ← random(Q)
7:
repeat
8:
Select action:
τqαc u
uc (t) ∼ pc {u|qc (t)} = P
u ∈ Uqc
α ,
`∈Uqc τqc `
9:
Update partial solution:
sp,c ← sp,c ∪ {(qc (t), uc (t))}
10:
Apply action to system:
qc (t + 1) ∼ p(qc (t), uc (t))
11:
Perform the local pheromone update:
τqc uc ← (1 − γ)τqc uc + γτ0
12:
if qc (t + 1) = qg then
13:
If an ant reaches the goal, its trial terminates:
C ← C \ {c}
14:
end if
15:
t←t+1
16:
until t = T or C = ∅
17:
Add the solutions found to the solution multiset:
Strial ← Strial ∪ {sp,c }, ∀c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M }
18:
end for
19:
Perform the global pheromone
P update:
τqu ← (1 − ρ)τqu + ρ
J −1 (s), ∀(q, u) : ∃s ∈ Strial : (q, u) ∈ s
s∈Strial :
(q,u)∈s

k ←k+1
21: until k = K
Output: τqu , ∀(q, u) ∈ Q × U
20:

pairs is called a solution. A predefined cost function evaluates solutions and a solution is then
called optimal if it has the lowest cost compared to the cost of all possible solution trajectories
from the initial state to the goal state. A policy is called optimal if for all states in the state
space the solutions are optimal.
We will say that ACL converges, if in the limit, when the number of trials in the algorithm approaches infinity, the resulting control policy becomes and stays equal to the optimal
control policy for the considered system, state and action space partitioning, goal state, and
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cost function. Note that for the convergence analysis in this section we consider the ACL
algorithm as presented in this chapter, i.e., in the setting of discrete state spaces.

3.4.2

Assumptions

For the convergence analysis in this chapter, we require the following assumptions on the
ACL algorithm:
1. For any initial state q0 there is exactly one optimal solution to the goal state qg .
2. No loops are allowed in the solutions generated by the ants.
3. The state space is discrete and all state transitions are deterministic.
For some control problems, it may be that for certain initial states there are multiple
solutions leading to the goal state that are all optimal. In such cases the first assumption can
be satisfied by adding a small gradient to the objective function. With respect to the second
assumption, as ACL contains a local pheromone update step, it is not sufficient to remove
possible loops after the ants have converged. In that case, the local pheromone update would
already have been performed twice or more for the pheromone variables associated with
the state-action pairs on the crossings of the loops. Also the pheromone levels on the stateaction pairs of the removed loop would have received a local pheromone update once or more
incorrectly. The correct way of ensuring that the second assumption is satisfied, is by only
allowing an ant to choose an action from a given state if it has not chosen this action from
this state before in the current trial, thus by maintaining a tabu-list per state and per ant. The
last assumption is merely a repetition of the context in which we consider the algorithm in
this chapter. It requires the state space to be originally discrete (such as with grid search
problems) without noise in the state transitions and state measurements.

3.4.3

Total Pheromone Update

There are two types of pheromone update in the algorithm: the local pheromone update
and the global pheromone update. Summarizing Section 3.3, the local pheromone update is
local
applied within the inner loop of the algorithm to τqu
directly after an ant visits (q, u) and
is defined as:
local
local
τqu
(t + 1) = (1 − γ)τqu
(t) + γτ0 ,

(3.11)

with γ ∈ [0, 1) the local pheromone decay rate and τ0 the initial value of the pheromone
levels. At the start of a trial k, the current pheromone levels are copied to the local pheromone
local
local
levels, τqu
(0) = τqu (k) for all (q, u)-pairs. In the first trial, when τqu
(0) = τqu (0) = τ0
for all (q, u)-pairs, the local pheromone update has no effect. Only after some pheromone
variables have received a pheromone deposit from the global pheromone update, these pheromone levels can become larger than τ0 . Let us assume that the trial is ended when t = T
and that in that trial Mqu (k) ants have visited the (q, u)-pair. With (4.17) it is shown that the
pheromone levels have then been updated according to:
local
local
τqu
(T ) = (1 − γ)Mqu (k) (τqu
(0) − τ0 ) + τ0

= (1 − γ)Mqu (k) (τqu (k) − τ0 ) + τ0 .
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local
The global pheromone update is applied to τqu
(T ) at the end of a trial, if (q, u) is an
element of the solution of one or more ants. The global pheromone update is then defined as
follows:
X
local
τqu (k + 1) =(1 − ρ)τqu
(T ) + ρ
J −1 (s),
(3.14)
s∈Strial (k):
(q,u)∈s

∀(q, u) : ∃s ∈ Strial (k) : (q, u) ∈ s,

(3.15)

with k the trial counter, ρ ∈ (0, 1] the global pheromone decay rate, Strial (k) the multiset of
solutions found in the current trial, and J −1 (s) the inverse of the cost of the solution s. We
also call J −1 (s) the pheromone deposit based on s.
We can aggregate (3.13) and (3.15) to get an expression from the pheromone update at
the end of a trial as follows:
n
o
τqu (k + 1) = (1 − ρ) (1 − γ)Mqu (k) (τqu (k) − τ0 ) + τ0
X
+ρ
J −1 (s), Mqu (k) > 0,
(3.16)
s∈Strial (k):
(q,u)∈s

τqu (k + 1) = τqu (k),

otherwise,

(3.17)

with Mqu (k) the number of ants that have visited (q, u) during trial k. From (3.16)-(3.17)
we can derive two important conclusions:
1. If a (q, u) is not visited by any of the ants in a given trial, the pheromone level τqu
will not be updated in that trial.
2. If a (q, u) is visited by one or more ants in a given trial, the pheromone level τqu
will be updated in that trial, and may increase or decrease in value depending on the
pheromone deposits of the ants and the values of γ and ρ.
By introducing κ as the counter of the number of trials in which the pheromone level of
a particular state-action pair (q, u) receives a global pheromone update, we can write (3.16)
and (3.17) as follows:
n
o
upd
upd
τqu
(κ + 1) = (1 − ρ) (1 − γ)Mqu (κ) (τqu
(κ) − τ0 ) + τ0
X
+ρ
J −1 (s),

(3.18)

s∈Strial (κ);
(q,u)∈s

in which the superscript “upd” is used to avoid confusion between pheromone updates indexed with k and those with κ. With this expression, we have effectively got rid of (3.17).
Next, we show that since the probability of any state-action pair being visited by at least one
ant in any given trial is bounded from below by a non-zero probability, we are allowed to
use (3.18), instead of the joint equations (3.16)-(3.17) in the remainder of the convergence
analysis in this section.
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3.4.4

Lower Bound on the State-Action Selection Probability

The analysis in this section focuses on the pheromone levels associated with a general state
q. In q the possible actions are the elements of the set Uq = {u1 , u2 , . . . , uN }. An action
will be selected according to the -greedy action selection rule (3.5), where the currently
optimal action is chosen with a probability 1 − , while with a probability  the action is
randomly drawn from a uniform distribution over the action set Uq . The parameter  is called
the exploration probability and its value determines the trade-off known as the explorationexploitation dilemma. From this, we can state the following proposition:
Proposition 3.1 (Lower bound on the probability of choosing an action) The probability
of a given action ui being selected in any state q in any trial using the -greedy action
selection rule is at least N provided that q is visited by at least one ant.
Proof In the worst case, an action ui is only chosen through exploration and only by one ant.
With  the exploration probability and N number of possible actions, the probability that any
given action is chosen is thus at least N .

In other words, ui will be chosen on average at least every N trials. It is important to note
that this average is independent of the number of trials, unlike for instance the random proportional action selection rule from (3.4), where the probability of choosing an action depends
on the pheromone levels, which may change from trial to trial. However, in Section 3.4.10,
we will show that also with that action selection rule, each action in any given state will be
chosen at least once every finite number of trials.
It is important, though, that each state is visited frequently enough. Since the ants are
randomly initialized over the state space with a uniform distribution at the start of each trial,
we can state the following proposition:
Proposition 3.2 (Lower bound on the probability of visiting a state) The probability of a
1
, with |Q| the number of states in the
given state q being visited in a given trial is at least |Q|
state space Q.
Proof In the worst case, a state q is only selected during the initialization of a trial and only
by one ant. With |Q| the number of states in the state space Q, the probability that any given
1
state is selected is thus at least |Q|
.

From these two propositions, the following directly follows:
Corollary 3.3 (Lower bound on the probability of a given state-action pair being selected)

Each state-action pair is selected in a given trial with a probability of at least N |Q|
.
Proof Since the probability of choosing an action and visiting a state are independent from

each other, the probability of selecting a state-action pair in any given trial is at least N |Q|
.
Because of this corollary, each state-action pair will be visited on average at least every
trials, which is constant during the execution of the algorithm. When k → ∞, the
results that will be derived for (3.18) will thus also apply to (3.16) - (3.17).
N |Q|
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3.4.5

Bounds on the Pheromone Levels

We will proceed our analysis by deriving lower and upper bounds for the pheromone levels.
Starting with the lower bound, we prove the following proposition:
Proposition 3.4 (Lower bound on pheromone levels) If τ0 is chosen such that 0 < τ0 ≤
−1
Jmax
ρ, with Jmax the largest possible value of the performance function, the lower bound on
the pheromone levels is τ0 .
Proof By induction, we can show that a pheromone level can never become smaller than τ0
when using the pheromone update expression from (3.18):
upd
τqu
(0) = τ0

n
o
upd
upd
τqu
(κ + 1) = (1 − ρ) (1 − γ)Mqu (κ) (τqu
(κ) − τ0 ) + τ0 + ρ

X

J −1 (s)

s∈Strial (κ):
(q,u)∈s

≥ (1 − ρ)









−1
upd
(1 − γ)Mqu (κ) (τqu
(κ) − τ0 ) +τ0 + ρMqu (κ)Jmax


{z
}

|

≥ (1 − ρ)τ0 +

≥0

by induction

−1
ρJmax

≥ (1 − ρ)τ0 + τ0 ≥ τ0 ,

(3.19)

which corresponds to the case when only one ant visits this state-action pair and finds the
worst possible solution when the associated pheromone level was already at its lowest pos−1
sible value. Here we have used that J(s) ≤ Jmax and thus that J −1 (s) ≥ Jmax
, for all s.

This means that ACL belongs to the class of ACO algorithms that have a lower bound on
the pheromone levels, ACOτmin , with τmin = τ0 . In order to derive the upper bound on the
pheromone levels, we use the following two lemmas:
Lemma 3.5 Given the following first-order scalar difference equation:
y(k + 1) = ay(k) + b,

(3.20)

with a ∈ (−1, 1), b ∈ R, and an arbitrary initial point y(0), the final value of the sequence
y(k) is:
lim y(k) =

k→∞

b
.
1−a

(3.21)

Proof This follows trivially from the final value theorem of the z-transform (Åström and
Wittenmark, 1990).

Lemma 3.6 Given the following first-order scalar difference equation:
y(k + 1) = ay(k) + b,
with a ∈ [0, 1), b ∈ R, and an initial point y(0). If y(0) ≤
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(3.22)
b
1−a ,

then y(k) is non-decreasing.
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Proof Using:
y(k) = ak y(0) + (ak−1 + . . . + a + 1)b
y(k + 1) = ak+1 y(0) + (ak + ak−1 + . . . + a + 1)b
we can derive the following expression for the difference between two consecutive time steps
of this difference equation:
y(k + 1) − y(k) = (ak+1 − ak )y(0) + ak b = ak (b + ay(0) − y(0)).
Since a ∈ [0, 1), we have ak ≥ 0. So, in order to make y(k) non-decreasing, we need that:
b
.

(b + ay(0) − y(0)) ≥ 0, which is equal to requiring that y(0) ≤ 1−a
Using these two lemmas, we can prove the following proposition:
Proposition 3.7 (Upper bound on pheromone levels) For any (q, u)-pair, the pheromone
levels are bounded from above:
upd
τqu
(κ) ≤

−1
βupper + ρM Jmin
,
1 − αupper

(3.23)

with
αupper = (1 − ρ)(1 − γ)


βupper = (1 − ρ) (1 − γ)M (−τ0 ) + τ0
and with Jmin = min J(s) the smallest possible value of the performance function.
s

Proof Considering a given (q, u)-pair, let us rewrite (3.18) as follows:
h
i
upd
upd
τqu
(κ + 1) = (1 − ρ)(1 − γ)Mqu (κ) τqu
(κ) + (1 − ρ) (1 − γ)Mqu (κ) (−τ0 ) + τ0
X
+ρ
J −1 (s).
(3.24)
s∈Strial (κ):
(q,u)∈s

This equation is of the form:
upd
upd
τqu
(κ + 1) = α(κ)τqu
(κ) + β(κ) + δ(κ).

(3.25)

Let us now introduce θqu (κ), which satisfies the following difference equation:
θqu (κ + 1) = αupper θqu (κ) + βupper + δupper ,

(3.26)

in which αupper , βupper , and δupper are upper bounds of α(κ), β(κ), and δ(κ) respectively:
α(κ) ≤ αupper = (1 − ρ)(1 − γ)


β(κ) ≤ βupper = (1 − ρ) (1 − γ)M (−τ0 ) + τ0
−1
δ(κ) ≤ δupper = ρM Jmin
,
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The upper bound for α(κ) is obtained by taking Mqu (κ) = 1 for all κ, while the upper
bounds for β(κ) and δ(κ) are obtained for Mqu (κ) = M for all κ. We take the same initial
upd
values for τqu
and θqu , so θqu (0) = τ0 . Using Lemma 3.6, we can now show that θqu (κ) is
a non-decreasing function of κ. We immediately see that αupper ≥ 0 and we must show that:


−1
(1 − ρ) (1 − γ)M (−τ0 ) + τ0 + ρM Jmin
βupper + δupper
=
≥ τ0 = θqu (0)
1 − αupper
1 − (1 − ρ)(1 − γ)


−1
⇒ (1 − ρ) (1 − γ)M (−τ0 ) + τ0 + ρM Jmin
− τ0 + (1 − ρ)(1 − γ)τ0 ≥ 0.
Recalling the ranges for ρ, viz. (0, 1] and for γ, viz. [0, 1), we can show this as follows:




−1
−τ0 + (1 − ρ)(1 − γ)τ0 ≥ 0.
(1 − ρ) (1 − γ)M (−τ0 ) + τ0  + ρM Jmin
{z
}
|
{z
}
|
| {z }
|

{z

≥0

≥0

}

|

≥τ0

{z

≥0

}

≥0

upd
(κ) ≤ θqu (κ):
Moreover, by induction it follows that τqu
upd
τqu
(0) = θqu (0)
upd
upd
τqu
(κ + 1) = α(κ)τqu
(κ) + β(κ) + δ(κ)

≤ αupper θqu (κ) + βupper + δupper = θqu (κ + 1).
βupper + δupper
. Since we have shown that
κ→∞
1 − αupper
θqu (κ) is non-decreasing, we have now arrived at the conclusion that:
We can use Lemma 3.5 to get to lim θqu (κ) =

upd
τqu
(κ) ≤ θqu (κ) ≤

−1
βupper + ρM Jmin
.
1 − αupper


Note that the upper bound that we have derived is only tight for M = 1.

3.4.6

Bounds on the Expected Value of the Pheromone Levels

At this point in the analysis of the behavior of the pheromone levels, we have found an
expression for the total pheromone update, viz. (3.18), and we have found a lower and an
upper bound for the pheromone levels. These bounds are useful as they give us information
about the range in which the pheromone levels reside. Moreover, the bounds give the relations
between the global and local pheromone decay rates ρ and γ, the number of ants M , and the
initial value of the pheromone levels τ0 . However, two shortcomings of these bounds prevent
us from drawing conclusions about convergence of the algorithm:
1. Our upper bound is not tight for M > 1.
2. Our upper bound is the same for all pheromone levels.
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Especially the second issue prevents us from analyzing whether and when the pheromone
levels associated with the optimal state-action pairs become larger than the pheromone levels
associated with suboptimal state-action pairs. In this section, our aim is to find expressions
for the behavior of individual pheromone levels. However, two factors in the algorithm in
particular complicate such an analysis:
1. The total pheromone update from (3.18) contains Mqu (κ), the number of ants that
have visited the (q, u)-pair in trial κ, which is dependent on many uncertain factors,
such as the other pheromone levels and the exploration probability.
upd
2. The total pheromone update of τqu
(κ) depends on the pheromone deposits J −1 (s)
from all solutions found in trial κ. The update of a particular pheromone level thus
depends on all state-action pairs prior to (q, u) and all state-action pairs following
(q, u), which also depends on many uncertain factors, such as the other pheromone
levels and the exploration probability.

There are too many uncertainties involved in the algorithm in order to find a closed expression of the final pheromone levels. This is inherent to learning algorithms that contain
random variables, such as exploration, and in which the credit assignment, such as the distribution of rewards in reinforcement learning, or the distribution of the pheromone deposits in
ACL, depends on a series of decision variables.
In the following, we eliminate the uncertainty arising from exploration by looking at the
expected value of the pheromone levels. We eliminate the uncertainty arising from the stateaction pairs prior to (q, u) and the state-action pairs following (q, u) by considering the
situation depicted in Figure 3.2.

u1 = u∗
u2 = ū
q

u

u3

q0

qg

uN
Figure 3.2: From a state q, the action u will take the system to another state q0 , from which
there are N possible actions. The action u∗ in this state will bring the system to the goal
state optimally. The action ū does so sub optimally, but still with a lower cost than the other
actions. The other actions do so with decreasing optimality.
Here, we regard the Mqu (κ) ants to start in state q and all choose the action u. All ants
are taken to q0 after which they can choose between N possible actions. The action u1 = u∗
takes the ants to the goal state immediately and with the lowest cost compared to the other
available actions. It is thus considered to be the optimal action. The action u2 = ū is the
second-best action. It takes the ants to the goal state with a higher cost compared to u1 , but
with a lower cost compared to all the other possible actions. Let us also assume that the
inverse of the cost (i.e., the pheromone deposit) resulting from all possible actions is ranked
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as follows:
−1
−1
−1 0
Jmin,q
(q , u1 = u∗ ) > J −1 (q0 , u2 = ū) = Jsecond,q
0 = J
0
−1
−1
−1 0
> J −1 (q0 , u3 ) = Jthird,q
(q , uN ) = Jmax,q
0
0 > ... > J

Here Jq−1
is a short-hand expression for the cost to result from an action chosen in q0
0
and possible other state-action pairs following q0 . The subscripts “min”, “second”, etc. then
denote respectively the lowest, or next to lowest possible cost to resulting in this manner. By
−1
−1
−1 0
definition, we thus have J −1 (q0 , u1 = u∗ ) = Jmin,q
(q , uN ) = Jmax,q
0 and J
0.
upd
We will analyze the behavior of the expected value of τqu (κ). Since the cost resulting
from the state-action pair (q, u) is independent from the action chosen in q0 , any constant
cost for J −1 (q, u) will do for our analysis. Without the loss of generality and for the sake of
simplicity, we take J −1 (q, u) = 0, although formally this is impossible, since J −1 (q, u) ≥
−1
−1
−1
−1
Jmax
> 0 for any (q, u)-pair. Note that it thus also holds that Jmin,q
= Jmin,q
0 , Jsecond,q =
−1
∗
0
Jsecond,q0 , etc. We assume in this section that the optimal action u from q is currently also
associated with the highest pheromone level and is thus also designated to be optimal. During
learning, this does not have to be the case, since other actions may be associated with higher
pheromone levels and u∗ is thus not yet known to be the optimal action. This situation will
be further discussed in Section 3.4.9.
upd
(κ) involves taking the expected value of the numComputing the expected value of τqu
ber of ants Mqu (κ) in the exponent, which severely complicates deriving an analytical exupd
pression for the expected value of τqu
(κ). We must thus shift our aim once again by choosupd
(κ) instead. At this point,
ing to derive upper and lower bounds on the expected value of τqu
it is the best we can achieve.
Proposition 3.8 (Upper bound on the expected value of pheromone levels) For any stateaction pair (q, u), the expected value of the pheromone levels is bounded from above:
upd
E[τqu
(κ)] ≤

−1
βupper + ρM Jexp,q
,
1 − αupper

(3.27)

with
αupper = (1 − ρ)(1 − γ),


βupper = (1 − ρ) (1 − γ)M (−τ0 ) + τ0 ,
−1
−1
−1
Jexp,q
= (1 − )Jmin,q
+ Javg,q
,
−1
and Javg,q
the inverse of the average cost expected to result when moving from q to the goal.
upd
Proof When choosing u∗ , the pheromone level τqu
is increased the most when:


−1
upd
upd
.
τqu
(κ + 1) = (1 − ρ)(1 − γ) τqu
(κ) + (1 − ρ) (1 − γ)M (−τ0 ) + τ0 +ρM Jmin,q
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
αupper

βupper

upd
When choosing ū, the pheromone level τqu
is increased the most when:


−1
upd
upd
(κ) + (1 − ρ) (1 − γ)M (−τ0 ) + τ0 +ρM Jsecond,q
.
τqu
(κ + 1) = (1 − ρ)(1 − γ) τqu
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
αupper

βupper
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The values for αupper and βupper have been derived in the proof of Proposition 3.7. Also
upd
recall the ranges for ρ, viz. (0, 1] and for γ, viz. [0, 1). The largest increase of τqu
for
the other actions follows in a similar manner. The probability that the optimal action u∗ is
chosen is:



N −1
p(u∗ ) = 1 −  +
=1−
,
N
N
namely the probability of not exploring plus the probability of selecting that action while
exploring (which is uniformly distributed). The probability of choosing any of the other
actions is:

p(ui ) = ,
N
upd
for ui 6= u∗ . The expected value of τqu
when increasing the most can now be computed as
follows:
 


N −1
−1
upd
upd
(κ) + βupper + ρM Jmin,q
)
 (αupper τqu
Eupper [τqu (κ + 1)] = 1 −
N
hi
−1
upd
+
(αupper τqu
(κ) + βupper + ρM Jsecond,q
)
N
..
.
hi
upd
−1
(αupper τqu
(κ) + βupper + ρM Jmax,q
)
+
N


 
N −1
−1
upd
=αupper τqu
(κ) + βupper + 1 −
 ρM Jmin,q
N
hi
hi
−1
−1
+
ρM Jsecond,q
+ ... +
ρM Jmax,q
N
{z
}
|N
upd
=αupper τqu
(κ)

N −1 terms

−1
+ βupper + [1 − ]ρM Jmin,q

hi
−1
−1
−1
ρM (Jmin,q
+ Jsecond,q
+ . . . + Jmax,q
)
N
−1
upd
−1
=αupper τqu
(κ) + βupper + ρM [(1 − )Jmin,q
+ Javg,q
]
+

upd
−1
=αupper τqu
(κ) + βupper + ρM Jexp,q
,
−1
−1
upd
−1
= (1 − )Jmin,q
+ Javg,q
is the expected pheromone deposit on τqu
. Since
where Jexp,q
upd
upd
Eupper [τqu (κ)] ≥ E[τqu (κ)], for all κ, the following difference equation describes the
upd
(κ):
evolution of the upper bound of the expected value of τqu
upd
upd
−1
Eupper [τqu
(κ + 1)] = αupper Eupper [τqu
(κ)] + βupper + ρM Jexp,q
.
βupper +ρM J −1

exp,q
upd
Since we can show that Eupper [τqu
(0)] = τ0 ≤
, we know from Lemma 3.6
1−αupper
upd
that Eupper [τqu (κ)] is non-decreasing. Using Lemma 3.5, we can now conclude that:

upd
upd
E[τqu
(κ)] ≤ Eupper [τqu
(κ)] ≤

−1
βupper + ρM Jexp,q
.
1 − αupper
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−1
Note that Javg,q
is generally not known, although it might be possible to estimate it. For
the convergence analysis in Section 3.4.7 and in Section 3.4.8, it is not necessary to know
−1
the exact value of Javg,q
. Similar to the upper bound, we can derive a lower bound on the
expected value of pheromone levels.

Proposition 3.9 (Lower bound on the limit of the expected value of pheromone levels) for
For any state-action pair (q, u), in the limit for κ → ∞, the expected value of the pheromone
levels is bounded from below:
upd
lim E[τqu
(κ)] ≥

κ→∞

−1
βlower + ρJexp,q
,
1 − αlower

(3.28)

with
αlower = (1 − ρ)(1 − γ)M ,
βlower = (1 − ρ) [(1 − γ)(−τ0 ) + τ0 ] ,
−1
−1
−1
Jexp,q
= (1 − )Jmin,q
+ Javg,q
.
upd
Proof When choosing u∗ , τqu
is increased the least when:
−1
upd
upd
(κ) + (1 − ρ) [(1 − γ)(−τ0 ) + τ0 ] +ρJmin,q
,
τqu
(κ + 1) = (1 − ρ)(1 − γ)M τqu
{z
}
{z
}
|
|
αlower

βlower

since α(κ)
− ρ)(1 − γ)Mqu (κ)
 = (1 M
 is the smallest for Mqu (κ) = M for all κ and β(κ) =
(1 − ρ) (1 − γ) qu (κ) (−τ0 ) + τ0 is the smallest for Mqu (κ) = 1 for all κ, recalling the
upd
ranges for ρ, viz. (0, 1] and for γ, viz. [0, 1). The smallest increase of τqu
for the other
actions follows in a similar manner. Following similar steps as in the proof of Proposition 3.8,
we can derive the following difference equation describing the evolution of the lower bound
upd
(κ):
of the expected value of τqu
upd
upd
−1
Elower [τqu
(κ + 1)] = αlower Elower [τqu
(κ)] + βlower + ρJexp,q
,
upd
upd
upd
with Elower [τqu
(κ)] ≤ E[τqu
(κ)], for all κ. Since we can show that Elower [τqu
(0)] =
βlower +ρJ −1

exp,q
upd
τ0 ≤ 1−αlower
, we know from Lemma 3.6 that Elower [τqu
(κ)] is non-decreasing. Using
Lemma 3.5, we can now conclude that:

upd
Elower [τqu
(κ)] ≤

−1
βlower + ρJexp,q
1 − αlower

and that in the limit for κ → ∞:
upd
lim E[τqu
(κ)] ≥

κ→∞

−1
βlower + ρJexp,q
.
1 − αlower


upd
The expected value of the pheromone levels lies between these bounds, Elower [τqu
(κ)] ≤
upd
upd
E[τqu (κ)] ≤ Eupper [τqu (κ)], for all κ. In the limit for κ → ∞, the expected value of the
pheromone levels lies between the derived upper and lower bounds:
−1
−1
βlower + ρJexp,q
βupper + ρM Jexp,q
upd
≤ lim E[τqu
(κ)] ≤
.
κ→∞
1 − αlower
1 − αupper
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The expressions for α(κ), αupper , αlower , β(κ), βupper , and βlower are presented in Table 3.3. This can be a useful reference when reading the discussion in the subsequent sections.

Table 3.3: The expressions for α(κ) and β(κ) and their upper and lower bounds.
α(κ) and its upper and lower bound
αupper = (1 − ρ)(1 − γ)

β(κ) and its upper and lower bound


β(κ) = (1 − ρ) (1 − γ)Mqu (κ) (−τ0 ) + τ0


βupper = (1 − ρ) (1 − γ)M (−τ0 ) + τ0

αlower = (1 − ρ)(1 − γ)M

βlower = (1−ρ) [(1 − γ)(−τ0 ) + τ0 ] = τ0 γ(1−ρ)

α(κ) = (1 − ρ)(1 − γ)Mqu (κ)

3.4.7

Convergence of the Expected Value of the Pheromone Levels

In the previous section, we have derived upper and lower bounds of the expected value of
pheromone levels. The difference between the upper and lower bound for κ → ∞ is a
measure of the certainty we have about the expected value of the pheromone levels; it tells
us to what extent the expected value of the pheromone levels converges. We will call this
upd
difference ∆(E[τqu
]):
upd
∆(E[τqu
]) =

−1
−1
βupper + ρM Jexp,q
βlower + ρJexp,q
−
.
1 − αupper
1 − αlower

(3.29)

upd
(κ)] and its upper and lower bound. The
Figure 3.3 illustrates the evolution of E[τqu
expected value of the pheromone level may vary between these bounds, depending on the
number of ants visiting (q, u) and the exploration. The bounds are however non-decreasing
and converge to the limits as derived in Proposition 3.8 and Proposition 3.9. The difference
upd
between the upper and lower bound converges to ∆(E[τqu
]).
upd
From (3.29) and Table 3.3 we know that ∆(E[τqu ]) depends on the ACL parameters ρ,
upd
γ, M , τ0 , , and the cost function J. In this section, we will study the value of ∆(E[τqu
]) for
various settings of these parameters. This enables us to analyze the behavior of the expected
value of the pheromone levels in relation to the ACL parameters.

Only one ant: M = 1
In this case, βupper = βlower and αupper = αlower and thus:
upd
∆(E[τqu
]) = 0.

This means that when there is only one ant, the expected value of a pheromone level is
equal to its upper and lower bound. For the case of only one ant, the expected values of the
upd
pheromone levels thus converge. The value to which E[τqu
] converges is:
upd
lim E[τqu
(κ)] =

κ→∞

−1
τ0 γ(1 − ρ) + ρJexp,q
.
1 − (1 − ρ)(1 − γ)
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upd
E[τqu
]
upd
∆E[τqu
]

τ0
0

κ

Figure 3.3: Illustration of a possible evolution of the expected value of the pheromone level
upd
E[τqu
(κ)]. The upper and lower bound of this expected value converge. The difference
upd
between the converged upper and lower bound, ∆(E[τqu
]) is a measure of the amount of
upd
certainty about the expected value of τqu (κ) for κ → ∞. Note that although κ is a discrete
time index, this plot shows a continuous evolution of the expected value of the pheromone
levels for the sake of clarity.
When the exploration rate  is decayed after τq0 u∗ has become larger than any other
upd
] even conpheromone level associated with q0 and any possible action in that state, E[τqu
verges to the true optimum:
upd
lim E[τqu
(κ)] =

κ→∞

−1
τ0 γ(1 − ρ) + ρJmin,q
.
1 − (1 − ρ)(1 − γ)

Recalling the upper bound from (3.23) that we have derived in Proposition 3.7, we can
upd
] thus converges to the true upper bound on the pheromone levels associated
see that E[τqu
upd
upd
itself converges to the true
] , but also τqu
with q. We thus conclude that not only E[τqu
optimum.
Annealed exploration:  → 0
Like just mentioned in the previous paragraph, if the exploration rate is annealed after τq0 u∗
has become larger than the pheromone levels associated with the other actions and state q0 , it
−1
−1
holds that Jexp,q
= Jmin,q
and thus:
upd
∆(E[τqu
]) =

−1
−1
βupper + ρM Jmin,q
βlower + ρJmin,q
−
.
1 − αupper
1 − αlower

upd
With an annealed exploration rate an M > 1, it thus still holds that ∆(E[τqu
]) ≥ 0 and
thus that the expected value of the pheromone levels does not necessarily converge.

No local pheromone update: γ = 0
With the local pheromone decay rate set to zero, we have βupper = βlower = 0 and αupper =
αlower = 1 − ρ and thus:
upd
−1
∆(E[τqu
]) = (M − 1)Jexp,q
.
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The difference between the upper and lower bound of the expected value of the pheromone
levels thus increases proportional to the number of ants and is independent of the global
pheromone decay rate. With γ = 0, the local pheromone update rule is effectively disabled,
and the pheromone levels are completely determined by the global pheromone update rule.
upd
We will later see that the effect on ∆(E[τqu
]) is the same as when ρ = 1. Even when the
−1
−1
upd
exploration is annealed and Jexp,q = Jmin,q , E[τqu
] does not necessarily converge.
Maximal local pheromone update: γ → 1
When the local pheromone decay rate is increased to 1, it follows that βupper = βlower =
(1 − ρ)τ0 and αupper = αlower = 0 and thus:
upd
−1
∆(E[τqu
]) = ρ(M − 1)Jexp,q
.

This differs by a factor ρ from the case of γ = 0. With a local pheromone decay rate of
one, the pheromone levels of visited state-action pairs are effectively reset to τ0 , meaning that
with the global pheromone update rule, the pheromone deposit almost completely determines
the pheromone levels. Aside from the factor ρ, this has the same effect on the difference
between the upper and lower bounds on the expected value of the pheromone levels as with
upd
]
γ = 0 and as with ρ = 1. Likewise, even when the exploration will be annealed, E[τqu
does not necessarily converge.
No global pheromone update: ρ → 0
When the global pheromone decay rate is decreased to 0, we find that βupper = τ0 (1 − (1 −
γ)M ), βlower = τ0 γ, αupper = 1 − γ, αlower = (1 − γ)M , and thus:
upd
∆(E[τqu
])

τ0
=
γ



(1 − (1 − γ)M )2 − γ 2
1 − (1 − γ)M


.

upd
]) = 0, as we have already seen above. For M > 1,
For M = 1, this reduces to ∆(E[τqu
upd
we can show that ∆(E[τqu
]) > 0 as follows:

(1 − γ)M < 1 − γ
⇒1 − (1 − γ)M > γ
⇒(1 − (1 − γ)M )2 > γ 2
⇒(1 − (1 − γ)M )2 − γ 2 > 0
upd
⇒∆(E[τqu
]) > 0.
upd
For M → ∞, the expression reduces to ∆(E[τqu
]) = τγ0 (1 − γ 2 ), which for small
values of γ means that the difference between the upper and lower bounds of the expected
value of pheromone levels scales almost inversely proportional with γ. A global pheromone
decay rate of zero means that the pheromone levels hardly receive any pheromone deposit,
upd
regardless of the cost of the solutions found. For a given γ and annealed ρ, E[τqu
] thus does
upd
not necessarily converge, but at least ∆(E[τqu ]) is bounded independently of M . When γ
upd
upd
would approach 1, then ∆(E[τqu
]) → 0 and E[τqu
] converges. However, since in that case
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upd
βupper = βlower = τ0 and αupper = αlower = 0, it can be seen that E[τqu
] converges to τ0 .
Since this means that the expected value of the pheromone levels as well as the pheromone
levels themselves all stay at their initial value, convergence in this sense is of course useless.

Maximal global pheromone update: ρ = 1
When the global pheromone decay rate is set to one, which means that the pheromone levels
at the end of each trial are completely determined by the pheromone deposit in that trial, we
have βupper = βlower = 0, αupper = αlower = 0, and thus:
upd
−1
∆(E[τqu
]) = (M − 1)Jexp,q
,

which is equal to the case when γ = 0. This is logical as in this case, the effect of the
local pheromone update rule is completely nullified at the end of the trial, when the global
upd
pheromone update takes place. Likewise, even when the exploration is annealed, E[τqu
]
does not necessarily converge.
These observations characterize the influence of M , , γ, and ρ on the expected value of
the pheromone levels. Most importantly, they tell us that for M = 1, the expected value of
the pheromone levels as well as the pheromone levels themselves converge. Moreover, for
larger values of M , the expected value of the pheromone levels is increasingly less predictable
and thus does not necessarily converge. It is important however to realize that convergence
upd
] does not necessarily imply convergence to the optimal policy. Moreover, nonof E[τqu
upd
convergence of E[τqu
] does not rule out convergence of the policy. However, using the
expressions for the upper and lower bounds on the expected value of the pheromone levels,
we can analyze the behavior of the policy.

3.4.8

Convergence of the Policy

In Section 3.4.6, it has been assumed that the state-action pair with the highest pheromone
level indeed corresponds to the optimal action u∗ , leading to an inverse cost J −1 (q0 , u∗ ) =
−1
Jmin,q
0 . However, during learning, it may very well be the case that any other action is
associated with the highest pheromone level. Let us assume that in fact the (second-best)
−1
−1
action ū that leads to a pheromone deposit J −1 (q0 , ū) = Jsecond,q
0 < Jmin,q0 currently has
the highest pheromone level and is thus designated to be optimal, while in fact it is not. In
order to study what will happen in that case, we need the lower bound on the expected value
of the pheromone level from (3.28) in Proposition 3.9, in which it was assumed that u∗ was
already associated with the highest pheromone level. We also need the upper bound on the
expected value of the pheromone level from (3.27) in Proposition 3.8, but now for the case
when ū is assigned the highest pheromone level. This will be denoted by a bar above Eupper :
upd
Ēupper [τqu
(κ)] ≤

−1
βupper + ρM Jexp,q
,
1 − αupper

(3.30)

−1
−1
−1
−1
with Jexp,q
= (1−)Jsecond,q
+Javg,q
< Jexp,q
. Note that since we have taken J −1 (q, u) =
−1
−1
−1
−1
0, it holds that Jexp,q
= Jexp,q
0 and Jexp,q = Jexp,q0 .
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We will now look at the difference between this upper and the lower bound from (3.28).
This difference will be called ∆u∗ ū (q0 ):
∆u∗ ū (q0 ) =

−1
βlower + ρJexp,q
0

1 − αlower

−

−1
βupper + ρM Jexp,q
0

1 − αupper

.

(3.31)

Figure 3.4 illustrates a possible evolution of ∆u∗ ū . When this value is negative, the region
upd
upd
(κ)] when τq0 u∗ < τq0 ū overlap.
of E[τqu
(κ)] when τq0 u∗ > τq0 ū and the region of E[τqu
upd
This means that it may not be visible in the value of τqu that the action u∗ has become the
optimal action in the state q0 . Even more importantly, it means that the policy in state q0 does
not necessarily converge.
upd
E[τqu
]

when τq0 u∗ > τq0 ū
∆u∗ ū (q0 )
when τq0 u∗ < τq0 ū

τ0
0

κ

Figure 3.4: Illustration of a possible evolution of the expected value of the pheromone level
upd
E[τqu
(κ)] for the case when τq0 u∗ > τq0 ū and for the case when τq0 u∗ < τq0 ū . The
upd
(κ)] when τq0 u∗ < τq0 ū and the lower bound
difference between the upper bound of E[τqu
upd
of E[τqu (κ)] when τq0 u∗ > τq0 ū converges to ∆u∗ ū (q0 ). This value is an indicator for the
convergence of the policy in the state q0 . When it is positive, the policy in q0 converges. When
it is negative, the policy in q0 does not necessarily converge, but may still do so. Note that
although κ is a discrete time index, this plot shows a continuous evolution of the pheromone
levels in relation to the ACL parameters.
upd
Like with ∆(E[τqu
]) in (3.29), the expression of ∆u∗ ū (q0 ) in (3.31) depends on the
ACL parameters ρ, γ, M , τ0 , , and the cost function J. In this section, we will study the
value of ∆u∗ ū (q0 ) for various settings of these parameters. With this, we can analyze the
behavior of the policy in q0 in relation to the ACL parameters. Note that we discuss the
behavior of the policy in q0 and not the behavior of the policy in q. Since there is only one
possible action in q, the policy in that state is trivial and does not change during the course
of the algorithm.

Only one ant: M = 1
In this case, βupper = βlower and αupper = αlower and thus:
ρ
−1
(J −1 0 − Jexp,q
0)
1 − (1 − ρ)(1 − γ) exp,q
ρ(1 − )
−1
=
(J −1 0 − Jsecond,q
0 ) ≥ 0.
1 − (1 − ρ)(1 − γ) min,q

∆u∗ ū (q0 ) =
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This means that when there is only one ant, the difference between the expected value
of the pheromone levels associated with the optimal action and the first suboptimal action is
larger than zero, when  6= 1. The expected policy in q0 will thus converge to the optimal
policy, even when the exploration is not annealed. As seen in Section 3.4.7, when considering
the scenario of having only 1 ant, the policy in q0 is only guaranteed to converged when the
exploration rate is annealed “properly”.
Annealed exploration:  → 0
When the exploration rate is annealed “properly”, i.e., after τq0 u∗ has outgrown the pheromone
−1
−1
levels associated with the other actions and state q0 , it holds that Jexp,q
0 = Jmin,q0 and
−1
−1
Jexp,q
0 = Jsecond,q0 thus:

∆u∗ ū (q0 ) =

−1
βlower + ρJmin,q
0

1 − αlower

−

−1
βupper + ρM Jsecond,q
0

1 − αupper

.

−1
−1
0
For some M > 1, depending on the difference between Jmin,q
0 and Jsecond,q0 , ∆u∗ ū (q )
0
becomes smaller than zero. The policy in q thus does not necessarily converge.

No local pheromone update: γ = 0
With the local pheromone decay rate set to zero, we have βupper = βlower = 0 and αupper =
αlower = 1 − ρ and thus:
−1
−1
∆u∗ ū (q0 ) = Jexp,q
0 − M Jexp,q0 .

We have ∆u∗ ū (q0 ) < 0 for
M>

−1
−1
(1 − )Jmin,q
0 + Javg,q0
−1
−1
(1 − )Jsecond,q
0 + Javg,q0

.

(3.32)

Like the previous considered scenario, with annealed exploration, this means that de−1
−1
pending on the difference between Jmin,q
0 and Jsecond,q0 there exists an M > 1 for which
0
the policy in q does not necessarily converge.
Maximal local pheromone update: γ → 1
When the local pheromone decay rate is increased to 1, it follows that βupper = βlower =
(1 − ρ)τ0 and αupper = αlower = 0 and thus:
−1
−1
∆u∗ ū (q0 ) = ρJexp,q
0 − ρM Jexp,q0 .

Like with γ = 0, we have for M >

−1
−1
(1 − )Jmin,q
0 + Javg,q0

, it holds that ∆u∗ ū (q0 ) <
−1
−1
(1 − )Jsecond,q
0 + Javg,q0
0. As explained in Section 3.4.6, with a local pheromone decay rate of almost one, the
pheromone levels of visited state-action pairs are almost completely reset to τ0 , meaning that
with the global pheromone update rule, the pheromone deposit almost completely determines
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the pheromone levels. This has the same effect on ∆u∗ ū (q0 ) as with γ = 0 and as with ρ = 1.
Likewise, even when the exploration will be annealed and depending on the difference be−1
−1
0
tween Jmin,q
0 and Jsecond,q0 , there exists an M > 1 for which the policy in q does not
necessarily converge.
No global pheromone update: ρ → 0
When the global pheromone decay rate is decreased to approach 0, we find that βupper =
τ0 (1 − (1 − γ)M ), βlower = τ0 γ, αupper = 1 − γ, αlower = (1 − γ)M , and thus:
∆

u∗ ū

τ0
(q ) =
γ
0



γ 2 − (1 − (1 − γ)M )2
1 − (1 − γ)M


.

For M = 1, this reduces to ∆u∗ ū (q0 ) = 0 and for M > 1 we can see that ∆u∗ ū (q0 ) < 0.
For M → ∞, the expression reduces to ∆u∗ ū (q0 ) = − τγ0 (1 − γ 2 ), which for small values of
γ means that −∆u∗ ū (q0 ) scales almost inversely proportional with γ. A global pheromone
decay rate of almost zero means that the pheromone levels hardly receive any pheromone
deposit, regardless of the cost of the solutions found. For a given γ and annealed ρ, ∆u∗ ū (q0 )
is bounded independent of M . When γ would approach 1, then ∆u∗ ū (q0 ) → 0, meaning that
all pheromone levels will converge to the same value, namely to τ0 . Since this means that the
expected value of the pheromone levels as well as the pheromone levels themselves all stay
at their initial value, convergence in this sense is of course useless.
Maximal global pheromone update: ρ = 1
When the global pheromone decay rate is set to one, which means that the pheromone levels
at the end of each trial are completely determined by the pheromone deposit in that trial, we
have βupper = βlower = 0, αupper = αlower = 0, and thus:
−1
−1
∆u∗ ū (q0 ) = Jexp,q
0 − M Jexp,q0 ,
−1
−1
(1 − )Jmin,q
0 + Javg,q0

, we have ∆u∗ ū (q0 ) < 0, which is equal to the
−1
−1
(1 − )Jsecond,q
0 + Javg,q0
case when γ = 0. This is logical as in this case, the effect of the local pheromone update
rule is completely nullified at the end of the trial, when the global pheromone update takes
place. Likewise, even when the exploration will be annealed and depending on the difference
−1
−1
0
between Jmin,q
0 and Jsecond,q0 , there exists an M > 1 for which the policy in q does not
necessarily converge.
so for M >

In this section, we have learned about the convergence of the policy in a state q0 , as
depicted in Figure 3.2. We have shown that the expected policy converges to the optimal
policy for M = 1. For an increased number of ants, convergence of the expected policy is
only guaranteed for the scenarios when γ = 0, γ → 1, or ρ = 1 when the difference between
the inverse of the cost associated with the optimal action and the inverse of the cost associated
with the other possible actions is larger than some quantity, as expressed in (3.32). For other
cases, the policy in q0 is not formally guaranteed to converge.
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3.4.9

Convergence of the Policy for the Complete State Space

With the analysis in the previous subsections, we have characterized to some extent the behavior of the pheromone levels. Because of the unpredictability of the number of ants that
visit a particular state, the best we could do was to derive upper and lower bounds on the
expected value of pheromone levels. For M = 1 the expected value of a pheromone level
τqu converges as the number of visits of (q, u) increases. For M > 1, the expected value
of a pheromone level is less predictable, but the size of the range in which it can vary does
converge to a constant value larger than zero. In particular, we have studied the situation
from Figure 3.2. There, the pheromone level τqu was dependent on the action chosen in the
state q0 further “downstream” towards the goal. The goal would be reached after choosing
the optimal action u∗ in q0 . We have drawn similar conclusions on the convergence of the
policy in q0 . For M = 1 convergence of the expected policy to the optimal policy has been
proven. However, for M > 1, it was shown that depending on the cost function, the expected
policy in q0 does not necessarily converge. Although we have not been able to prove nor
disprove convergence for M > 1, we will show with the experiments in Section 3.6 and in
both Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 that multiple ants speed up the learning of control policies and
that ACL converges to good control policies in most cases.
In order to draw conclusions about the possible convergence of the policy over the complete state space, we reason as follows. Consider that all ants are initialized in q0 , but that
the number of ants may vary from trial to trial. This state is just prior to the goal state when
choosing the optimal action u∗ . Any ant that chooses u∗ thus contributes the maximal pos−1
sible pheromone update Jmin,q
0 to the pheromone update. As, according to Proposition 3.1,
the probability of choosing any possible action ui is non-zero, there will be a time at which
0
upd
τqupd
will behave
0 u∗ is larger than any other pheromone level associated with q . Then, τqu
according to the discussion in Section 3.4.7 and as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Now, consider
that there are in fact multiple actions to choose from in q, but that the action that leads to q0 is
the optimal action. If we now look at what happens to the policy in q, the same reasoning will
apply to that state as to q0 . In this way, we can propagate back the reasoning to all states in
the state space: the pheromone levels will rise and fall depending on the number of ants visiting these states, the amount of exploration, the parameter values, and the optimality of the
pheromone levels at states closer to the goal. On average, these pheromone levels will only
converge if M = 1, but also for M > 1 there will be a tendency towards higher pheromone
levels associated with the optimal actions. Likewise, the expected policy over the complete
state space will converge to the optimal policy when M = 1, but we have not been able to
prove that for M > 1 the expected policy will converge to the optimal policy. Neither have
we been able to prove the opposite, namely that the expected policy will not converge to the
optimal policy.
Note that also the state-action pairs visited before coming to a state q affect the amount
of pheromones deposited on τqu , but that its effect is only an offset to the behavior of
upd
E[τqu
(κ)]. It does therefore not affect the reasoning above.

3.4.10

Remarks

Based on the convergence analysis, we are able to give some extra remarks about the ACL
algorithm.
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Action selection rule
The convergence analysis still holds when using a different action-selection rule, like (3.4).
The reason is that because of the existence of an upper bound as well as a lower bound on the
−1
βupper + ρM Jmin
upd
pheromone levels τ0 ≤ τqu
(κ) ≤
, ∀κ, with αupper = (1 − ρ)(1 − γ)
1 − αupper
and βupper = (1 − ρ)[(1 − γ)M (−τ0 ) + τ0 ], the probability of choosing any action is always
nonzero and bounded from below with a fixed lower bound. The average number of trials
after which any action has been chosen is thus bounded, which is an essential requirement
upd
for the convergence analysis for τqu
(κ) to apply to τqu (k).
The effect of 
The value of the exploration rate  in (3.5) is important for the speed of convergence. If  is
small (meaning low exploration) and u∗ becomes designated to be the optimal action, τqu∗ is
likely to be quickly reinforced. However, before u∗ becomes the best action, it takes longer
before it is selected frequently enough to make τqu∗ the largest. For large values of , the
opposite is true. For the value of the exponent α in (3.4) a similar reasoning for its influence
on the convergence speed applies.

3.5

Related Methods

ACL is an algorithm for the learning of optimal control policies by interacting with the system
at hand, much like Reinforcement Learning (RL) methods do. In RL, there is typically a
single agent that receives a reward after each interaction step with the system and its task is
to find the optimal control policy that leads to a maximal cumulative reward. Formally, the
RL agent aims at maximizing the discounted return, which is defined as the discounted sum
of immediate rewards:
R(t) =

T
X

γrli r(t + i + 1),

(3.33)

i=0

with γrl the discount factor. The return at time t consists of future immediate rewards, which
are of course unknown to the agent. During the course of the learning, the agent therefore
aims at maximizing its expected return by following a certain policy. This is called the value
function:
V h (q) = E h {R(t) | q(t) = q},

(3.34)

which means that the value function in a state q by following a policy h, is the value of the
(discounted) return that is expected to be obtained when starting in that state and following
that policy. In a similar way, the state-action value function, or Q-function, is defined as the
expected return of taking an action u in a state q and following the policy h:
Qh (q, u) = E h {R(t) | q(t) = q, u(t) = u}.
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The optimal policy h∗ now is defined as the policy that maximizes these value functions:
V ∗ (q) = max V h (q),

(3.36)

Q∗ (q, u) = max Qh (q, u).

(3.37)

h

h

RL requires the system to be controlled to be an MDP and techniques for finding the
optimal control policy can be divided into the classes model-free and model-based. In the
following two subsections, the most important algorithms from both classes will be described
after which in Section 3.5.3, ACL is compared to both methods.

3.5.1

Dynamic Programming

Solution techniques for an MDP that use an exact model of the environment are known as
dynamic programming. Dynamic programming is based on the Bellman equations, which
give recursive relations of the value functions. For state-values this corresponds to
(∞
)
X
h
h
i
V (q) = E
γrl r(t + i + 1) | q(t) = q
i=0

(
=E

h

r(t + 1) + γrl

∞
X

)
γrli r(t

+ i + 2) | q(t) = q

0

i=0

"
=

X

p (u | q)
h

X
u∈Uq

u
Pqq
0

Ru
qq0

(
+ γrl E

q0 ∈Q

u∈Uq

=

X

ph (u | q)

X

h

∞
X

)#
γrli r(t

+ i + 2) | q(t) = q

0

i=0

 u

u
h 0
Pqq
(q ) ,
0 Rqq0 + γrl V

(3.38)

q0 ∈Q

with ph (u | q) the probability of performing action u in state q while following policy h,
u
u
and Pqq
0 and Rqq0 the state-transition probability function and the expected value of the next
immediate reward, respectively.
With (3.38) substituted in (3.36) an expression called the Bellman optimality equation
can be derived (Sutton and Barto, 1998) for state values as:
X
 u

u
∗ 0
V ∗ (q) = max
Pqq
(3.39)
0 Rqq0 + γrl V (q ) ,
u

q0 ∈Q

where q0 denotes the next state and for state-action values as:


X
u
∗ 0
0
Q∗ (q, u) =
Pqq
Ru
+
γ
max
Q
(q
,
u
)
.
0
0
rl 0
qq
u ∈Uq

q0 ∈Q

(3.40)

u
u
One can solve these equations when the dynamics of the environment (Pqq
0 and Rqq0 ) are
known. This corresponds to knowing the world model a priori. When either V ∗ (q) or
Q∗ (q, u) has been found, the optimal policy simply consists in taking the action u in each
state q encountered for which Q∗ (q, u) is the highest or results in the highest expected direct
reward plus discounted state value V ∗ (q). The beauty is that a one-step-ahead search yields
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the long-term optimal actions, since V ∗ (q0 ) incorporates the expected long-term reward in a
local and immediate quantity.
Value Iteration (Sutton and Barto, 1998) uses the Bellman optimality equation from (3.39)
as an update rule:
Vi+1 (q) = max E {r(t + 1) + γrl Vi (q(t + 1)) | q(t) = q, u(t) = u}
u
X

 u
0
u
= max
Pqq
0 Rqq0 + γVi (q ) .
u

(3.41)
(3.42)

q0 ∈Q

These iterations must be performed over all states and the algorithm is stopped when the
change in value function is smaller than some specific small positive value.

3.5.2

Q-Learning

In temporal difference learning methods (Sutton and Barto, 1998), the agent processes the
immediate rewards it receives at each time step, thereby learning from each action without
the need of a model of the system. A learning rate (αrl ) determines the importance of the new
estimate of the value function over the old estimate. The simplest temporal difference update
rule is as follows:
V (q(t)) ← V (q(t)) + αrl [r(t + 1) + γrl V (q(t + 1)) − V (q(t))] ,

(3.43)

where the term between the square brackets is called the temporal difference error. An algorithm that learns Q-values is Watkins’ Q-learning (Watkins and Dayan, 1992). This algorithm
is a so called off-policy temporal difference control algorithm as it learns the action-values
that are not necessarily on the policy that it is following. In its simplest form, 1-step Qlearning is as follows:
Q(q(t), u(t)) ← Q(q(t), u(t))


+ αrl r(t + 1) + γrl max Q(q(t + 1), u) − Q(q(t), u(t)) .
u∈Uq

(3.44)

Under certain conditions on the state space sampling and the learning rate, V and Q will
converge in the limit to the state value function and state-action value function belonging to
the optimal policy respectively. With (3.44), Q(q(t), u(t)) is only updated after receiving
the new reward r(t + 1). At the next time step, the agent is in the state q(t + 1) and when
it performs an action for which it receives an immediate reward r(t + 2), this reward in
turn is only used to update Q(q(t + 1), u(t + 1)). It would be reasonable to also update
Q(q(t), u(t)), since this state-action pair was also responsible for receiving the reward two
time steps later. Wisely, states further away in the past should be credited less than states that
occurred more recently. How the credit for a reward should best be distributed is called the
credit assignment problem. A well known method in RL is to use eligibility traces (Sutton
and Barto, 1998). In Q-learning, such eligibility traces are associated with each state-action
pair and indicate for the state-action pairs how eligible they are to be updated with a particular
reward. For the off-policy nature of Q-learning, incorporating eligibility traces in Q-learning
needs special attention. State-action pairs are only eligible for change when they are followed
by greedy actions. Eligibility traces, thus only work up to the moment when an explorative
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action is taken. Whenever this happens, the eligibility trace is reset to zero. The algorithm,
known as Q(λ)-learning, is given as:
Q(q, u) ← Q(q, u) + αrl δe(q, u),

∀(q, u),

(3.45)

where
δ = r(t + 1) + γrl max
Q(q(t + 1), u0 ) − Q(q(t), u(t)),
0
u ∈Uq

(3.46)

and where e(q, u) is the eligibility trace for the respective state-action pair. According to Sutton and Barto (1998), the development of Q(λ)-learning has been one of the most important
breakthroughs in RL.

3.5.3

Relation to ACL

The reinforcement learning algorithms presented above show strong similarities with the procedure of ACL. Both RL and ACL are capable of learning optimal control policies. The
temporal-difference update in RL involves the immediate reward obtained after performing
an interaction step with the system. In the case of Q-learning, the reward is used to update
the state-action value function, which reflects the expected long-term reward (or return) for
choosing a particular action in a particular state. The pheromone levels in ACL have a similar
function, as they also reflect the long-term quality of choosing a certain action in a certain
state. Without eligibility traces, the main difference between the updating in Q-learning and
ACL is that in Q-learning, the Q-value for a state-action pair is updated using the immediate
reward and the Q-values in the next state, meaning that immediate rewards need to propagate through the state-action space. In ACL, the pheromones are updated with pheromone
deposits, which are functions of the solutions found. In that way, the quality of a solution
immediately affects all state-action pairs that contributed to it. With eligibility traces, this
difference becomes smaller, as an eligibility trace distributes the immediate rewards (to some
extent) to the other state-action pairs leading to that immediate reward. In RL, the control
objective needs to be translated in a reward function, defining the immediate reward for each
state-action pair. This makes it difficult, or even impossible, to define objective functions that
take into account performance criteria concerning the behavior of the controlled system, such
as rise-time, settling-time, and overshoot. Since in ACL the pheromone deposits are based on
complete solutions found, taken into account such performance criteria is possible and much
more straightforward.
Aside from the updating, the main difference between RL and ACL is, of course, that
instead of a single agent, in ACL there are multiple agents (ants), all interacting with the system in parallel and all contributing to the update of the value function (the set of pheromone
levels). Because of the parallelism of the ants, ACL could be called a multi-agent learning algorithm. However, this must not be confused with multi-agent reinforcement learning, which
stands for the setting in which multiple reinforcement learning agents all act in a single environment according to their own objective and in order for each of them to behave optimally,
they need to take into account the behavior of the other agents in the environment. Note that
in ACL, the ants do not need to consider, or even notice, the existence of the other ants. All
they do is benefit from each other’s findings.
There exist parallel implementations of reinforcement learning. In (Laurent and Piat,
2001), an application of RL to a block-pushing problem is considered. With multiple blocks
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the complexity of the problem is large. In order to deal with this complexity, an architecture is
used which realizes several learning processes at the same time. Based on an camera image
of the state, several RL processes run in parallel, all using the same action-value function
for all the objects. A global Q-value function is composed by taking the maximum over
the value functions resulting from the parallel processes and this Q-value function is used to
control the system and generate new samples. This implementation results in a speed-up of
the learning and can be used in on-line learning. It is different from ACL in that there is only
one agent that interacts with the system, using the global Q-value function. In (Grounds and
Kudenko, 2007), a parallel implementation of SARSA(λ) is presented, with value functions
represented using linear function approximators. SARSA(λ) is very similar to Q(λ)-learning
and the reader is referred to Sutton and Barto (1998) for more information about this RL
technique. Each agent learns independently based on a separate simulation of the singleagent problem. The agents periodically exchange information extracted from the weights of
their function approximators. This accelerates convergence towards the optimal policy. The
architecture is implemented on real hardware with real resource constraints, in which the
main limitation is in the communication cost. It is comparable to ACL, in the sense that the
agents do not share an environment in which they must coordinate their actions, or compete
for rewards. The agents learn the value function for the whole state space. The difference
between this architecture and ACL lies in the fact that all agents maintain their own, private
value function, and only once in a while communicate the weights of the value functions.
The weights are merged distributively based on all weights and visit counts of all agents.
Kushida et al. (2007) present a comparative study of parallel RL implemented on a cluster of
personal computers. With the state division learning method, the Q-value function is split into
subsets and each personal computer in the cluster works on a separate subset. The prioritized
field learning method is similar to this technique, but here the fields (subsets) have a priority
rating, which depends dynamically on the amount of changes in the Q-values. If there are
more changes, the field is considered to be more important and thus receives a higher priority.
The third parallel RL method compared in this study is parallel fuzzy Q-learning, in which
the environment is also divided in subsets and each personal computer in the cluster learns
the fuzzy rules of each subset. The reader is referred to (Kushida et al., 2007) for details on
the comparative study. The parallel RL methods compared in this study are very different
from ACL, because of the splitting of the environment in subsets. In ACL, all agents learn by
using the complete environment (state-space).
Both RL and ACL require the dynamical system to be an MDP, but neither requires the
model to be known. As such, both RL and ACL can be categorized as model-free learning
algorithms, since the agent does (the ants do) not have direct access to the model of the
system and must learn the control policy just by interacting with it. Note that as the ants
interact with the system in parallel, the implementation of this algorithm to a real system
requires multiple copies of this system, one for each ant. However, when a (black-box)
model of the physical system is available, the parallelism can take place in software. In that
case, the learning happens off-line and after convergence, the resulting control policy can be
applied to the real system. In principle, the ants could also interact with one physical system,
but this would require either a serial implementation in which each ant performs a trial and
the global pheromone update takes place after the last ant has completed its trial, or a serial
implementation in which each ant only performs a single interaction step, after which the
state of the system must be reinitialized for the next ant. In the first case, the local pheromone
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update will lose most of its use, while in the second case, the repetitive reinitializations will
cause a strong increase of learning time and heavy load on the system. In either case, the
usefulness of ACL will be strongly compromised in that case.

3.6

Experiments: Grid Search

In Section 3.4 we have analytically studied the behavior of ACL and, in particular, discussed
the effect of two of its key parameters, namely the local and global pheromone decay rates.
An theoretical study on the convergence of ACL does, however, not say much about the
performance of the algorithm. Therefore, we present an experimental evaluation of ACL
on two problems that have by nature a discrete state space: grid search in single dimension
and in two dimensions. In these problems, the optimal control policy can easily be seen by
visual inspection and the focus can be on the effect of a single parameter on the behavior
of the algorithm. In all experiments, the performance is recorded over the trials and each
experiment is carried out 30 times, such that we can present plots with an average and maxmin performance. This gives us information about the repeatability of the experiments and
the representativeness of the results. Before we will present the results, the following section
first discusses the various performance measures that we use.

3.6.1

Performance Measures

The most important performance measure, which will be presented for all experiments, is the
cost of the policy. It is a measure for the current quality of the learned policy. After each trial
in an experiment (i.e. after all ants having completed their tours, or having been terminated
prematurely, and the pheromone levels have been updated), the system is simulated using the
current policy for a set of initial states and a certain simulation time. Simulating the system
using the current policy can be implemented using the ACL algorithm, but without updating
the pheromone levels (γ = ρ = 0) and with instead of the action selection rule, the current
policy (no exploration). The cost of the resulting solutions are logged and averaged over the
number of solutions. The resulting value is a measure of the cost of the policy:
Jh =

1

X

|Ssim |

J(s),

(3.47)

s∈Ssim

with Ssim containing the solutions resulting from the simulation of the policy h using a fixed
set of initial states. The value of J h is determined after each trial and is plotted. The plot thus
shows the evolution of the policy cost over the trials.
There are several other performance measures that we will use only for some of the experiments, in order to study and discuss specific aspects of the algorithm. One such other
performance measure is the cost of the ants. This cost is different from J h , because ants
continually explore the state space, which may or may not lead to a lower cost of the found
solutions. At the end of each trial, the cost of the tour of each ant is logged and averaged over
the number of ants. The resulting value is a measure of the cost of the ants in that respective
trial. The plot will show the evolution of this measure over the trials and comparing it with
the plot showing the evolution of J h gives an idea of the amount of exploration.
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The policy variation is a measure from trial to trial, indicating the fraction of states for
which the policy has changed. This number, by itself does not tell anything about the quality
of the policy, as a policy variation of zero may still correspond with a low-performance policy.
However, if J h does not converge, the policy variation can be used to see the fraction of the
state space for which it is seemingly hard for the policy to converge. At the same time, if J h
has converged while there is still some policy variation, this indicates that there are several
policies with an equally optimal performance.
For each state, there is a certain number of actions to choose from. If the current policy
indicates that a certain action is the best, it does not say how much better it is compared to
the second-best action. If it is only a little better, a small update of the pheromone level for
that other action in this state, may switch the policy for this state. In that case, the policy is
considered to be very sensitive. The sensitivity of the policy in a certain state is defined as
follows:
h1 (q) = arg max (τqu ),
u∈Uq

h2 (q) = arg max (τqu ),
ϕ(q) =

u∈Uq \{h1 (q)}


τqh2 (q) α

τqh1 (q)

,

(3.48)

where α is the same as the α from the Boltzmann action selection rule (3.4). The sensitivity
of the policy is the average sensitivity over all states and is a measure in the range of [0, 1].
Please note that this performance measure should be interpreted with care, because if the
difference between the largest and the second-largest pheromone level increases, while at
the same time all pheromone levels increase by approximately the same amount, the relative
difference between these two pheromone levels may decrease, which is thus observed as an
increased sensitivity. Nevertheless, when all pheromone levels increase and the sensitivity
decreases, this does mean that the susceptibility to changes in the policy due to small changes
in pheromone levels decreases.

3.6.2

1-D Grid Search

The 1-dimensional grid search problem is a very simple problem, in which there are 10 discrete states in a row. The only possible actions for an ant are to move west, or to move east
and the goal state is at the far east. The system is deterministic.
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Figure 3.5: Optimal control policy for the 1-dimensional grid search problem.
Figure 3.5 shows the layout and the optimal control policy. The number of steps needed
to reach the goal is taken as the cost. The cost of the optimal control policy averaged over all
∗
initial states, J h , is thus 5.
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3.6.3

Varying Global Pheromone Decay Rate
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In these experiments, the local pheromone decay rate is set to γ = 0, effectively eliminating
the local pheromone update rule. This is done in order to study the influence of the global
pheromone decay rate, ρ, in the absence of γ. The number of ants is M = 9. We experiment
with different values of ρ from the set ρ ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.9, 1}. The results are presented
in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Cost of the policy (J h ) for γ = 0 and varying ρ. The black line in each plot is the
average policy performance over 30 experiments and the gray area represents the max-min
range of the policy performance for these experiments.
It can be seen that taking ρ = 0 will not lead to convergence. This is obvious, as
ρ = 0 means that the pheromone update does not change the pheromone levels at all, and the
pheromone levels will retain their initial value. The slight increase of J h possibly indicates
that on average a pheromone matrix with all pheromone levels equal to τ0 performs better
than with random pheromone levels. On the other hand, for large ρ, the policy, although converging at first, will eventually not settle at one specific (optimal) policy. This is because for
larger ρ, the policy is increasingly influenced by the pheromone update in a trial, which may
be not optimal due to exploration. Clearly, the best choice for ρ is a small value larger than
zero, e.g. 0.1. This result also confirms the allowed range for ρ as derived in Section 3.4.10,
namely ρ ∈ (0, 1].
Figure 3.7 shows plots of the other performance measures for the setting ρ = 0.1, γ = 0.
It indeed shows that the exploration of the ants on average results in a slightly higher cost than
optimal and that exploration continues, even while the policy has converged. It can also be
seen from the policy variation and sensitivity that the optimal policy quickly becomes clearly
dominant over other possible policies.
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Figure 3.7: Other performance measures for ρ = 0.1 and γ = 0. The black line is the average
over the 30 experiments and the gray area represents the max-min range.

3.6.4

Varying Local Pheromone Decay Rate
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The value ρ = 0.1 is now used to study the influence of γ. We experiment with different
values of γ from the set γ ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.9}. Figure 3.8 show the results.
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Figure 3.8: Cost of the policy (J h ) for ρ = 0.1 and varying γ. The black line is the average
over the 30 experiments and the gray area represents the max-min range.
For larger γ, the pheromone levels of visited (q, u)-pairs are decayed more, until for
γ = 1, these pheromone levels are reset to their initial value at each visit. This effect on the
convergence of the policy can clearly be seen in Figure 3.8. Again, M = 9 ants are used
and each experiment is carried out 30 times. It turns out that, for this problem, it is best to
take γ = 0 (i.e. Figure 3.6(b)), corresponding to not use the local pheromone update step at
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all. The local pheromone update step may serve a better purpose for larger state spaces, or in
problems with noise, as it stimulates exploration (see Section 3.3.2).

3.6.5

Varying Number of Ants
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The last experiments on the 1-dimensional grid search illustrate the effect of the number of
ants on the learning performance. The results are depicted in Figure 3.9 and show J h over
the course of the trials for 1, 5, and 9 ants.
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Figure 3.9: Cost of the policy for ρ = 0.1, γ = 0, and a varying number of ants. The black
line is the average over the 30 experiments and the gray area represents the max-min range.
The results show that for an increasing number of ants, the learning time decreases indicating that the ants cooperate and jointly speed-up the learning. It also shows that it is not
necessary to have a 100% coverage of the states with ants, which in this case of only 9 states
corresponds to 9 ants, in order to obtain the optimal policy. Increasing the number of ants
reduces the learning time in terms of number of trials.

3.6.6

2-D Grid Search

This problem is similar to the 1-D grid search problem, but consists of a two-dimensional
discrete world and a set of obstacles (see Figure 3.10).
The obstacles reduce the problem of having multiple equally optimal control policies,
which would be the case in multi-dimensional state spaces without any obstacles. There are
four actions available to the ants: north, south, east, and west. The goal is the state in the
center of the state space. Just as with the 1-D grid search the number of steps to the goal
serves as the cost.

3.6.7

Varying State-Transition Probability

In the first experiments we vary the state-transition probability. A state-transition probability
of, e.g., p = 0.9 means that there is a probability of 0.1 that the state transition is not carried
out and that the ant thus observes that its action lead to staying in the same state. We want to
know how well ACL can deal with stochasticity, because this will be a key issue in Chapter 4,
when dealing with the quantization of continuous state spaces.
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of the discrete world from these experiments. There are 11 by 11
states, of which some are blocked by obstacles (black). The goal state is in the center (gray).
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Figure 3.11: Cost of the policy (J h ) for ρ = 0.1, γ = 0, M = 86 (= 100% coverage), and
varying transition probability p. The black line is the average over the 30 experiments and
the gray area represents the max-min range.

The results from Figure 3.11 show that although the convergence becomes stronger and
more certain for higher state-transition probabilities, the average cost of the policy (J h ) for
this problem will converge to about p1 times the average number of steps to the goal from
any given initial state, which is about 10 for this 11 × 11 size problem with obstacles. In
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Figure 3.12, the other performance measures are considered for the cases of p = 0.5 and
p = 0.9. Interestingly, these cases demonstrate comparable performance indicating that ACL
is quite robust to state-transition stochasticity. Finally Figure 3.13 shows the control policies
in the cases of these two state-transition probabilities. Clearly, these control policies are very
similar and are near optimal.
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Figure 3.12: Other performance measures, for ρ = 0.1, γ = 0, M = 86 (= 100% coverage), and varying state transition probability p. The black line is the average over the 30
experiments and the gray area represents the max-min range.

3.6.8

2-D Grid Search: Varying State Space Size

The final experiments on the 2-D grid search problem involves varying the size of the state
space and the number of ants covering it. We consider grids of sizes 11 × 11, 21 × 21, and
31 × 31, including the obstacles, corresponding to respectively 86, 278, and 640 states. We
evaluate the cases where there is a 20% and 100% coverage by ants. The state transition
probability is again 1 and the pheromone decay rates are as before, namely ρ = 0.1 and
γ = 0.
The results in Figure 3.14 show that the convergence speed increases with the number of
ants, but that even with only 20% coverage, the convergence is reasonably fast. The speed of
convergence in the number of trials is not too much related to the problem size, but rather to
the number of ants.
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Figure 3.13: Control policy, for ρ = 0.1, γ = 0, M = 86 (= 100% coverage), and varying
state transition probability p.
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Figure 3.14: Cost of the policy (J h ) for various sizes of the problem and the percentage of
the state space covered by the ants for ρ = 0.1, γ = 0, and a state transition probability
of 1. The black line is the average over the 30 experiments and the gray area represents the
max-min range.
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3.7

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have introduced the ACL framework in the setting of discrete state spaces.
ACL is a multi-agent approach for learning control policies. The control policy is a statefeedback controller and optimality is defined by a cost function that must be designed before
applying the algorithm. The interaction of the ants with the system consists for each ant in
choosing an action in the current state of the system and applying this action to the system,
after which the system moves to a new state and the ant observes this state. After a sequence
of state-action pairs, the ant may arrive in the goal state. After all ants have either reached
this state, or have timed out, their obtained solutions are evaluated over the cost function and
according to these costs, the amount of pheromone deposit is determined for all state-action
pairs visited by the ants. After this procedure, the ants are reinitialized over the state space,
but the pheromone levels now contain more information about which actions have a better
chance of leading to the goal state in an optimal fashion.
We have theoretically analyzed the convergence properties of ACL for the case of a discrete state space with noiseless state transitions. We have derived upper and lower bounds for
the pheromone levels and for the expected value of the pheromone levels. We have related
these bounds to the convergence of the policy. We have shown that the expected policy converges to the optimal policy for M = 1. For an increased number of ants, convergence of the
expected policy is only guaranteed for the scenarios when γ = 0, γ → 1, or ρ = 1 when the
difference between the inverse of the cost associated with the optimal action and the inverse
of the cost associated with the other possible actions is larger than some quantity, derived in
this chapter. For other cases, the policy is not formally guaranteed to converge.
We have also performed experiments with ACL on one- and two-dimensional grid search
problem in various situations. For these particular problems, we have derived good values
for the global and local pheromone decay rates and validated the theoretical statements that
we have made about these values. Furthermore, we have studied the effect of the number of
ants and the size of the state space on the performance of ACL. We concluded that in these
experiments, the speed of convergence is proportional to the number of ants used, but that
taking the number of ants equal to approximately 20% of the number of states in the system
results already in quite fast convergence. The size of the problem turned out not to effect
the learning speed much in the sense of the number of trials. Another experiment studied
the effect of state-transition stochasticity on the learning performance. The results for these
experiments showed that ACL was capable of finding optimal control policies even in the
presence of strong noise levels. This result is important as in the next chapter, we will present
ACL in the case of continuous state spaces, for which the quantization of the state space
introduces state-transition non-determinism.
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Chapter 4

Ant Colony Learning in
Continuous State Spaces
This chapter presents the generalization of the ACL framework for continuous state spaces. It
discusses the partitioning of the state space with crisp bins and fuzzy membership functions
and compares their effect on the performance of ACL.

4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have introduced the ACL framework. It is a novel control policy
learning methodology, in which a collection of agents, called ants, jointly interacts with the
system at hand in order to find the optimal mapping between states and actions. Through
the interaction by pheromones, the ants are guided by each other’s experience towards better
control policies. We have analyzed the convergence properties for the case of a discrete state
space and noiseless observations and deterministic state transitions. We have also performed
a series of experiments demonstrating the quick convergence and good performance of ACL,
even for the case of non-deterministic state-transitions. These experiments indicate that ACL
is much more widely applicable than to only discrete, noiseless dynamical systems.
In this chapter, we will therefore move an important step forward by presenting and discussing ACL in the context of control policy learning for non-linear systems with a continuous state space. In order to represent the continuous state space as a discrete set of variables,
we present two methodologies. The first one is presented in Section 4.2 and involves the
partitioning of the state space into a set of bins, enabling direct application of the ACL algorithm presented in Section 3.3, but introducing non-deterministic state transitions. The
second methodology is more elegant as it involves the partitioning of the state space using
fuzzy membership functions, thereby retaining the continuity of the state space, while still
having only a finite set of variables for the algorithm. This methodology is presented in
Section 4.3 and establishes a generalization of the concept of pheromones and the local and
global pheromone update rules in order to integrate fuzzy interpolation in the ACL framework. In Section 4.4 we present a theoretical analysis of the generalized ACL framework and
Section 4.5 presents an example application of both ACL methodologies to a continuous-state
dynamic system. We compare the performance of the algorithms to the baseline performance
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of fuzzy Q-iteration, a well known model-based reinforcement learning method for continuous domains.

4.2

ACL with Crisp State Space Partitioning

For a system with a continuous state space, learning algorithms like ACL can only be applied
if the state space is discretized. The most straightforward way to do this is to partition the
state space into a finite number of bins, such that each state value is assigned to exactly one
bin. These bins can be enumerated and used as the discrete states. This section discusses first
the non-determinism that is introduced by discretizing the state space in this way and then
the resulting ACL algorithm.

4.2.1

State Space Partitioning

Assume a general discrete-time, continuous-state system represented by the following dynamic model:
x(t + 1) = f (x(t), u(t)),

(4.1)


T
where x = x1 x2 . . . xn ∈ X ⊆ Rn is the continuous state vector with X the state
space and n the order of the system. Furthermore, u ∈ U is the discrete input and t is the
discrete time index. For a continuous-time dynamic system, we assume that it can be sampled
with a sufficiently short sampling time Ts to get the discrete-time representation (4.1).
In order to apply ACL, the state x must be discretized into a finite number of bins to get
the discrete state q. We assume that the complete state space X is partitioned with such bins,
and that each continuous-valued state x in this space falls in exactly one bin. For each dimension, the discrete state space Q represents the centers of these bins and when discretizing
x, the nearest element of Q in a Euclidean sense counts as its discrete representation. This
discretization function will be denoted as:
q ← discretize(x, Q).

(4.2)


T
Like in Section 3.2.1, q = q1 q2 . . . qn ∈ Q is denoted as a vector, with Q a
finite and countable set of discrete states. Since q contains discrete values only, all possible
states can be enumerated and considered to be elements of the set Q. The number of discretization bins, or possible values of the discrete state, is denoted by |Q|. More bins means
that x can be represented with a greater accuracy, but also that storing its discrete representation requires more memory. Likewise, more bins also means that the CPU time needed to
search for the nearest bin of a state x increases.
Non-determinism introduced by discretization
Depending on the number of the partitioning bins and their distribution over the state space,
portions of the state space will be represented by the same discrete state. As a result of this,
although the system in the continuous state space is deterministic, its discrete representation
is non-deterministic. The reason why is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Both Figure 4.1(a) and
Figure 4.1(b) show the same system, but with different continuous-valued states that are
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represented by the same discrete state. When the same action is applied to both systems,
their continuous-valued states change in a similar way, but the effect in the discrete domain
is different. With the first system, the discrete state has not changed, while the discrete state
of the second system has.

(a) A system with a continuous-valued state makes a
transition to a new state, as a result of a certain action.
However, in the discretized domain, no state transition
has occurred.

(b) The same system from (a) with a different
continuous-valued state responding to the same action
results in a similar continuous state transition. In the discretized domain, the effect is a transition from the same
discrete state as in (a) to another state.

Figure 4.1: An illustration of non-determinism introduced to the discrete state transitions if
the underlying system is continuous. In both cases, the initial state is discretized to the same
bin, the same action is applied, but the resulting discrete state is different.
One could say that applying an input to the system that is in a particular discrete state
results in the system to move to a next discrete state with some probability. We can model the
non-deterministic discrete state transitions by considering the continuous model to be cast as
a discrete stochastic automaton. An automaton is defined by the triple Σ = (Q, U, φ), with
Q a finite or countable set of discrete states, U a finite or countable set of discrete inputs, and
φ : Q × U × Q → [0, 1] a state transition function. Given a discrete state vector q ∈ Q and
a discrete input u ∈ U, the (Markovian) state transition function φ defines the probability of
this state transition, φ(q, u, q0 ), making the automaton stochastic. The probabilities over all
states q0 must sum up to one for each state-action pair (q, u). An example of a stochastic
automaton is given in Figure 4.2. In this figure, it is clear that, e.g., applying an action u = 1
to the system in q = 1 can move the system to a next state that is either q 0 = 1 with a
probability of 0.2, or q 0 = 2 with a probability of 0.8.
φ(1, 1, 1) = 0.2

φ(2, 1, 2) = 1

φ(1, 1, 2) = 0.8
q=1

q=2
φ(2, 2, 1) = 0.9

φ(1, 2, 1) = 1

φ(2, 2, 2) = 0.1

Figure 4.2: An example of a stochastic automaton, where φ(q, u, q0 ) represents the transition
probability from a state q to a state q 0 given an action u.
The probability distribution function determining the transition probabilities reflects the
system dynamics and the set of possible control actions is reflected in the structure of the
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automaton. The probability distribution function could be estimated from simulations of the
system over a fine grid of pairs of initial states and inputs, but for the application of ACL this
is not necessary. The algorithm can directly interact with the continuous state dynamics of
the system, as will be described in Section 4.2.2. It is important to realize that the ants only
see the effects of their actions in the discrete domain and that they are blind to the underlying
continuous system. To them, the system behaves as a stochastic automaton, without being
aware of the actual state transition probabilities.
The effect of |Q| and Ts on the non-determinism
When we have a continuous-time dynamic system on which we wish to apply ACL, we need
to sample it with a sampling time Ts in order to get the discrete-time dynamics of (4.1). This
sampling time needs to be short enough in order to capture well the dynamics of the system.
For a given state partitioning, represented by the set Q, faster sampling means that it is less
likely for a discrete state transition to occur. In other words, from t to t+1, it is less likely that
the ants notice the effect in terms of the discrete state. Likewise, for a given sampling time, a
finer partitioning results in a larger probability that a transition from a different continuousvalued state also results in a change of the discrete-valued state. We have seen though, that a
finer partitioning means a higher load on the memory and CPU. For these reasons, there is a
trade-off to be made between more states on one hand to capture the state dynamics and limit
the non-determinism introduced, and fewer states on the other hand to keep the algorithm
reasonably fast. A finer partitioning is thus never desirable, but sometimes necessary.

4.2.2

Crisp ACL Algorithm

We call the algorithm crisp ACL, in order to stress the nature of the state space partitioning.
Its outline is very similar to the algorithm introduced in Section 3.3. Before running the algorithm, the number of discretization levels and their distribution over the state space must be
chosen, i.e., Q. At the start of every trial, each ant is initialized with a random continuousvalued state of the system. This state is then discretized using the set of bins defined by Q.
Each ant chooses its action according to one of the action selection rules from Section 3.3.1,
applies this action to its copy of the system, and adds the state-action pair to its partial solution. The ant also performs a local pheromone update step in order to stimulate exploration
by other ants. According to the system dynamics, the ant observes at the next step the next
state to which it has moved and repeats the process by choosing a new action, until it reaches
the discrete state marked as the goal and terminates its trial. After all ants have terminated
the trial, all found solutions are added to the multiset Strial . These solutions are evaluated
over the cost function and a global pheromone update step updates the pheromone levels
accordingly.
Like in Section 3.3, we explicitly distinguish between the steps in the inner loop and the
steps in the outer loop of the algorithm. In the inner loop, the iterations are indexed by t,
while in the outer loop, the iterations are indexed by k. In order to understand the timing of
the pheromone updates unambiguously, the pheromone variables in the inner loop receive the
local
superscript “local”: τqu
. Before starting the inner loop, the current pheromone levels are
local
copied to the local pheromone levels: τqu
(0) = τqu (k) for all state-action pairs. The first
step in the inner loop is the selection of the action.
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Action Selection
In the action selection step, all ants that have not yet reached the goal, or have not yet timedout, belong to the set C and select an action to apply to the system. The action selection may
be each one of the three types discussed in Section 3.3.1. The default choice is the random
proportional action selection rule, which is repeated here for the sake of clarity:
α
τqlocal
(t)
cu

α , u ∈ Uqc ,
uc ∼ pc {u|qc } = P
(4.3)
local
`∈Uqc τqc ` (t)
where pc {u|qc } is the probability for an ant c to choose action u in state qc and Uqc is the
action set available to ant c in state qc . The amount of exploration is implicit in the choice of
α and the pheromone levels τqc u , u ∈ Uqc . As the pheromone levels converge, the amount
of exploration is automatically reduced. The amount of exploration can be further reduced
by annealing the value of α with the progress of the algorithm.
Local Pheromone Update
The local pheromone update is done in the same way as in Section 3.3.2:
τqlocal
(t + 1) = (1 − γ)τqlocal
(t) + γτ0 ,
c uc
c uc

(4.4)

with γ ∈ [0, 1) the local pheromone decay rate and τ0 the initial value of the pheromone
levels. After the local pheromone update, all ants that have reached the goal are removed
from the set C. When this set is empty, or when the inner loop has timed-out (i.e., when
t = T ), the algorithm continues with the global pheromone step in the outer loop.
Global Pheromone Update
After having completed the trial, all found solutions are added to the multiset Strial and the
pheromone levels are updated according to the same global pheromone update step as in
Section 3.3.3. Let us assume that this happens when t = T :
X
local
τqu (k + 1) =(1 − ρ)τqu
(T ) + ρ
J −1 (s),
(4.5)
s∈Strial (k):
(q,u)∈s

∀(q, u) : ∃s ∈ Strial (k) : (q, u) ∈ s,
with ρ ∈ (0, 1] the global pheromone decay rate. The algorithm then continues for an incremented k at the start of the outer loop until the maximal number of trials have taken place
(i.e., when k = K).
Control Policy
The control policy can be extracted from the pheromone levels as follows:
u = h(q) = arg max (τq` ),
`∈Uq
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Algorithm 4.1 The crisp ACL algorithm.
Input: Q, U, X , f , M, τ0 , γ, ρ, α, T, K
1: Initialize the algorithm:
k ← 0; τqu ← τ0 , ∀(q, u) ∈ Q × U
2: repeat
3:
Initialize the trial:
t ← 0; Strial ← ∅; C ← {1, 2, . . . , M }
4:
for all ants c ∈ C in parallel do
5:
Initialize the partial solution:
sp,c ← ∅
6:
Initialize the state of the system:
xc (0) ← random(X )
7:
repeat
8:
Discretize the state:
qc (t) ← discretize(xc (t), Q)
9:
Select action:
τqαc u
uc (t) ∼ pc {u|qc (t)} = P
`∈Uqc

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

τqαc `

,

u ∈ Uqc

Update partial solution:
sp,c ← sp,c ∪ {(qc (t), uc (t))}
Apply action to system:
xc (t + 1) ← f (xc (t), uc (t))
Perform the local pheromone update:
τqc uc ← (1 − γ)τqc uc + γτ0
if discretize(xc (t + 1), Q) = qg then
If an ant reaches the goal, its trial terminates:
C ← C \ {c}
end if
t←t+1
until t = T or C = ∅
Add the solutions found to the solution multiset:
Strial ← Strial ∪ {sp,c }, ∀c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M }
end for
Perform the global pheromone
P update:
τqu ← (1 − ρ)τqu + ρ
J −1 (s), ∀(q, u) : ∃s ∈ Strial : (q, u) ∈ s
s∈Strial :
(q,u)∈s

k ←k+1
until k = K
Output: τqu , ∀(q, u) ∈ Q × U
21:

22:

in which ties are broken randomly. This equation means that the control policy assigns the
action to a given state that maximizes the associated pheromone levels.
The complete algorithm is given in Algorithm 4.1. In this algorithm, the assignment
xc ← random(X ) in Step 6 selects for ant c a random state xc from the state space X with
a uniform probability distribution. Although the domain X is listed as an input, in fact the
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input is any discrete representation of this domain compatible with the random(X ) function.
The remaining parameters of the algorithm are the same as in Table 3.2.

4.3

ACL with Fuzzy State Space Partitioning

A problem with crisp ACL is that the number of bins required to accurately capture the
dynamics of the original system may become very large even for simple systems with only
a few state variables. Moreover, the time complexity of ACL grows exponentially with the
number of bins, making the algorithm infeasible for realistic systems. In particular, note that
for systems with fast dynamics in certain regions of the state space, the sampling time needs
to be chosen smaller in order to capture the dynamics in these regions accurately. In other
regions of the state space where the dynamics of the system are slower, the faster sampling
requires a denser discretization, increasing the number of bins. All together, without much
prior knowledge of the system dynamics, both the sampling time and the bin size need to be
small enough, resulting in a rapid explosion of the number of bins.
A better alternative may be to approximate the state space by a parameterized function approximator, or more specifically, by a set of basis functions. In that case, there is still a finite
number of parameters, but this number can typically be chosen to be much smaller compared
to using crisp discretization. Furthermore, the mapping between the original continuous state
space and the function used in the approximation is bijective, preventing the artificial introduction of noise, like it is the case in crisp ACL. There are various kinds of basis functions,
such as radial or fuzzy basis functions. In this chapter, we have chosen to use fuzzy basis
functions because it is the most straightforward way of interpolating between discrete states.
For this reason, the ACL algorithm utilizing the fuzzy partitioning of the state space is called
fuzzy ACL. In Section 7.3 it is explained that other types of basis functions may be used as
well.

4.3.1

State Space Partitioning

With fuzzy approximation, the domain of each state variable is partitioned using membership
functions. We define the membership functions for the state variables to be triangular-shaped,
such that the membership degrees for any value of the state on the domain always sum up to
one. Only the centers of the membership functions then have to be stored, as they completely
define the fuzzy partitioning. An example of such a fuzzy partitioning is given in Figure 4.3.
µ
1

0

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

x1

Figure 4.3: Membership functions A1 , . . . , A5 , with centers a1 , . . . , a5 on an infinite domain.
Let Ai denote the membership functions for the state variable x1 , with ai their centers
for i = 1, . . . , NA , with NA the number of membership functions for x1 . Similarly for x2 ,
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denote the membership functions by Bi , with bi their centers for i = 1, . . . , NB , with NB the
number of membership functions for x2 . Likewise, the membership functions can be defined
for the other state variables in x, but for the sake of notation, the discussion in this chapter
limits the number to two, without loss of generality. Note that, e.g., in the application in
Section 4.5, the number of state variables is four. At a discrete time step t, the membership
degrees of a specific value of the state to Ai and Bi are denoted by µAi (x1 (t)) and µBi (x2 (t))
respectively. The membership degree of x1 to Ai can be computed as follows:




a2 −x1

if i = 1
max
0,
min
1,





 a2 −a1
x1 −ai−1 ai+1 −x1
if i = 2, . . . , NA − 1
(4.7)
µAi (x1 ) = max 0, min ai −ai−1 , ai+1 −ai





x
−a

1
NA −1
max 0, min
if i = NA
aN −aN −1 , 1
A

A

The degree of fulfillment is computed by multiplying the two membership degrees:
βij (x(t)) = µAi (x1 (t)) · µBj (x2 (t)).
Let the vector of all degrees of fulfillment for a certain state at time t be denoted by:
β(x(t)) =[β11 (x(t)) β12 (x(t))

...

β1NB (x(t))

β21 (x(t)) β22 (x(t))

...

β2NB (x(t))

...

βNA NB (x(t))] ,
T

(4.8)

which is a vector containing the elements 0 ≤ βij ≤ 1 for all combinations of i and j, and
which elements sum up to one. In order to illustrate what this vector looks like, consider the
example from Figure 4.4. In this example, a one-dimensional state x = 3.2 is partitioned
with crisp bins and fuzzy membership functions of which the centers are the same.
Each element of this vector will be associated to a vertex in the construction graph of
fuzzy ACL and thus also to an element from the set Q, now representing the centers of
the membership functions. The operator to partition a state x using the fuzzy membership
functions defined by Q will be denoted as:
β(x) ← fuzzify(x, Q).

(4.9)

Note that the discretization operator from (4.2) is in fact a special case of (4.9), as also
illustrated in Figure 4.4. With respect to memory requirements, the crisp representation using
β(x) always has exactly one non-zero element, which is then by definition equal to one. With
pair-wise overlapping normalized membership functions, like the ones shown in Figure 4.3,
the fuzzy representation using β(x) has at most 2d non-zero elements, with d the dimension of the state space. When β(x) is stored as a sparse data structure, this means that the
memory requirements when using fuzzy partitioning scales exponentially with the number of
dimensions. It also means that the memory requirements are independent of the number of
membership functions used to represent the state space.
Most of the steps from Algorithm 4.1 need to be reconsidered in the light of the generalization using fuzzy membership functions. This is the subject of the following section. Note
that for the sake of notation, we will denote β(x(t)) as β(t), knowing that it is the fuzzy
representation of a state x.
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(a) The crisp representation of x = 3.2 is: β(x) = [0, 0, 0, 1, 0]T .
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(b) The fuzzy representation of x = 3.2 is: β(x) = [0, 0, 0.3, 0.7, 0]T .

Figure 4.4: A simple example of a one-dimensional state x that is partitioned with crisp
bins and fuzzy membership functions of which the centers are the same. This illustrates the
meaning of β(x).

4.3.2

Fuzzy ACL Algorithm

In fuzzy ACL, an ant is not assigned to one certain discrete state at a time, but to all discrete
states at the same time according to the corresponding degree of fulfillment. Similar to the
definition of β(t) in (4.8), the vector of all pheromones for a certain action u at a discrete
time index t is denoted as:

τ u (t) = τ1u (t) τ2u (t) . . .

T
τNAB u (t) ,

(4.10)

where NAB = NA · NB . Using β(t) and τ u (t), we can reformulate the steps from Algorithm 4.1 which used the discrete representation of the state, i.e., the action selection, the
local and global pheromone update rules, and the derivation of the control policy.
Action Selection
The action is chosen randomly according to the following probability distribution:
uc ∼ pc {u|β c } =

N
AB
X
i=1

α
local
τi,u
(t)

α ,
βc,i P
local
`∈U τi,` (t)

u ∈ U.

(4.11)

This expression involves the weighted sum of the pheromone levels according to the respective membership degrees for the state xc after being fuzzified using (4.9). Note that when
β c contains exactly one 1 and for the rest only zeros, this would correspond to the crisp case,
where the state is discretized to a set of bins and (4.11) then reduces to (4.3).
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Local Pheromone Update
When an ant visits a state with the fuzzy representation β c and chooses an action uc it performs a local pheromone update. The local pheromone update from (4.4) can be modified to
the fuzzy case as follows:
local
local
τ local
uc (t + 1) = (1 − β c )τ uc (t) + β c ((1 − γ)τ uc (t) + γτ0 1)

= (1 − γβ c )τ local
uc (t) + (γβ c )τ0 ,

(4.12)


T
where all operations are performed element-wise and 1 = 1 1 . . . 1 is a unity vector
of appropriate size. The pheromone levels associated with the chosen action uc are thus
decayed according to the membership degree of the visited state with the fuzzy representation
β c . Note that in the crisp case, (4.12) reduces to (4.4).
Global Pheromone Update
In order to derive a fuzzy representation of the global pheromone update step, we introduce
the following indicator vectors. The elements of indicator vectors can take a value from
the domain [0, 1]. The most basic indicator vector that we need is Iu,s(j) , which, in the
i
case of crisp state space partitioning has only one element equal to 1, namely the one for
(Ns )
(j)
(1) (2)
(q, u) = si . Since a solution si = (si , si , . . . , si i ) is an ordered set of solution
(j)
components si = (qj , uj ), another indicator vector, Iu,si , can be created by taking the
union of all Iu,s(j) :
i

Nsi

[

Iu,si =

Iu,s(j) .

j=1

(4.13)

i

Recall that Strial = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sNStrial } is the multiset of solutions. We can then create
Iu,Strial by taking the union of all Iu,s :
Iu,Strial =

NStrial

[

Iu,si .

(4.14)

i=1

In fact, Iu,si can be regarded as a representation of the state-action pair (qi , ui ). In order
to generalize the global pheromone update step to the fuzzy case, realize that β(x(t)) from
(4.8) can be seen as an indicator vector Iu,s(j) , if combined with an action u. For the union
i
operator, we can take a fuzzy union set operator, such as:
(A ∪ B)(x) = max[µA (x), µB (x)],
which for a vector operates on its elements. In this operator, A and B are membership
functions, x a variable, and µA (x) is the degree to which x belongs to A. Note that when A
maps x to a crisp domain {0, 1}, the union operator is still valid. Using these notations, we
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can write the generalized global pheromone update rule as:
(
)
X
local
−1
τ u (k + 1) = (1 − ρ)τ u (T ) + ρ
J (s)Iu,s Iu,Strial
s∈Strial

+ (1 −

Iu,Strial )τ local
(T )
u

=(1 − ρIu,Strial )τ local
(T ) + ρ
u

X

J −1 (s)Iu,s ,

(4.15)

s∈Strial

where all multiplications are performed element-wise. Here, we have used that from the
definitions of Iu,s and Iu,Strial it follows that Iu,s Iu,Strial = Iu,s , when the multiplications
are performed element-wise. Note that in the crisp case, (4.15) reduces to (4.5).
Control Policy
Regarding the terminal condition for the ants, with the fuzzy implementation, none of the
vertices can be identified as being the terminal vertex. We define a set of membership functions that is used to express the linguistic fuzzy term of the state being close to the goal.
Here specifically, this is satisfied when the membership degree of the state to the membership
function with its core equal to the goal state is larger than 0.5, as in that case, it belongs more
to the goal membership function than to any other membership function. If for an ant this has
been satisfied, that ant is considered to have terminated its trial.
In order to obtain the control policy for a given state, this state must first be represented by
a β vector. For each action, the pheromone level is a linear combination of all elements in the
pheromone vector and β. The policy then assigns the action that has the highest pheromone
level as follows:
!
N
AB
X
βi τi` ,
(4.16)
u = h(β) = arg max
`∈U

i=1

in which ties are broken randomly. Note that this equation indeed shows that the control policy is a mapping from continuous-valued states to discrete actions.
The complete algorithm is given in Algorithm 4.2. The parameters of the algorithm are
the same as in Table 3.2.
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Algorithm 4.2 The fuzzy ACL algorithm.
Input: Q, U, X , f , M, τ0 , γ, ρ, α, T, K
1: Initialize the algorithm:
k ← 0; τ u ← τ0 1, ∀u ∈ U
2: repeat
3:
Initialize the trial:
t ← 0; Strial ← ∅; C ← {1, 2, . . . , M }
4:
for all ants c ∈ C in parallel do
5:
Initialize the partial solution:
sp,c ← ∅
6:
Initialize the state of the system:
xc (0) ← random(X )
7:
repeat
8:
Fuzzify the state:
β c (t) ← fuzzify(xc (t), Q)
9:
Select action:
N
AB
α
X
τi,u
uc (t) ∼ pc {u|β c } =
βc,i P
u∈U
α ,
`∈U τi,`
i=1
10:
Update partial solution:
sp,c ← sp,c ∪ {(qc (t), uc (t))}
11:
Apply action to system:
xc (t + 1) ← f (xc (t), uc (t))
12:
Perform the local pheromone update:
τ uc ← (1 − γβ c )τ uc + (γβ c )τ0
13:
if xc (t + 1) is close to the goal state xg then
14:
If an ant reaches the goal, its trial terminates:
C ← C \ {c}
15:
end if
16:
t←t+1
17:
until t = T or C = ∅
18:
Add the solutions found to the solution multiset:
Strial ← Strial ∪ {sp,c }, ∀c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M }
19:
end for
20:
Perform the global pheromone update:
P
τ u ← (1 − ρIu,Strial )τ u + ρ
J −1 (s)Iu,s ,
s∈Strial

with Iu,si =

Nsi

S

j=1

Iu,s(j) and Iu,Strial =

NStrial

i

k ←k+1
until k = K
Output: τ u , ∀u ∈ U
21:

22:
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i=1

Iu,si
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4.4

Analysis of the Generalized Pheromone Update

In this section, we analyze the generalized pheromone update rules from Section 4.3.2 and
Section 4.3.2.

4.4.1

Serial Execution of the Pheromone Update Rules

In the ACL framework, all ants perform the local pheromone update in parallel. However,
when executed on a single core CPU, these operations must be performed in series. The
following theorem states that the effect of the local pheromone update is the same for a
parallel, or serial implementation.
Theorem 4.1 The local pheromone update for multiple ants is invariant with respect to the
order in which the updates by the individual ants are performed.
Proof In the crisp case, the local pheromone update from (4.4) may be rewritten as follows:
local
local
τqu
(t + 1) = (1 − γ)τqu
(t) + γτ0
local
= (1 − γ)(τqu
(t) − τ0 ) + τ0 ,

in which t is the discrete time index, counting the interaction steps with the system in a given
trial.
local
, the pheromone level
Now, when a second ant updates the same pheromone level τqu
becomes:
local
local
τqu
(t + 2) = (1 − γ)(τqu
(t + 1) − τ0 ) + τ0
local
= (1 − γ)2 (τqu
(t) − τ0 ) + τ0 .

After n updates, the pheromone level is:
local
local
τqu
(t + n) = (1 − γ)n (τqu
(t) − τ0 ) + τ0 ,

(4.17)

which shows that the order of the update is of no influence to the final value of the pheromone
level. For the fuzzy case a similar derivation can be made. In general, after n ants have
performed the update, the pheromone vector is:
!
n
Y
local
τ u (t + n) =
(1 − γβ c ) (τ local
(t) − τ0 1) + τ0 1,
(4.18)
u
c=1

where again all operations are performed element-wise. The order in which the multiplications are performed has no influence on the final value of the pheromone levels after the local
pheromone updates. Note that when β c contains exactly one 1 and for the rest only zeros,
corresponding to the crisp case, the total fuzzy local pheromone update from (4.18) reduces
to the crisp case from (4.17).

Similarly, we must also be sure that the order in which the pheromone deposits are processed does not affect the final result of the global pheromone update. We can easily prove
the following theorem:
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Theorem 4.2 The global pheromone update for multiple ants is invariant with respect to the
order of the pheromone deposits by the individual ants.
Proof In the generalized global pheromone update rule from (4.15), the operations involving
the solutions from Strial are all either unions, or sums, which are invariant to the order of
their operands. Since crisp ACL is a special case of fuzzy ACL, this automatically holds for
crisp ACL as well.


4.4.2

Total Pheromone Update

We will derive the generalized total pheromone update from both generalized local and global
pheromone update rules. Using the indicator vector from (4.13), the pheromone levels at the
end of a trial k, but before the global pheromone update, have been updated by the local
pheromone updates of all ants as follows:

τ local
(T ) = 
u


Y

(1 − γIu,s ) (τ u (k) − τ0 1) + τ0 1.

(4.19)

s∈Strial (k)

Then, the global pheromone update is performed as follows:
X

τ u (k + 1) = (1 − ρIu,Strial )τ local
(T ) + ρ
u

J −1 (s)Iu,s .

(4.20)

s∈Strial

The generalized total pheromone update can now be derived as:





Y
τ u (k + 1) = (1 − ρIu,Strial ) 
(1 − γIu,s ) (τ u (k) − τ0 1) + τ0 1


s∈Strial (k)
X
+ρ
J −1 (s)Iu,s ,
(4.21)
s∈Strial

in which k counts the number of trials since the initialization of the algorithm.
Recall that we are considering the update of all pheromone levels for a certain action u at
the same time. Also keep in mind that all operations are performed element-wise.

4.4.3

Lower Bound on the Pheromone Levels

We can derive the same lower bound on the pheromone levels in the generalized case as in
Proposition 3.4:
−1
−1
Proposition 4.3 If τ0 is chosen such that 0 < τ0 ≤ Jmax
ρ, with Jmax
the inverse of the
highest possible cost, the lower bound on the pheromone levels is τ u (k) ≥ τ0 1, ∀k.

Proof Following the same reasoning as in (3.19), we can show by induction that a pheromone
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vector can never have elements that are smaller than τ0 :
τ u (0) = τ0 1





Y
τ u (k + 1) = (1 − ρIu,Strial ) 
(1 − γIu,s ) (τ u (k) − τ0 1) + τ0 1


s∈Strial (k)
{z
}
|
≥τ0 1

+ρ

X

J

−1

by induction

(s)Iu,s

s∈Strial

X

≥ (1 − ρIu,Strial )τ0 + ρ

−1
Jmax
Iu,s

s∈Strial

(
= τ0 1 + ρ

−1
Jmax

)
X

Iu,s − τ0 Iu,Strial

≥ τ0 1,

s∈Strial
−1
≥ τ0 and that
in which we have used that Jmax

4.5

P
s∈Strial

Iu,s ≥

S

Iu,s = Iu,Strial .



s∈Strial

Experiments: 2D Navigation with Variable Damping

This section presents an example application of both crisp and fuzzy ACL to a continuousstate dynamic system. The dynamic system under consideration is a two-dimensional (2D)
simulated navigation problem and it is similar to the one described in (Buşoniu et al., 2008).
Note that it is not our purpose to demonstrate the superiority of ACL over any other method
for this specific problem. Rather we want to demonstrate the functioning of the algorithm
and compare the results for both its versions.

4.5.1

Problem Formulation

A vehicle, modeled as a point-mass of 1 kg, has to be steered to the origin of a two-dimensional
flat surface from any given initial position in an optimal manner. The vehicle experiences a
damping that varies non-linearly over the surface. The state of the vehicle is defined as

T
x = c1 v1 c2 v2 , with c1 , c2 ∈ [−5, 5][m] and v1 , v2 ∈ [−2, 2][m/s] the position
and velocity in the direction of each of the two principal axes respectively. The control input

T
to the system u = u1 u2 is a two-dimensional force. The dynamics of the vehicle in
continuous-time are:




0 0
0
1
0
0



0 −b(c1 , c2 ) 0
0
 x(t) + 1 0 u(t),
ẋ(t) = 
0


0 0
0
0
1
0
0
0 −b(c1 , c2 )
0 1
where the damping b(c1 , c2 ) is modeled by an affine sum of two Gaussian functions:


2
2
2
X
X
(c
−
m
)
j
j,i
,
b(c1 , c2 ) = b0 +
bi exp −
2
σ
j,i
j=1
i=1
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for which the values of the parameters are b0 = 0.5, b1 = b2 = 8, and m1,1 = 0, m2,1 =
−2.3, σ1,1 = 2.5, σ2,1 = 1.5 for the first Gaussian, and m1,2 = 4.7, m2,2 = 1, σ1,2 = 1.5,
σ2,2 = 2 for the second Gaussian. The damping profile can be seen in Figure 4.5, where
darker shading means more damping. The system is sampled with a sampling time Ts = 0.2s.
The parameters used in the ACL algorithm and their values for the experiments in this section
are listed in Table 4.1. The values for γ and ρ have been chosen on the basis of the results
of Section 3.6. The number of ants M has been chosen to be relatively low compared to
the number of state-action pairs in the problems (i.e., respectively 6 561 and 13 608 for the
experiments in Section 4.5.2 and Section 4.5.3). The values for τ0 and α are very standard, T
is chosen to be sufficiently large for the ants to find the goal while learning the control policy,
and K is chosen large enough for the algorithm to converge. In Chapter 5, the influence of γ,
ρ, and M on the learning performance will be studied further.
Table 4.1:
Parameter
M
τ0
γ
ρ
α
T
K

The ACL parameters and their values for the experiments in this section.
Value
Meaning
200
number of ants
0.001
initial pheromone level
0.01
local pheromone decay rate
0.1
global pheromone decay rate
3
exponent of pheromone level in action selection rule
150
maximal number of interaction steps with the system
200
maximal number of trials

The ants are randomly initialized over the complete state space at the start of each trial.
An ant terminates its trial when its position and velocity in both dimensions are within a

T
bound of ±0.25m and ±0.05m/s from the goal xg = 0 0 0 0 respectively. Each
experiment is carried out 30 times and the performance measures from Section 3.6.1 are
recorded for every trial.

4.5.2

Regular Partitioning and Quadratic Cost Function

In the first experiments, we consider using a symmetrical partitioning of the state space. The
partitioning is as follows:
• For the position in both dimensions c1 , c2 : {−5, −2, −0.3, −0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.3, 2, 5}.
• For the velocity in both dimensions v1 , v2 : {−2, 0, 2}.
The action set contains 9 actions, namely the Cartesian product of the sets {−1, 0, 1}
for both dimensions. The quadratic cost function from (3.2) is used with the matrices Q =
diag(0.2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.1) and R = 0. The cost function thus only takes into account the deviation of the state from the goal. We will run the fuzzy Q-iteration algorithm from (Buşoniu
et al., 2008) for this problem with the same state space partitioning in order to derive the
optimal policy to which we can compare the policies derived by both versions of the ACL
algorithm.
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the two dimensional space from these experiments. There are two
Gaussian-shaped regions of stronger damping. Here, darker shades mean more damping.
Cost of the Policy
The first performance measure considered represents the cost of the control policy as a function of the number of trials, as was introduced by (3.47). The cost of the control policy is
measured as the average cost of a set of trajectories resulting from simulating the system
controlled by the policy and starting from a set of 100 predefined initial states, uniformly
distributed over the state space. Figure 4.6 shows these plots.
Each experiment is carried out 30 times in order to study the repeatability of the results.
The black line in the plots is the average cost over these 30 experiments and the gray area
represents max-min range. From Figure 4.6 it can be concluded that for these experiments,
the converging trend for the results with the crisp ACL algorithm is not as fast and smoothly
compared to that of fuzzy ACL. The average cost for crisp ACL more or less converges to
a larger value than the average cost resulting from fuzzy ACL. Furthermore, the gray region
for crisp ACL is larger than that for fuzzy ACL. This means that there is a larger variety of
policies found at the end of the 30 experiments for crisp ACL than for fuzzy ACL.
Policy Variation
The performance of the algorithm can also be measured by the fraction of discrete bins
(crisp version), or cores of the membership functions (fuzzy version) for which the policy
has changed at the end of a trial compared to the start of the trial. This measure was called
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Figure 4.6: The cost of the control policy as a function of the number of trials passed since
the start of the experiment. The black line is the average over the 30 experiments and the gray
area represents the max-min range.
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the policy variation in Section 3.6.1. The policy variation as a function of the trials for both
crisp and fuzzy ACL is depicted in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Performance of the algorithm in terms of policy variation. The black line is the
average over the 30 experiments and the gray area represents the max-min range.
It shows that for both ACL versions, the policy variation never really becomes completely
zero and confirms that crisp ACL converges slower compared to fuzzy ACL for these experiments. The observation that the policy variation never becomes completely zero indicates
that there are some states for which one or more actions result in nearly the same cost.
Sensitivity of the Policy
Figure 4.8 shows the evolution of the sensitivity of the policy, as defined by (3.48).
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of the sensitivity of the control policy as a function of the number of
trials. The black line is the average over the 30 experiments and the gray area represents the
max-min range.
The figure shows that the sensitivity decreases with the number of trials, explaining the
decrease in the policy variation from Figure 4.7. The fact that it does not converge to zero
explains that there remains a probability larger than zero for the policy to change. This
seems to confirm the hypothesis that ACL algorithms are potentially capable of adapting the
policy to changes in the cost function, due to changing system dynamics. The observation
that crisp ACL results in a lower sensitivity than fuzzy ACL may have to do with the fact
that in crisp ACL, the pheromone update for a given continuous state-action pair results in a
pheromone deposit at one discrete bin only, while in fuzzy ACL such a pheromone deposit
is distributed over several fuzzy membership functions. In crisp ACL, this may result in a
strong difference between two pheromone levels associated with the same discrete state, but
different action. In fuzzy ACL, the difference between two pheromone levels associated with
the same membership function and different actions may be less strong because of this.
The Final Policy and Simulation of the System
Finally, in Figure 4.9, we present the best policies resulting from the experiments and the
behavior of a simulated vehicle controlled by these policies for both crisp and fuzzy ACL.
In the case of crisp ACL, Figure 4.9(a) depicts a slice of the policy for zero velocity. It
shows the mapping of the positions in both dimensions to the input. Figure 4.9(b) presents the
trajectories of the vehicle for various initial positions and zero initial velocity. The mapping is
shown for a grid three times finer than the partitioning grid used in these experiments. For the
crisp case, the states in between the centers of the partition bins are discretized to the nearest
center. Figure 4.9(c) and Figure 4.9(d) present the results for fuzzy ACL. Comparing these
results with those from the crisp ACL algorithm, it shows that for crisp ACL, the trajectories
of the vehicle go almost direct to the goal state, but not as direct as with fuzzy ACL. Especially
the top-left trajectory seems to sub-optimal. For fuzzy ACL, the trajectories are very smooth
and seem to be more optimal; however, for both crisp and fuzzy ACL, the vehicle does not
avoid the regions of stronger damping at all. The policy of fuzzy ACL is much more regular
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(a) Crisp ACL: policy

(b) Crisp ACL: simulation
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Figure 4.9: The figures on the left present a slice of the best resulting policy for zero velocity
obtained by crisp ACL (top) and fuzzy ACL (bottom) in one of the 30 runs. The figures show
the control input for a grid of positions, three times finer than the partitioning grid in these
experiments. The multi-Gaussian damping profile is shown, where darker shades represent
regions of more damping. The figures on the right show the trajectories of the vehicle under
these policies for various initial positions and zero initial velocity. The markers indicate the
positions at twice the sampling time.

compared to the one obtained by crisp ACL.
In order to verify the optimality of the resulting policies, we also present the optimal policy and trajectories obtained by the fuzzy Q-iteration algorithm from (Buşoniu et al., 2008).
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This algorithm is a model-based reinforcement learning method developed for continuous
state spaces and is guaranteed to converge to the optimal policy on the partitioning grid.
Figure 4.10 present the results for fuzzy Q-iteration.
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Figure 4.10: The baseline optimal policy derived by the fuzzy Q-iteration algorithm. The
left figure presents a slice of the policy for zero velocity. The figure on the right shows
the trajectories of the vehicle under this policy for various initial positions and zero initial
velocity. The markers indicate the positions at twice the sampling time.
It can be seen that the optimal policy from fuzzy Q-iteration is more similar to the one
obtained by fuzzy ACL, but that it manages to avoid the regions of stronger damping somewhat better, though still not perfectly. The term “perfectly”, must however be understood in
the light of the cost function that has been used. An optimal control policy behaves perfectly
by definition. If we feel that it should behave even better, according to some other notion of
the actual control objective, we should adapt the cost function to better match our intended
objective.
Even with the optimal policy, the regions of stronger damping are not completely avoided.
The reason for this may be that the cost function is ill defined and does not completely relate
to our intended control objective. Another reason may be that our particular choice of the
cost function in these experiments is not capable of clearly discriminating between the real
optimal policy and several sub-optimal policies. In the next section, we will use a different
cost function, as well as a finer state space partitioning in order to see if we can improve the
learning performance like this.

4.5.3

Non-Regular Partitioning and Time-Spent Cost Function

In these experiments, we consider using a non-regular partitioning of the state space. This
partitioning of the position space is composed of a baseline grid {−5, −0.3, 0, 0.3, 5} and
adding to it, extra grid lines around each Gaussian damping region. This partitioning is
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identical to what is used in (Buşoniu et al., 2008) and is as follows:
• For the position c1 : {−5, −3.75, −2, −0.3, 0, 0.3, 2, 2.45, 3.5, 3.75, 4.7, 5}.
• For the position c2 : {−5, −4.55, −3.5, −2.3, −2, −1.1, −0.6, −0.3, 0, 0.3, 1, 2.6, 4, 5}.
• For the velocity in both dimensions v1 , v2 : {−2, 0, 2}.
The action set is the same as in the Section 4.5.2 and contains 9 actions, namely the
Cartesian product of the sets {−1, 0, 1} for both dimensions. As the cost function, the number
of time steps to the goal is used. We will run the fuzzy Q-iteration algorithm from (Buşoniu
et al., 2008) for this problem with the same state space partitioning in order to derive the
optimal policy to which we can compare the policies derived by both versions of the ACL
algorithm.
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Again, the first performance measure considered is the cost of the policy from (3.47). Figure 4.11 shows these plots.
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Figure 4.11: The cost of the control policy as a function of the number of trials passed since
the start of the experiment. The black line is the average over the 30 experiments and the gray
area represents the max-min range.
It can be seen that the difference between the initial cost (of a random policy) and the
final policy is much smaller compared to what we have seen in Figure 4.6. For both crisp
and fuzzy ACL, the trend of the average cost converges in about the same number of trials,
but the average final cost using fuzzy ACL is smaller. With both algorithms, there is a lot of
variation between the 30 runs of the experiment.
Policy Variation
The policy variation as a function of the trials for both crisp and fuzzy ACL is depicted in
Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Performance of the algorithm in terms of policy variation. The black line is the
average over the 30 experiments and the gray area represents the max-min range.
Here it is seen that the policy obtained by fuzzy ACL more rapidly takes on its final
form, compared to crisp ACL. These results vary only slightly over the 30 runs of the experiments, indicating that considering the results from Figure 4.11, although the cost of the policy
may vary a lot from experiment to experiment, the cost of the policy itself always converges
quickly. This also indicates that in these experiments, the algorithm seems to get easily stuck
in a local optimum. The reason may be found in the random proportional action selection
rule that is used, because the exploration depends on the difference between the pheromone
levels for the various actions. If the cost function that is used results in a rapid increase of the
pheromone levels associated with sub-optimal actions, it immediately becomes unlikely for
the ants to choose different actions.
The Final Policy and Simulation of the System
The best policy resulting from the experiments and the behavior of a simulated vehicle controlled by these policies are shown in Figure 4.13 for both crisp and fuzzy ACL.
There is a clear difference in the policy and the behavior of the vehicle controlled by this
policy between the crisp and the fuzzy case. With crisp ACL, in some regions of the state
space, the policy seems to steer the vehicle around the regions of stronger damping. However,
in other regions, the policy appears to be quite random. When looking at the trajectories of the
vehicle, the policy controls the vehicle to the goal state in a very sub-optimal way. Especially
when the vehicle starts in the lower-right corner, the control policy is incapable of controlling
the vehicle to the goal. For fuzzy ACL, however, the policy looks very smooth and also
appears to be able to steer the vehicle around the regions of stronger damping much more
optimally. In order to verify the optimality of the resulting policies, we show the results
obtained by the fuzzy Q-iteration algorithm in Figure 4.14.
Indeed, the control policy and the trajectories of the vehicle are very similar to those
obtained by fuzzy ACL. The cost function that is used appears to represent more closely the
objective of avoiding the regions of stronger damping, while driving as quickly as possible to
the center of the field before coming to a standstill. Also the state space partitioning, which
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Figure 4.13: The figures on the left present a slice of the best resulting policy for zero velocity
obtained by crisp ACL (top) and fuzzy ACL (bottom) in one of the 30 runs. The figures show
the control input for a grid of positions, three times finer than the partitioning grid in these
experiments. The multi-Gaussian damping profile is shown, where darker shades represent
regions of more damping. The figures on the right show the trajectories of the vehicle under
these policies for various initial positions and zero initial velocity. The markers indicate the
positions at twice the sampling time.

was denser around the regions of stronger damping, helped to make the policy more accurate
in these regions. The slice of the policy for zero velocity clearly shows the action vectors
“curving” around these Gaussian regions. Of course, it can still be questioned if this is the
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Figure 4.14: The baseline optimal policy derived by the fuzzy Q-iteration algorithm. The
left figure presents a slice of the policy for zero velocity. The figure on the right shows
the trajectories of the vehicle under this policy for various initial positions and zero initial
velocity. The markers indicate the positions at twice the sampling time.
desired behavior. If the answer to this question is negative, the cost function and possibly
also the state space partitioning should be tuned even further.
For these experiments, fuzzy ACL has turned out to be much more capable of finding
the optimal control policy compared to crisp ACL. Also, these experiments illustrate the
importance of choosing an appropriate cost function and state space partitioning. In general,
the more information is available about the problem structure and the dynamics of the system,
the better it is possible to find a suitable state space partitioning and cost function.

4.6

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have discussed ACL in continuous state domains. The partitioning of the
state space is a crucial aspect for ACL and two versions have been presented. In crisp ACL,
the state space is partitioned using bins, such that each value of the state maps to exactly
one bin. Fuzzy ACL, on the other hand, uses a partitioning of the state space with fuzzy
membership functions. In this chapter, the fuzzy membership functions have been chosen to
be triangular shaped, but the algorithm allows for differently shaped membership functions
as well, as long as they are normalized. In the case of fuzzy ACL, each value of the state
maps to the membership functions to a certain membership degree. Both ACL algorithms are
extensions of the ACL framework, presented in Chapter 3.
The applicability of ACL to optimal control problems with continuous-valued states has
been outlined and demonstrated on the non-linear control problem of two-dimensional navigation with variable damping. We have studied two sets of experiments that differed in the
choice of state space partitioning and the cost function. For both sets of experiments, fuzzy
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Q-iteration was used to compute the optimal policy to which the results for crisp and fuzzy
ACL could be compared. The first set of experiments used a regular state space partitioning grid and a quadratic cost function. The results showed a converging trend of both the
crisp and fuzzy version of the algorithm to suboptimal policies. However, with fuzzy ACL
this converging trend was much steeper and the cost of its resulting policy did not change as
much over repetitive runs of the algorithm as it did for crisp ACL. Its resulting policy was
also better compared to crisp ACL. We have studied the convergence of the pheromone levels
in relation to the policy using the performance measures of policy variation and sensitivity.
These measures showed that ACL progresses as a function of the number of trials to a decreasingly sensitive control policy meaning that a small change in the pheromone levels will
not result in a large change in the policy. In all cases, even with the optimal policy from fuzzy
Q-iteration, however, the control policy could not avoid the regions of stronger damping well.
Therefore, in the second set of experiments, the cost function was changed to reflect the number of time steps needed to arrive at the goal, and the partitioning was made denser around
the regions of stronger damping. As a result, the optimal policy derived by fuzzy Q-iteration
turned out to be well capable of steering the vehicle around the Gaussian regions. The crisp
ACL algorithm was incapable of finding a close to optimal policy, while fuzzy ACL did derive a near-optimal policy. In the next chapter, we will perform a more extensive computer
simulation study of the effect of the ACL learning parameters on the behavior of both crisp
and fuzzy ACL.
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Chapter 5

Simulation Experiments
This chapter presents a series of simulation experiments of crisp and fuzzy ACL on the pendulum swing-up and stabilization problem. The performance of both algorithms is evaluated
and compared for various parameter settings.

5.1

Introduction

The ACL framework has been presented in the previous chapters as a multi-agent control
policy learning methodology. The updating of the pheromone levels act as a reinforcing
mechanism and stimulates the ants to choose actions that are likely to lead to the goal state
in an optimal way. The pheromone update rules have been generalized to the continuous
domain using fuzzy membership functions that partition the continuous state space. So far,
we have analyzed the convergence properties of the algorithm and studied some properties
of the local and global pheromone update rules. We have also discussed the behavior of
ACL when applied to grid search problems and to the problem involving two-dimensional
navigation with variable damping.
In this chapter, we will perform a number of simulation experiments in order to analyze
the behavior of ACL on a non-linear control system with a continuous state space. The
non-linear control problem that is used in all these simulation experiments is the inverted
pendulum swing-up and stabilization problem, which will be introduced in Section 5.2. Using
the same control problem in all the experiments allows us to properly compare the results.
We analyze the influence of several important parameters in Section 5.3: the local and global
pheromone decay rates, the number of ants, and the partitioning of the state space.

5.2

Pendulum Swing-Up and Stabilization

The pendulum swing-up and stabilizing problem is a nice abstraction of more complex robot
control problems, like the stabilization of a walking humanoid robot. The behavior can be
easily analyzed, while the learning problem is challenging. This problem is used in all the
following simulation experiments with ACL. We analyze how the behavior and the learning performance relate to some of the parameters in the algorithm, such as the global and
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local pheromone decay rate, the number of ants, and the number of quantization levels (for
crisp ACL) or membership functions (for fuzzy ACL). The performance of crisp and fuzzy
ACL is compared. This section first formulates the problem and describes the set-up of the
experiments.

5.2.1

Problem Formulation

The pendulum is modeled as a pole, attached to a pivot point at which a motor exerts a torque.
The objective is to get the pendulum from a certain initial position to its unstable upright
position, and to keep it stabilized within a certain band around that unstable position. The
torque is, however, limited such that it is not possible to move the pendulum to its upright
position in one movement. The pendulum must thus swing back and forth to accumulate
enough energy for swinging up. The pendulum must also stop in time in order to be able
to balance in the unstable equilibrium. This makes the solution non-trivial and suitable for
learning algorithms. The non-linear state equations of the pendulum are given by:
θ̇(t) = ω(t)
J ω̇(t) = Km u(t) − mgL sin(θ(t)) − Dω(t),

(5.1)

with θ(t) = x1 (t) and ω(t) = x2 (t) the state variables, representing the angle and angular velocity of the pole in continuous time respectively. The positive direction of the state
variables is indicated in Figure 5.1. Furthermore, u(t) is the applied torque and the other
parameters with their values as used in the simulations are listed in Table 5.1.
Km u(t)

θ

ω

Figure 5.1: Positive direction of θ and ω for the pendulum.
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Table 5.1: The parameters of the pendulum model and their values used in the experiments.
Parameter Value
Unit
Meaning
J
0.005
kg · m2
pendulum inertia
Km
0.1
motor gain
D
0.01
kg · s−1
damping
m
0.1
kg
mass
L
0.1
m
pendulum length
g
9.81
m · s−2
gravitational acceleration

5.2.2

Set-Up of the Experiments

The system is sampled with a sampling time Ts = 0.1s and the states are discretized using
bins or fuzzy membership functions, the centers of which define the discrete state space:


2π
2π(Nθ − 1)
Qθ = 0,
(5.2)
,...,
Nθ
Nθ


2ωmax
Qω = −ωmax , −ωmax +
, . . . , ωmax , ,
(5.3)
Nω − 1
where Nθ and Nω ≥ 3 are the number of discretization bins for θ and ω respectively and ωmax
is the maximum (absolute) angular velocity expected to occur. Note that Nθ must be even for
crisp partitioning to make sure that both equilibria coincide with centers of the partitioning
bins rather than fall exactly in between two elements, which would result in chattering of
the discretized state when the pendulum is near one of the equilibria. For similar reasons,
Nω must be odd. The angle will be observed as θ mod 2π. Unless stated otherwise, we take
Nθ = 40 and Nω = 41.
In all experiments, the action selection method is the Max-Boltzmann rule (3.6), or its
fuzzy version (4.11). The ACL parameters that have the same value for all experiments in
this chapter are listed in Table 5.2. These parameters are fixed in order to fairly compare
the algorithm for the scenarios in Section 5.3. The initial pheromone level τ0 is set to a
sufficiently small value. The amount of exploration is constant during all experiments and
the values of  and α have been shown to work well. The maximal number of interaction
steps with the system, T , is sufficiently long for the ants to find the goal from any initial
state. The maximal number of trials, K, is sufficiently long for the algorithm to converge, or
to be able to say that the algorithm will not be able to improve the policy any further. The
results of the experiments in Section 5.3 are not expected to be much different for slightly
different values of these parameters. Basically, smaller values for τ0 and  and larger values
for α will result in less exploration, which may cause ACL to prematurely settle at a local
optimum. Likewise, larger values for τ0 and  and smaller values for α will result in more
exploration, possibly preventing ACL from settling at any optimum at all. However, as said
before, slightly different values for these parameters are not expected to change much the
behavior of ACL. The values of T and K should be taken large enough in order to have
sufficient interaction with the system. Taking these values too large, however, unnecessarily
increases the learning time.
At the start of each trial, the ants are randomly initialized over the state-space with a
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Table 5.2: The ACL parameter values that are the same for all experiments in this chapter.
Parameter Value
Meaning
τ0
0.0001
initial pheromone level

0.1
exploration probability
α
3
exponent of action selection rule
T
300
maximal number of interaction steps with the system
K
100
maximal number of trials


T
uniform probability. The goal state is xg = π 0 and an ant is said to be in the goal state
if its state satisfies |π − θ| ≤ 0.1 rad and |ω| ≤ 0.1 rad/s. A quadratic cost function (3.2) is
used to measure the performance:
J(s) = J(x̃, ũ) =

T
−1
X

eT (t + 1)Qe(t + 1) + Ru2 (t),

(5.4)

t=0

Q=


1
0


0
,
0.1

R = 0.05,

which has been explained in Section 3.2.1. The action set U = {−0.8, 0, 0.8}[Nm] contains 3
actions, which will be referred to as full negative torque, zero torque, and full positive torque
respectively. All experiments are carried out 30 times. The plots will show the average
performance and the min-max area of worst-case and best-case performance.
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5.3

Results

In the following simulation experiments, we study the effect of the global and local pheromone
decay rates, the number of ants, and the number of state space partitioning levels on the performance of crisp and fuzzy ACL. The application that is used is the pendulum swing-up and
stabilization problem.

5.3.1

Global Pheromone Decay Rate

In these experiments, we study the effect of the global pheromone decay rate, ρ, on the learning performance, in a similar way as we did in Section 3.6.3 for the case of a 1-dimensional
grid search problem. The values of ρ are from the set ρ ∈ {0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1}. We
keep the other parameters constant over the experiments. The local pheromone decay rate is
γ = 0.01, the number of ants is 250, and the other parameters are listed in Table 5.2. We
study the behavior of both crisp and fuzzy ACL.
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Figure 5.2 shows the simulation results obtained with the crisp ACL algorithm for varying
values of the global pheromone decay rate, ρ.
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Figure 5.2: Policy performance of crisp ACL for γ = 0.01 and varying ρ. The black line is
the average over the 30 experiments and the gray area represents the max-min range.
The results do not show a very good convergence behavior of crisp ACL. For ρ = 0,
which is actually a value that is not within the allowed range for ρ, viz. (0, 1], the algorithm
does not converge to any meaningful policy. This is obvious, as ρ = 0 means that there is no
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θ [rad]

global pheromone update, so that the quality of the policies found by the ants are not taken
into account at all. The very slow trend downwards is due to the local pheromone update
that stimulates ants to choose actions that have not been chosen before. This results in some
convergence of the pheromone levels that is not related to the performance of the policies.
The policy performance is also not expected to become much better with this mechanism. For
large values of ρ, the pheromone deposits contribute significantly to the pheromone update
and it can indeed be seen that this does not lead to convergence within 100 trials. For small
values of ρ, the convergence is better. The best behavior can be seen for ρ = 0.001, where
there is a continuing trend downwards, which would have continued if the experiment would
not have stopped at 100 trials. The typical value of ρ = 0.1, as used in most papers on ACO,
results here in fast convergence of the average performance for the 30 experiments, but to a
higher cost than for ρ = 0.001. A simulation of the inverted pendulum controlled by the best
final policy obtained with ρ = 0.001 from x0 = [0 0]T is shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: The inverted pendulum controlled from an initial state x0 = [0 0]T by the final
policy obtained by crisp ACL with ρ = 0.001 and γ = 0.01. The top two graphs show the
trajectories of the states, while the third shows the input and the bottom graph shows the cost.
In this figure, from the top to the bottom plot, we see respectively the trajectory of the
angle and the angular velocity over time, the control input, and the corresponding cost. It
shows that the control policy manages to swing up and stabilize the inverted pendulum in the
unstable equilibrium and that it does so by swinging the pole a couple of times back and forth
before it accumulates enough energy to be swung up completely.
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Fuzzy ACL
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Figure 5.4 shows the simulation results obtained with the fuzzy ACL algorithm for varying
values of the global pheromone decay rate, ρ.
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Figure 5.4: Policy performance of fuzzy ACL for γ = 0.01 and varying ρ. The black line is
the average over the 30 experiments and the gray area represents the max-min range.
Compared to the results with crisp ACL, the convergence of the control policy is much
better with fuzzy ACL. For ρ = 0, we see a similar behavior, which is obvious, as it means
that there is essentially no global pheromone update. For the other values of ρ, the convergence behavior is more or less similar to each other. Higher values of ρ mean faster adaption
of the pheromone levels to newly obtained pheromone deposits, which can slightly be seen
in the slightly slower convergence for ρ = 0.001 and the greater variation for ρ = 0.5. The
clean convergence for ρ = 1 is difficult to explain, as we would have expected even more
variation in the cost over the different experiments than with ρ = 0.5. The reason could be
that because there is no noise in the system, a value of ρ = 1 is allowed and leads to the
fastest possible convergence. We expect that if the state measurement of system would be
corrupted by noise, the complete and immediate adaptation of the pheromone levels to an
update with ρ = 1 would not result in convergence as is the case with crisp ACL, which
suffers from state-discretization noise. From these experiments, it is not possible to conclude
which value for the global pheromone decay rate is the best. The differences between the
simulation results for γ = 0.001, 0.1, and 1 are small. The simulation experiments do show
that the usual ρ = 0.1 leads to good results. The big improvement of the learning behavior
with fuzzy ACL over crisp ACL can be explained by the absence of artificially introduced
discretization noise. A simulation of the inverted pendulum controlled by the control policy
learned by fuzzy ACL, ρ = 0.1, and for x0 = [0 0]T is shown in Figure 5.5. This policy
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swings up the pendulum much faster compared to the results in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.5: The inverted pendulum controlled from an initial state x0 = [0 0]T by the final
policy obtained by fuzzy ACL with ρ = 0.1 and γ = 0.01. The top two graphs show the
trajectories of the states, while the third shows the input and the bottom graph shows the cost.
The control policies for both crisp and fuzzy ACL are shown in Figure 5.6. These figures
show the mapping from the state of the system to the control action, where white denotes
maximal positive torque, gray is zero torque, and black is maximal negative torque. The
mapping is plotted for a state grid four times finer than the state space partitioning used by
the algorithms. It shows that for the crisp policy, evaluating the policy for more states does not
result in a finer mapping. This is because the policy is not interpolated between the centers
of the crisp partitioning bins. For fuzzy ACL, however, the finer grid reveals a meaningful
interpolation between the centers of the membership functions and illustrates that this policy
is really a continuous mapping. The other main observation from these plots is that the policy
in Figure 5.6(b) is much more structured compared to the policy in Figure 5.6(a). From
Figure 5.6(b) the control policy can be understood as follows. For angles near θ = 0, or θ =
2π, corresponding to the pendulum in its stable equilibrium, the control policy destabilizes
the pendulum by providing maximum torque in the direction where the pendulum is moving.
There is a curved transition plane where the control action changes from maximum negative
torque (black) to maximum positive torque (white), or vice versa and results in the pendulum
to slow down. For states near the unstable equilibrium θ = π, the control policy is stabilizing
and in a small area around θ = π and ω = 0, the control action is zero torque. A similar
structure can only very vaguely be identified in Figure 5.6(a). The policy appears to be
heavily corrupted by noise. The reason why such a policy is still capable of controlling the
pendulum, though sub-optimally, is that the momentum in motion systems makes the system
somewhat robust to small variations in the control action.
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Figure 5.6: The final control policy obtained for the inverted pendulum problem with both
crisp and fuzzy ACL with ρ = 0.1 and γ = 0.01. The colors black, white, and gray represent
the inputs −0.8, 0.8, and 0 Nm respectively. For angles near θ = 0, 2π, the policy represents
a destabilizing controller, while near θ = π, the policy represents a stabilizing controller.

5.3.2

Local Pheromone Decay Rate

Similarly to Section 3.6.4, the effect of the local pheromone decay rate on the learning performance is studied. We keep the other parameters constant over the experiments. The
global pheromone decay rate is equal to ρ = 0.1, the number of ants is 250, and the
other parameters are listed in Table 5.2. The values of γ that we use are from the set
γ ∈ {0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1}. We study the behavior of both crisp and fuzzy ACL.
Crisp ACL
Figure 5.7 shows the simulation results obtained with the crisp ACL algorithm for varying
values of the local pheromone decay rate, γ.
The first observation of the results is that the local pheromone update can really improve
the learning performance, but only when it is chosen carefully. For low values of γ, the
effect is minimal. For γ = 1, which is outside the allowed range for γ, viz. [0, 1), there
is no convergence at all, because the pheromone levels are reset to τ0 after each step of an
ant. For γ = 0.5, there is also no convergence. For γ = 0.1, however, the local pheromone
update really improves the learning performance, as the average cost of the resulting control
policy is much lower than that of the algorithm for smaller values of γ and the variation over
the experiments also reduces considerably. The policy for this case is shown in Figure 5.11.
A simulation of the inverted pendulum controlled by this control policy for x0 = [0 0]T
is shown in Figure 5.8. The control policy has indeed been improved as it swings up and
stabilizes the pendulum faster than the policy that was learned with crisp ACL and γ = 0,
as shown in Figure 5.3. It is however still much less optimal than the policy learned by
fuzzy ACL for γ = 0 that could swing up and stabilize the pendulum within three seconds
(Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.7: Policy performance of crisp ACL for ρ = 0.1 and varying γ. The black line is the
average over the 30 experiments and the gray area represents the max-min range.
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Figure 5.8: The inverted pendulum controlled from an initial state x0 = [0 0]T by the final
policy obtained by crisp ACL with ρ = 0.1 and γ = 0.1. The top two graphs show the
trajectories of the states, while the third shows the input and the bottom graph shows the cost.
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Fuzzy ACL
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Figure 5.9 shows the simulation results obtained with the fuzzy ACL algorithm for varying
values of the local pheromone decay rate, γ.
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Figure 5.9: Policy performance of fuzzy ACL for ρ = 0.1 and varying γ. The black line is
the average over the 30 experiments and the gray area represents the max-min range.
The effect of the local pheromone update rule on the learning performance of fuzzy ACL
seems to be much smaller than it has on crisp ACL. For crisp ACL, choosing an appropriate
value of γ clearly improved the performance of the algorithm. For fuzzy ACL, the value of
γ = 0.1 results in the best performance, but smaller values are almost equally good. The
hypothesis that can be derived from these results is that for control problems with noisy state
transitions, the local pheromone update can greatly improve the results. If there is, however,
no such noise in the system, the local pheromone update has only a minor effect. A simulation
of the inverted pendulum controlled by the control policy for γ = 0.1 and for x0 = [0 0]T is
shown in Figure 5.10. The control policy is indeed even more optimal than the one obtained
by fuzzy ACL and γ = 0.01 as shown in Figure 5.5, as the time to swing up and stabilize
the pendulum is now only two seconds. Another difference can be seen in the amount of
chattering around the unstable equilibrium. With only three discrete actions, stabilizing the
pendulum is quite difficult. Comparing the graphs of the input in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.10,
it can be seen that there is less chattering with fuzzy ACL. This is understandable as with
a continuous policy it is possible to define the exact state for which the discrete stabilizing
action should be carried out. For a discrete policy, this is most likely not possible, and a
stabilizing action would almost always result in some overshoot.
The control policies of both crisp and fuzzy ACL with ρ = 0.1 and γ = 0.1 are shown
in Figure 5.11. It is difficult to see the differences of these policies with the ones obtained
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Figure 5.10: The inverted pendulum controlled from an initial state x0 = [0 0]T by the
final policy obtained by fuzzy ACL with ρ = 0.1 and γ = 0.1. The top two graphs show the
trajectories of the states, while the third shows the input and the bottom graph shows the cost.
for γ = 0.01 as shown in Figure 5.6. Both seem to show a bit less variation of the policy in
neighboring states. There appears to be a bit more structure in the stabilizing and destabilizing
regions of the policy, but especially for the crisp control policy this is difficult to say.
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(b) Fuzzy control policy.

Figure 5.11: The final control policy obtained for the inverted pendulum problem with both
crisp and fuzzy ACL with ρ = 0.1 and γ = 0.1. The colors black, white, and gray represent
the inputs −0.8, 0.8, and 0 Nm respectively. For angles near θ = 0, 2π, the policy represents
a destabilizing controller, while near θ = π, the policy represents a stabilizing controller.
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5.3.3

Number of Ants

In the previous experiments, the number of ants has always been taken equal to M = 250.
The power of a multi-agent approach to control policy learning lies in the fact that multiple
agents can jointly sample the state space contributing to the learning of one control policy
for the complete state space. For ACL, we expect that with an increasing number of ants,
the control policy converges faster. With the state space partitioning of 40 × 41 quantization levels, or membership functions, and 3 actions, there are 1640 states and 4920 possible state-action pairs. In these experiments, we study the effect of the number of ants on
the learning performance, much in a similar way as for the case of a 1-dimensional grid
search problem in Section 3.6.5. The values of M that we use are from the set M ∈
{100, 250, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000}. We keep the other parameters constant over the experiments. The global and local pheromone decay rates are ρ = 0.1 and γ = 0.01 respectively,
and the other parameters are listed in Table 5.2. We study the behavior of both crisp and
fuzzy ACL.
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Figure 5.12 shows the simulation results obtained with the crisp ACL algorithm for varying
numbers of ants, M .
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Figure 5.12: Policy performance of crisp ACL for varying number of ants. The black line is
the average over the 30 experiments and the gray area represents the max-min range.
It can clearly be seen that for an increasing number of ants, on average over 30 experiments, the policy converges faster and to a better value with a smaller variation. The maximum number of ants used in these experiments M = 2000 turned out to result in the best
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learning performance. In this case, Figure 5.12(f) shows a little increase of the cost of the
policy near the end of the experiments. Why this happens is not very clear. It could result
from the larger amount of exploration that this many ants exhibit. Exploration always comes
with the risk of a decrease of performance, especially when the exploration probability  is
not annealed, as is the case for all experiments in this chapter. The final policy is shown
in Figure 5.15. A simulation of the inverted pendulum controlled by this control policy for
x0 = [0 0]T is shown in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: The inverted pendulum controlled from an initial state x0 = [0 0]T by the final
policy obtained by crisp ACL with ρ = 0.1, γ = 0.01 and the number of ants M = 2000.
The top two graphs show the trajectories of the states, while the third shows the input and the
bottom graph shows the cost.
The simulation behavior of the pendulum controlled by the final policy obtained by crisp
ACL and 2000 ants is very similar to the policy learned by using 250 ants, as shown in
Figure 5.3. Likewise, it is worse than that in Figure 5.8, where a larger local pheromone
decay rate, viz. γ = 0.1 was used. This indicates that although the policy has a lower cost,

T
the simulation from an initial state x0 = 0 0 is not much better.
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Fuzzy ACL
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Figure 5.14 shows the simulation results obtained with the fuzzy ACL algorithm for varying
numbers of ants, M .
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Figure 5.14: Policy performance of fuzzy ACL for varying number of ants. The black line is
the average over the 30 experiments and the gray area represents the max-min range.
Like with crisp ACL, an increasing number of ants results in a better learning performance. However, for 250 ants and more, the policy already converges very rapidly to a low
cost, with almost no variations over the various experiments. Apparently, much fewer ants are
required in fuzzy ACL compared to crisp ACL. Moreover, the final policy is better and barely
varies for repetitive runs of the algorithm. The best value for the number of ants with fuzzy
ACL in these experiments is thus 250, also considering that more ants require more computational resources. As the parameters for this case are the same as the ones resulting in the
best performance for fuzzy ACL in Section 5.3.1, a simulation of the inverted pendulum controlled by the final policy for these parameters and for x0 = [0 0]T is shown in Figure 5.5.
The final policy of crisp ACL with M = 2000 is shown in Figure 5.15 next to the final policy
of fuzzy ACL with M = 250 that has already been shown before in Figure 5.6(b). The main
result is that the crisp control policy in Figure 5.15(a) shows much more structure compared
to the earlier plots of crisp control policies for the inverted pendulum problem. The several
regions that can clearly be seen in Figure 5.15(b) now also become visible in Figure 5.15(a).
Still, as observed earlier, this did not result in a much faster swinging up and stabilization of
the pendulum from x0 = [0 0]T .
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Figure 5.15: The final control policy obtained for the inverted pendulum problem with both
crisp and fuzzy ACL with ρ = 0.1 and γ = 0.01. The colors black, white, and gray represent
the inputs −0.8, 0.8, and 0 Nm respectively. For angles near θ = 0, 2π, the policy represents
a destabilizing controller, while near θ = π, the policy represents a stabilizing controller.

5.3.4

State Space Partitioning

Another issue in the successful learning of control policies is the partitioning of the state
space. Some regions of the state space may require a denser quantization than other regions,
but the process of determining these regions is far from trivial and requires prior knowledge
of the system to be controlled and possibly also of the optimal controller. In the experiments
in this section, we look at different quantization densities, but with a homogeneous grid that
does not require any prior knowledge of the system. A finer homogeneous partitioning grid
may result in a better description of the policy in certain regions, but may not have this effect
in other regions, only leading to an increase of computation time and memory requirements.
The purpose of these experiments is therefore not to derive the most optimal partitioning
grid for this particular control problem, but to study the scalability of ACL. The state space
is partitioned using (5.2)-(5.3) and the density is characterized by only one parameter N =
Nθ = Nω − 1. A finer quantization results in a larger state space that must be sampled by
the ants. Therefore, keeping the number of ants constant for various quantization densities
would not result in a fair comparison. Also, we have observed before that for fuzzy ACL the
number of ants can be much smaller than the number of ants in crisp ACL. We have chosen
for crisp ACL a number of ants approximately equal to 60% of the number of states and for
fuzzy ACL 15%. The values of N that are tested are 16, 32, and 64. We keep the other
parameters constant over the experiments. The global and local pheromone decay rates are
ρ = 0.1 and γ = 0.01 respectively, and the other parameters are listed in Table 5.2. We study
the behavior of both crisp and fuzzy ACL.
Crisp ACL
Figure 5.16 shows the simulation results obtained with the crisp ACL algorithm for varying
numbers of state space partitioning levels, N , and the corresponding numbers of ants, M .
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Figure 5.16: Policy performance and the policies for crisp ACL and varying number of quantization levels and ants. In the top three figures, the black line is the average over the 30
experiments and the gray area represents the max-min range. In the bottom three figures,
the colors black, white, and gray represent the inputs −0.8, 0.8, and 0 Nm respectively. For
angles near θ = 0, 2π, the policy represents a destabilizing controller, while near θ = π, the
policy represents a stabilizing controller.
The performance plots show that N = 16 results in a cost of the control policy that is
on average larger than for N = 32 and N = 64, while for N = 64 the performance is only
slightly improved compared to N = 32. This leads to the conclusion that for this problem
and crisp ACL, N = 16 is probably not a sufficient quantization density, or that the number
of ants used in this case is too small. The convergence speed in terms of numbers of trials
does not change much for increasing quantization density. The policy plots basically show
similar control policies, but with increasing level of detail.
Fuzzy ACL
Figure 5.17 shows the simulation results obtained with the fuzzy ACL algorithm for varying
numbers of state space partitioning levels, N , and the corresponding numbers of ants, M .
Contrary to the results for crisp ACL in Figure 5.17, these plots do show an improving
learning behavior for increasing state space partitioning density. It may indicate that the
partitioning density for N = 16 and N = 32 is not large enough for obtaining good control
policies, or that the number of ants used for these densities is too low. The number of ants
used for N = 64 is large enough and results in very fast convergence with almost no variation
over repetitive runs of the experiment.
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Figure 5.17: Policy performance and the policies for fuzzy ACL and varying number of
membership functions and ants. In the top three figures, the black line is the average over the
30 experiments and the gray area represents the max-min range. In the bottom three figures,
the colors black, white, and gray represent the inputs −0.8, 0.8, and 0 Nm respectively. For
angles near θ = 0, 2π, the policy represents a destabilizing controller, while near θ = π, the
policy represents a stabilizing controller.

5.4

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have performed a number of experiments and studied the behavior of
ACL for various parameter settings. The system used in all experiments was the inverted
pendulum with limited input, for which the control goal was to swing it up from any initial
state and to stabilize it in its unstable equilibrium. We have studied the influence of the
global and local pheromone decay rates, the number of ants, and the density of the state
space partitioning grid on the learning performance. The learning performance was evaluated
in terms of convergence, convergence speed, the performance of the resulting control policy,
and the variation of the results over several runs of the experiment. Simulation plots of the
system controlled by the learned policy were presented as well.
With respect to the global and local pheromone decay rates, the main result is that the
performance of crisp ACL is much more sensitive to the choice of ρ compared to fuzzy ACL.
Too large a value for ρ does not lead to convergence. State transition noise in the system
causes fluctuations in the cost of the trajectories found by the ants, which are amplified for
large values of ρ in the pheromone update. State transition noise is introduced in crisp ACL
due to the discretization of the state space. In fuzzy ACL, the continuity of the state space
is retained by the state space partitioning with fuzzy membership functions. Therefore, no
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artificial non-determinism is introduced with fuzzy ACL and even a choice of ρ = 1 leads to
convergence of the algorithm. The local pheromone decay rate appeared to have a far greater
(and positive) influence on the convergence behavior of crisp ACL than it has on fuzzy ACL.
The convergence properties of crisp ACL greatly improved for a value of γ = 0.1. It can be
hypothesized that the local pheromone update helps in finding optimal control policies in the
presence of state transition noise.
The experiments with varying numbers of ants showed that more ants lead to a faster convergence to better policies, with less variation over several runs of the experiment. However,
the number of ants does not have to be extremely large. Especially with fuzzy ACL for a
certain number of ants, adding more ants does not further improve much the performance
of the algorithm. The main result is that crisp ACL requires many more ants for satisfying
performance compared to fuzzy ACL. The required number of ants for fuzzy ACL was about
ten times lower than the number required for crisp ACL for the considered application.
The scaling of ACL with increasing state space partitioning density was studied as well.
The convergence speed and the quality of the resulting policy turned out to be related to the
density of the state space partitioning as well as to the number of ants. That is, a finer partitioning results in a larger state space that must be sampled by the ants and therefore requires
more of them. For crisp ACL, there is a slow, but gradual improvement of the learning for
increasing state space partitioning density. For fuzzy ACL, the learning performance is improved more rapidly for increasing state space partitioning density and requires fewer ants.
More research is required to make these claims more exact.
At this point, ACL has been introduced and studied both analytically and experimentally.
In the next chapter of this thesis, we will broaden the ACL framework and see how it fits
within the more general scope of swarm intelligence.
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Chapter 6

Generalization of the ACL
Framework
This chapter relates ACL to other swarm intelligence methodologies. It presents a general
modeling framework for swarms of moving agents and we argue that optimization as well as
control methodologies from the realm of swarm intelligence can be modeled in this way. It
particularly serves to put ACL in a broader context.

6.1

Introduction

In Section 2.2, we have addressed the principles of self-organization and swarm intelligence
from both a biological and engineering point of view. It was stated that optimization methods
such as ACO and Particle Swarm Optimization as well as swarms of mobile agents, such
as robots and UAVs all belong to the class of swarm intelligence. In Chapters 2 - 5 of this
thesis, however, the focus has been on ACO and more particularly on ACL. In this chapter, we
present a general modeling framework for swarms of moving agents that we have originally
published in (van Ast et al., 2008b). This framework formally links the various forms of
swarm intelligence and can be used for the integration of analysis and design methodologies
that have been developed for the individual algorithms and controllers. The development of
such a framework is an essential first step before any analysis can be made of the behavior of
more intelligent moving agents in a swarm.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. The proposed framework is introduced
and discussed in detail in Section 6.2. Examples of how the framework relates to the state
of the art are discussed in Section 6.3, and Section 6.4 indicates which opportunities the
framework brings for future research and development and concludes this chapter.

6.2

Modeling Framework for Swarms of Moving Agents

A swarm is a system of multiple cooperating autonomous agents. Generally, in multi-agent
systems, the coordination of the agents is achieved by complex strategies, often in a fixed
topology. In case a central controller is used to determine the optimal action for each of the
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agents, such methods scale poorly with the number of agents. Swarm intelligence aims at
controlling a large number of cooperative autonomous agents, in a varying topology, with
simple, local rules. The analysis of a swarm intelligence system typically focuses on the
dynamics of the swarm as a whole, rather than on the dynamics of the individual agents.
A particular control problem considered in swarm literature is that of swarm aggregation,
which deals with controlling the moving agents to form a cohesive swarm and which is briefly
described in Section 6.3.3. The results for swarm aggregation are too limited to be generally
applicable to a wide class of control problems. This demonstrates the difficulty of applying
swarm intelligence to practically relevant control problems.
This section presents a new framework that enables a more structured approach to the
development of swarm intelligence for distributed sensing and control and that provides better
insight in the structure of swarm systems. The framework separates the physical parts and
behavior of the swarm members from their decision making capabilities. It serves to integrate
research fields focusing on the physical behavior of the swarm member with research studying
dynamic agent system and enables the development and analysis of more sophisticated swarm
systems.
In the considered framework, the members of the swarm are called moving agents. The
two key features of a moving agent are that:
1. it can move through its environment and
2. it is capable of decision making based on its input and recollection of the past.
These features are represented by two strictly distinct classes, called particles and dynamic agents. A diagram of the framework is given in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the framework.
The diagram shows N dynamic agents A1 , . . . , AN interacting with a common environment. The dynamic agents represent the intelligence of the moving agents. The particles
P1 , . . . , PN represent the physical part of the moving agents, such as their position and speed.
Each dynamic agent, indexed by i, senses the environment by observations represented by
a vector yi and produces an input ui to the environment. The environment contains the
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particles, a process, and a communication channel. The process may represent the system
with which the moving agents need to interact in order to achieve a mission, or a control
task. Furthermore, each dynamic agent Ai may send and receive messages vi and wi to
and from the environment, respectively. Within the communication channel, it is determined
which messages are received by which dynamic agents, based on the state of all the parti
T
. . . xT
cles xs = xT
. Each dynamic agent Ai is associated with a particle Pi . The
1
N
state of each particle changes based on the input from its associated dynamic agent and the
restrictions posed on it by the environment. The process state may be influenced by the in
T
. . . uT
puts us = uT
from the dynamic agents and the state xs of the particles. The
1
N
rest of this section discusses the elements of the framework in more detail. Without loss of
generality, it is assumed that the dynamics are modeled in discrete time.
Example 6.1 In order to exemplify the discussion throughout this section, a swarm of identical robots is considered, the task of which is to guard a building. This is clearly a task that
may benefit from the advantages of a swarm over a single agent. As it is assumed that the
robots are frequently cut off from radio communication, a certain level of autonomy is required. It is also desired for such a system to be scalable and robust to malfunctioning of the
robots. The robots are assumed to be able to drive over the terrain surrounding the building
and they have some short-range communication capabilities, some processing power, and
sensors for sensing some properties of their immediate environment.

6.2.1

Particles

In research on swarm intelligence, the members of the swarm are usually modeled as particles
(Gazi and Passino, 2005; Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995), though the exact definition of a
particle is not always given. In this section, a particle is defined as follows:
Definition 6.1 A particle Pi is an entity having a state xi ∈ X , containing the physical states
of the moving agent.
Particles at the least represent the position of the moving agent in the environment, but
may include many other states, ranging from velocity and orientation to shape and color.
The particle is in fact the physical body of the moving agent and it is not responsible for the
decision making. The states of the particles influence the neighborhood for all the agents, the
local values of the sensor inputs, and the distances between the agents.
Example 6.2 The physical position and speed of each robot in our previous example belong
to the state of its associated particle. The state changes as a result of the actions chosen by the
robots, according to the dynamics of the robots and the environment. The particle may also
represent other physical properties of the robot, such as size, shape, color, etc., depending on
what is useful for the control problem.

6.2.2

Dynamic Agents

The decision making power of a moving agent is taken care of by a dynamic agent. Dynamic
agents are the basis of modern artificial intelligence (Russell and Norvig, 1994). A dynamic
agent is defined as an entity that observes the environment, possesses an internal state that
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changes as a function of the observations, and acts on the environment based on this internal state and the observations. Moreover, it is able to send and receive messages, which is
discussed further in Section 6.2.6.
Definition 6.2 A dynamic agent Ai , is a tuple (Zi , Yi , Ui , Wi , hi , πi , φi ), with:
• Zi the internal state space of agent Ai ,
• Yi its observation space,
• Ui its input space,
• Wi a set of tuples (messages), representing its message space,
• hi : Zi × Yi × Wi → Zi its internal state transition function, describing how the
internal state evolves as a result of observations and the messages received,
• πi : Zi × Yi × Ui → [0, 1] its decision probability distribution, which maps its internal
state and observations probabilistically to an input to the environment, and
• φi : Zi → Wi its message generating function.
In particular, the internal state of agent Ai is denoted by zi , its observation of the environment
is denoted by yi , its input to the environment is denoted by ui , and wi and vi denote its
incoming and outgoing message respectively.
In this definition, the behavior of a dynamic agent is thus defined as a probabilistic mapping of states and observations to actions. This allows for making decisions that are aimed
at exploring different regions of the environment. This is essential to decision making in an
environment of which there is no model available to the dynamic agents. This stochasticity
in πi is explicitly separated from the dynamic agent’s deterministic internal state transition
function hi , stressing the algorithmic nature of hi .
Example 6.3 The dynamic agent of each robot is the software routine that receives input
from sensors and communication links, processes this input based on its current state, and
produces an output. This output generally drives the actuators of the robot and usually results
in a change of the position or orientation, thus a change of the particle state. According to this
state and the environment, the dynamic agent is presented with other pieces of information
based on which it has to make a new decision.
According to the principle that the physical state of the robot is not a part of the dynamic
agent, the position of the robot is not known to the dynamic agent right away. Everything the
dynamic agent needs to know, it has to draw from its observations of the environment.
The framework also stipulates that the decision making part does not necessarily need to
be present at the same location as the rest of the robot. Remote controlled robots are in this
sense identical to robots with an on-board controller.
For the application to swarms, dynamic agents are assumed to be cooperative. Cooperativeness is usually defined in the way that all the agents aim at achieving the same objective
(Panait and Luke, 2005; Vlassis, 2007). Within the swarm framework, this needs a little more
explanation, as the agents are all autonomous and thus act based on their own local objective
function, or strategy. The control objective is generally defined for the whole swarm, so the
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cooperativeness must hold for a global objective that is not necessarily known to the agents.
As this is a contradictio in terminis, dynamic agents in a swarm are usually said to be cooperative if the agents do not aim at preventing other agents from achieving their individual
goals.1

6.2.3

Moving Agents

Using Definitions 6.1 and 6.2 a moving agent can be defined.
Definition 6.3 A moving agent Mi = (Ai , Pi ) is a pair of a dynamic agent and a particle.
In this way, the dynamic agent can operate without directly taking into account its motion
through the environment, and the motion of the particle can be considered without directly
taking into account the decision making of the dynamic agent. Existing results on either part
can be more easily combined to form more sophisticated swarms than those representing the
current state of the art. When discussing the behavior of the swarm, one can now refer to its
members by the clearly defined moving agents. Regarding stability and performance of the
swarm, conditions can be determined for the signals ui and yi and the messages wi and vi
that couple the dynamic agents and the environment.
Example 6.4 The physical robots (particles) including their software for the decision making
(dynamic agents) together form the moving agents.

6.2.4

Process

Everything that must be sensed or controlled by the moving agent is called the process. It
may include a real process, e.g., a chemical reactor, but also a virtual process, such as an
artificial potential field (see Section 6.3.3).
Definition 6.4 A process is characterized by its state ψ ∈ Ψ, which contains the variables
that must be sensed and/or controlled by the dynamic agents.
The process state may change based on the output of the dynamic agents us and the state
of the particles xs . Typically, the state of the process is distributed in space when a swarm
approach is chosen to sense or control it. The observations of the dynamic agent may vary
for varying positions as a result of this.
Example 6.5 The task of the robots is to detect and respond to threats in the environment.
These threats can be seen as the process, which state must be observed by the robots. If the
interaction between the robots and the threats is modeled by an artificial potential field, this
field can be interpreted as a virtual process.

6.2.5

Environment

As illustrated in Figure 6.1, the environment encompasses everything that is outside of the
dynamic agent. It consists of everything that is physically present within the problem setting.
It holds the physical state of the moving agents xs (the particles), the process, and the communication channel. It also defines the state space of the particles, i.e., the world state with
1A

better term would be indifferent rather than cooperative.
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boundaries and obstacles. As the particles move through the environment and potentially are
obstacles to each other, this state space is dynamic. The environment also includes the state
transition functions of the particles.
The term environment, as used in this definition, comes from the dynamic agent community (Sutton and Barto, 1998). It is different from what is standard in the systems and control
community, where the environment denotes everything that is outside of the controller and
the process, and is usually just held responsible for the disturbances of the signals in the
system. Disturbances can also easily be added to the framework, as well as communication
delays and errors, although these are left out from the discussion in this section.
Definition 6.5 The environment is a tuple (X , U, g, Ψ, f, C), where

×Ni=1 Xi is the joint state space of the particles,
N
• U = ×i=1 Ui is the joint action space of the dynamic agents,
• X =

• g : X × U × X → [0, 1], is the particles’ state transition function, describing how the
states of the particles evolve as a result of the action taken by all dynamic agents,
• Ψ is the state space of the process,
• f : Ψ × U × Ψ → [0, 1], is the process transition probability distribution, describing
how the process evolves as a result of the dynamic agents’ actions, and
• C is the communication channel.
Example 6.6 The world outside the software of the robots is the environment. It contains the
physical robots, the building, its surroundings, possible threats, the communication signals,
and other signals that may be received by the sensors of the robots.

6.2.6

Communication and Interaction

A key characteristic of a swarm is that the dynamic agents within the swarm interact strongly
in order to enhance the performance of the swarm as a whole. One important aspect of
interaction constitutes the observations by the dynamic agents of the states of the particles.
This is closely related to a second form of interaction, namely communication. Agents may
communicate in order to share information about, e.g., the observations and strategies. The
moving agents can communicate in various ways. One way is through their particle state,
e.g., by making meaningful movements. This is observed in nature with honey bees. Another
way is by changing the environment in a meaningful way through its state. This is called
stigmergy and is observed in nature with ants, which deposit pheromones to communicate.
A third way is by sending and receiving messages through the communication channel C. In
our framework, this is incorporated by the message signals v and w, the message space Wi ,
and the message generating function φi , defined in Definition 6.2.
As the moving agents in a swarm are typically low powered, with short-range sensors,
they are only capable of communicating with other agents within a certain neighborhood.
The neighborhood of a moving agent is defined as the set of moving agents that the given
agent can receive messages from and is a function of the positions of the moving agents and
their communication parameters, such as their broadcasting power, signal bandwidth, and
constraints on the number of simultaneous connections.
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Definition 6.6 The neighborhood of a moving agent Mi is denoted by the set Ni (xs , σ), with
xs the vector stacking the particle states and σ the vector of communication parameters of
all the moving agents respectively.
The neighborhoods of the dynamic agents are dynamic, as they are dependent on the particle states xs . The framework allows for any method to model the communication channel.
With limited broadcast power, the neighborhood of a moving agent consists only of the other
moving agents that are within a certain radius. The communication parameter σ then consists
of these radii. The notion of neighborhood is defined in our framework to be part of the environment, as it depends on the physical properties of the moving agents and acts as a filter on
the communication. Also properties like the bandwidth of the communication channel and
the delay and attenuation of the signals traveling through the communication channel play a
role here.
It must be noted that in order to retain flexibility and scalability of the swarm, the dynamic
agents are not able to directly address other agents. The agents thus broadcast their messages
and the neighborhood defines which agents receive them.
Example 6.7 The robots broadcast the messages that are constructed by their software.
Their position, broadcast power, and the properties of the environment determine their neighborhoods, which dictate which of the other robots receive their messages. The messages can
be used to improve the internal world model of the dynamic agents and their decision making.

6.2.7

Swarms

Finally the notion of a swarm can be formalized.
Definition 6.7 A swarm is a subset of the set of moving agents, S, with the dynamic agents
being cooperative.
In Definition 6.2, the index i to the spaces and transition functions has been added to
stress that the framework allows for all the moving agents to have different properties. This
gives rise to the notions of homogeneous and heterogeneous swarms.
Definition 6.8 If all the moving agents in the swarm have the same state transition functions,
the swarm is said to be homogeneous. If at least one of the state transition functions is
different, the swarm is said to be heterogeneous.

6.3

Relation to the State of the Art

This section relates the proposed framework to ACL, as well as to two important swarm
intelligence methods in optimization and control, namely Particle Swarm Optimization and
artificial potential fields for swarm aggregation.

6.3.1

Ant Colony Learning

ACL is the main focus of this thesis and has been introduced as a multi-agent model-free
learning methodology. We can regard the algorithm in the light of the moving agent modeling
framework as follows. Each ant c is considered to be a moving agent, Mc in a set of M ants.
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They can be thought of moving through the state space of the system, for which they need
to learn the control policy. The state x of the particle is equal to the “position” xc of the
ant. Since we regard a moving agent to be composed of a particle and dynamic agent, xc is
thus the state of the particle Pc . As seen in Figure 6.1, a particle is part of the environment.
In ACL, particles do not directly influence each other by their state, like they would if they
would represent moving hardware in a physical world. The environment also consists of a
process and a communication channel. As discussed before, communication in ant-based
systems is done through stigmergy, i.e., through modifying the process state. In ACL, this
state is determined by the pheromone levels. The dynamic agent Ac of an ant c determines
the input uc to the process. The process contains the state transition function f of the system
to be controlled, which dictates the response of the system for a certain state-action pair. The
process can therefore determine the new state xc ← f (xc , uc ), which in turn is observed by
the dynamic agent Ac and stored in its internal state zc . The observation vector of the dynamic
agent thus contains the new state, but also the pheromone levels associated with this state and
all possible inputs. Let U(xc ) = {u1 , . . . , uNc } be the set of actions available to the ant c

T
τu (xc ) . . . ,
in its current state xc . The observation vector is then defined as yc = xT
c
with u ∈ U(xc ) and is used by the dynamic agent to determine the action, using one of the
action selection rules from Section 3.3.1 as its decision probability distribution. Note that the
actual action selection rule depends on the method of representing xc by the dynamic agent,
which may be by crisp partitioning bins, by fuzzy membership functions, or by other means
not discussed in this thesis. The selected action and the state are stored in the internal state
of the dynamic agent representing the solution found so far (c.f. sp,c , the partial solution
of an ant c). The selected action is fed to the process, which in turn responds again by
changing the system state. In addition to that, the local pheromone update is carried out by the
process by slightly decaying the pheromone level associated with the particular state-action
pair. The previous steps are repeated until the dynamic agent realizes it has reached the goal,
either because the observed state matches with an internal representation of the goal state,
or because the observation vector is augmented by a binary signal from the process telling
whether or not the moving agent has reached the goal. In the usual case of synchronized
global pheromone updates, each dynamic agents sends this binary signal as a communication
signal vc to all other dynamic agents through the communication channel. Once all moving
agents have reached the goal, or a synchronized internal clock in each dynamic agent has
triggered a time-out, all dynamic agents proceed with the global pheromone update. As the
state-action pairs visited by an ant c are stored in its internal state zc , each ant can request the
cost of its final solution (trajectory of state-action pairs) from the process. All ants then have
the process update the pheromone levels accordingly by “walking back” from the goal state
along their found trajectories to their initial states.

6.3.2

Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) (Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995) is an optimization heuristic, in which the goal is to find the parameter vector associated with the global optimum in a
problem space according to a certain objective, or fitness function. It is different from most
other optimization heuristics as it uses a swarm of agents instead of only one agent. In this
way, it is closely related to evolutionary computation, which is also population-based. For
information about similarities and differences between these two population-based optimiza122
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tion methods, the reader is referred to (Kennedy and Eberhart, 2001). The agents in PSO are
called particles and partly conform with the particles from the framework introduced in this

T
section. A particle i is defined by a state xi = θ T
denoting its position and velocity
νT
i
i
in the problem space Θ. A fitness function F (θ) : X → R maps the parameter space to a
fitness landscape, which as a result associates each particle to a fitness value.
In PSO, the particles evolve in discrete time, because of the algorithmic nature of the
optimization problem. In the basic setting, at each iteration of the algorithm, the particles
update their state with the following rule:
θ i (k + 1) =θ i (k) + ν i (k),

(6.1)

ν i (k + 1) =w(k)ν i (k) + c1 r1 (k)[θ i,pbest (k) − θ i (k)]
+ c2 r2 (k)[θ i,lbest (k) − θ i (k)]

(6.2)

where k is the current time step, θ i,pbest is the personal-best position, θ i,lbest is the localbest position, w(k) is the inertia weight, r1,2 (k) are random variables, and c1,2 are positive
acceleration constants. The personal- and local-best positions are the values of θ i (k) that are
associated with the highest fitness value attained since k = 0 for particle i and any particle
in the neighborhood of that particle respectively.2 Each particle in the swarm is attracted
towards its personal-best solution and the local-best solution. In this way, it learns to find
the optimum of the fitness function, not only by its own experience, but from other members
of the swarm as well. The values of the inertia weight w(k) and the range of the random
variables r1,2 (k) influence the convergence properties of the particle swarm. The positive
acceleration constants c1,2 trade off exploration and exploitation. More information can be
found in (Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995) and (Clerc and Kennedy, 2002).
The equations (6.1) and (6.2) can be written in a state space form that separates the particle
from the dynamic agent according to the framework proposed in this section:





1
1
0
0
θ i,pbest − θ i
xi (k + 1) =
x (k) +
(k).
0 w(k) i
c1 r1 (k) c2 r2 (k) θ i,lbest − θ i
From this form, the particle Pi can be identified by the relation:


1
1
xi (k + 1) =
x (k) + ui (k),
0 w(k) i
with
ui (k) =


0
0
z (k)
c1 r1 (k) c2 r2 (k) i



(6.3)


T
the input from the dynamic agent Ai and zi = (θ i,pbest − θ i )T (θ i,lbest − θ i )T its
internal state.
The process represents the fitness function F (θ) and the observation signal is defined as

T
yi = F (θ i ) θ T
. Each dynamic agent determines its personal-best position as:
i
θ i,pbest (k) = arg max (F (θ i (k)), F (θ i (k − 1)))
2 Sometimes,

the neighborhood is considered to cover the complete swarm. In that case, the local-best position is
called the global-best position of a particle, θ i,gbest .
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and broadcasts it as the message vi (k) = (F (θ i ), θ i,pbest (k)).
The communication channel determines the neighborhood of each moving agent and produces the message wi . Let {j1 , . . . , jN } = {j | Mj ∈ Ni (xs , σ)} be the set of indices
belonging to the moving agents within the neighborhood of a moving agent i with σ the size
of the neighborhood, which is equal for all the moving agents. Then, the message wi is defined as wi = (F (θ j1 ), θ j1 ,pbest , F (θ j2 ), θ j2 ,pbest , . . .). Dynamic agent Ai processes this
message by taking the maximum over the fitness values in this set to determine the local-best
position θ i,lbest . This provides the dynamic agent with enough information to update the
internal state zi and produce its input to the environment ui according to (6.3). Here, the
stochastic nature of the decision making is expressed by the random variables r1,2 (k).

6.3.3

Swarm Aggregation by Potential Functions

One of the multi-robot control problems studied in literature is swarm aggregation, in which
the agents have to aggregate to form a cohesive swarm (Gazi and Passino, 2005). For analyzing the swarm behavior, most of the research has focused on a simple model of the particle
dynamics and their interaction. In continuous time, the particles are modeled by the following
kinematic model:
ẋi (t) = ui (t),

(6.4)

where the position of a particle i at time t is denoted by xi (t) and its corresponding input by
ui (t). This model allows proof-of-concept design of swarm systems, where at a later stage
(6.4) can be replaced by a more realistic, more complex model, like a point mass model or
full actuator model (Gazi and Passino, 2005; Gazi and Fidan, 2007). The input to the particle
dynamics is the local value of an artificial potential field. In the environment, all the objects,
such as the particles and obstacles are assigned a potential function that defines a virtual force
acting upon a particle at a certain distance. The value of the artificial potential field is the sum
of the values of all the potential functions. The general class of attraction/repulsion functions
studied in (Gazi and Passino, 2004) is of the type:
g(y) = − y[ga (||y||) − gr (||y||)],

(6.5)

where ga , gr : R+ → R+ represent the magnitude of the attraction and repulsion term respectively, the vector y =pxi − xj represents the distance between two particles i, j ∈
{1, . . . , M }, and ||y|| = yT y is the Euclidean norm. The input ui is generated by the
dynamic agent Ai based on measurement of the distance between its own particle and other
particles in the environment, yi = {xi −xj | j : Mj ∈ Ni (xs , σi )}. The neighborhood is defined by the set Ni (xs , σi ) = {Mj | ||xi − xj || < σi }, with σi the sensing radius of Pi . The
function g is typically predefined and identical for all the moving agents. Dynamic agents
may also infer g from observed physical properties of other moving agents. For example,
the color of a moving agent may be associated with a certain g according to a prespecified
database. Parameters that define g may also be communicated by the signals v and w.

6.4

Concluding Remarks

This chapter has proposed a general modeling framework for swarm systems of moving
agents. The framework separates the physical parts and behavior of the swarm members
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from their decision making capabilities. This facilitates the integration of current swarm intelligence research, which focuses mainly on the physical behavior of the swarm members,
with research on more sophisticated decision making in dynamic agent systems and artificial intelligence. The framework enables a more structured approach to the development of
new applications of swarm intelligence, particularly for distributed sensing and control. It
provides a better insight in the structure of swarm systems and theoretical results as well as
results based on simulation experiments can be more directly mapped to the application domain. The proposed framework aims to integrate both fields to enable the development and
analysis of more sophisticated swarm systems.
We have related ACL as well as two of the most established methods from the swarm
community, namely Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and artificial potential functions for
swarm aggregation to the proposed framework. Although ACL is a cooperative learning
method, PSO is an optimization method, and swarm aggregation is a control problem, it
has been demonstrated how these methods can all be decomposed into similar elements.
Future research will focus on the development and analysis of swarms of moving agents for
distributed sensing and control, based on the proposed framework.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and
Recommendations
In this thesis, we have presented the ant colony learning framework and studied its behavior
both analytically and through computer simulations. Ant colony learning is a methodology for control policy learning using a set of cooperating agents, based on the principles
of ant colony optimization. We have presented an algorithm for discrete state spaces and
two algorithms for continuous state spaces. This chapter summarizes the main topics and
contributions, lists the main conclusions, and gives an overview of the open issues and recommendations for future research.

7.1

Summary of Contributions

Chapter 2 has provided the necessary background for this thesis. The main concepts of swarm
intelligence have been introduced in relation to natural and engineered swarms. In nature,
swarming provides benefits to the individuals, which is one of the driving forces behind the
local behavior of the individuals. Particularly, we have discussed the behavior of ants. Communication between ants is done through pheromones. When an ant forages for food, it
is biased to search along trails of stronger pheromone concentrations. When it then finds
food, it will walk back to the nest while depositing pheromones and thereby contributing to
the reinforcement of a successful trail. The shortest path finding capability of ants and their
method of depositing pheromones has been used as an inspiration by Marco Dorigo and other
researchers to develop the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) metaheuristic for combinatorial
optimization problems. In ACO, the optimization problem is formalized using the concept of
the construction graph, in which the nodes represent the elements that need to be combined
optimally, and the edges represent all the possible combination of these elements. In Chapter 2, we have presented the ACO framework, two of its most important algorithms, namely
the Ant System and the Any Colony System, and a proof of convergence from literature.
In Chapter 3, we have introduced the general framework of Ant Colony Learning (ACL).
This cooperative control policy learning approach is based on the ACO framework, and shares
the ant and pheromone metaphors. When the states are discrete, as is the assumption in
Chapter 3, the nodes of the construction graph represent the states. In each state, there is
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a set of possible actions that can be chosen and each action will bring the system to a new
state. The actions can thus be represented by the edges, connecting the nodes. If the state
transitions are deterministic, there is a one-to-one relation between the current state and action
and the next state. We have theoretically analyzed the convergence properties of ACL and
have derived upper and lower bounds for the pheromone levels and for the expected value
of the pheromone levels. We have shown that the expected policy converges to the optimal
policy in the case of using only one ant. For an increased number of ants, convergence
of the expected policy is only guaranteed in some specific scenarios and is otherwise not
formally guaranteed. In experiments on control problems that have a discrete state space
and deterministic state transitions, we have found that ACL converges quickly to the optimal
solution. More specifically, we have found for these experiments, that the values of the local
and global pheromone decay rates, γ and ρ respectively, should be chosen in the range of
(0.01, 0.1) so to obtain the best performance. We have also seen that increasing the number
of ants in the algorithm results in a decrease of the number of trials needed for convergence
to the optimal policy. The effect of state transition noise on the behavior of the algorithm has
also been studied. Although noise makes the learning problem much more challenging, we
have found that our ACL algorithm performs very well in these cases.
Chapter 4 has introduced two ACL algorithms for control policy learning in continuous
state spaces. The key issue here is that the state measurements need to be represented in a
discrete way. We have studied two ways of doing this. In the first one, called crisp ACL, the
state space is partitioned using crisp partitioning bins. In that case, the state measurement is
assigned to exactly one bin. A problem here is that crisp partitioning introduces discretization noise, which turns an originally deterministic system into a non-deterministic system.
The second way of representing a continuous-valued state by a finite number of elements is
by partitioning the state space by means of fuzzy triangular membership functions. In this
algorithm, which is called fuzzy ACL, the continuous state measurement is said to belong
to multiple membership functions, each to a certain degree. With fuzzy partitioning, the
continuity of the state variables is preserved. No non-determinism is introduced in this case
either. We have performed an experimental analysis of both crisp and fuzzy ACL by applying
them to the non-linear control problem of two-dimensional navigation with variable damping. The control goal here was to steer a vehicle to the center of the area avoiding the regions
of stronger damping, before coming to a standstill. The results show convergence of both
versions to suboptimal policies. However, fuzzy ACL converged much faster and the cost of
its resulting policy did not change as much over repetitive runs of the algorithm compared
to crisp ACL. Fuzzy ACL also converged to a more optimal policy than crisp ACL. We have
also showed the importance of choosing a good cost function and state space partitioning.
Especially fuzzy ACL showed to be capable of learning control policies that are close to the
optimal policies derived by fuzzy Q-iteration.
In Chapter 5, we have presented a series of experiments to demonstrate the performance
of both crisp and fuzzy ACL. The system used in all experiments was the under-actuated
inverted pendulum. The control goal was to swing up the pendulum from any initial state
and to stabilize it in its unstable equilibrium. We have studied the influence of the global
and local pheromone decay rates, the number of ants, and the density of the state space
partitioning grid on the learning performance. The learning performance was evaluated in
terms of convergence, convergence speed, the performance of the resulting control policy, and
the variation of the results over several runs of the experiment. We have found that the best
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values for ρ and γ are in the order of 0.1 and 0.01 respectively, confirming the results from
Chapter 3. Especially, the performance of crisp ACL improved for a small local pheromone
decay rate, while fuzzy ACL outperformed crisp ACL over the whole line. In general crisp
ACL is much more sensitive to choices of ρ and γ than fuzzy ACL. We found that more ants
lead to faster convergence, but that the number of ants does not need to be extremely large to
have satisfying performance. Furthermore, the required number of ants for fuzzy ACL was
about ten times lower than the number of ants required for crisp ACL. With regard to the
scaling of ACL with increasing state space partitioning density, crisp ACL revealed a slow,
but gradual improvement of the learning for increasing state space partitioning density. Fuzzy
ACL, on the other hand, improved more rapidly and required fewer ants to learn a better and
more regular control policy.
Chapter 6 has presented a general modeling framework for swarms of moving agents. We
have shown how ACL fits in this framework and as such can be unified with other swarm
intelligence techniques, such as particle swarm optimization and swarm aggregation using
artificial potential functions. This may result in beneficial integration of elements from other
swarm intelligence techniques into ACL, or the other way around.

7.2

Main Conclusions

The main conclusions of the research presented in this thesis are the following:
• We have developed the ACL framework. The convergence properties of ACL have
been theoretically analyzed for the case of a discrete state space with noiseless state
transitions. We conclude that the expected policy converges to the optimal policy in
the case of one ant. For an increased number of ants, convergence of the expected
policy is only guaranteed for specific parameter values. For other cases, the policy is
not formally guaranteed to converge.
• We conclude that crisp and fuzzy ACL can be unified using the generalized pheromone
update developed in this thesis. Non-determinism is introduced in crisp ACL due to
the discretization of the state space. In fuzzy ACL, the continuity of the state space is
retained by the state space partitioning with fuzzy membership functions. Fuzzy ACL
outperforms crisp ACL in all experiments and fuzzy ACL is capable of learning control
policies that are close to optimal.
• Based on all experiments with ACL in this thesis, we conclude that the best values of
the global and local pheromone decay rates are in the order of 0.1 and 0.01 respectively.
The performance of crisp ACL is much more sensitive to the choice of the global
pheromone decay rate, ρ, compared to fuzzy ACL. State transition non-determinism
causes fluctuations in the cost of the trajectories found by the ants, which are amplified
for large values of ρ in the pheromone update. Since no artificial non-determinism
is introduced with fuzzy ACL, even a choice of ρ = 1 leads to convergence of the
algorithm, contrary to crisp ACL. We conclude that in a noise-free setting, the local
pheromone decay rate has a far greater (and positive) influence on the convergence
behavior of crisp ACL than it has on fuzzy ACL.
• More ants lead to a faster convergence to better policies, with less variation over several
runs of the experiment. However, the number of ants does not have to be extremely
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large. Crisp ACL requires many more ants for satisfying performance compared to
fuzzy ACL. For the applications considered in this thesis, the required number of ants
for fuzzy ACL is about ten times lower than the number required for crisp ACL.
• The convergence speed and the quality of the resulting policy is related to the density
of the state space partitioning as well as to the number of ants. That is, a finer partitioning results in a larger state space that must be sampled by the ants and therefore
requires more of them. For crisp ACL, there is a slow, but gradual improvement of the
learning for increasing state space partitioning density. For fuzzy ACL, the learning
performance is improved more rapidly for increasing state space partitioning density
and requires fewer ants.
• ACL can be integrated with other swarm intelligence techniques in a common generalized modeling framework of swarms of moving agents, as presented in this thesis.

7.3

Open Issues and Directions for Future Research

From the research presented in this thesis, some open issues have surfaced. This section
presents a list of these issues, as well as directions for future research.
Extensions
• In this thesis, we have used quite standard cost functions. For instance, in Chapter 3 the
cost was simply represented by the number of steps to the goal and in Chapter 4, the
cost was represented by a quadratic cost function. The latter one is already somewhat
more involved, as it reflects the error of the state trajectory as well as the error of the
input used on this trajectory. In fact, the ACL framework allows for any kind of cost
that can be computed on the basis of the solutions found by the ants. Remember that
the solutions consist of state-action pairs from the initial state of the particular ant to
the goal state. The cost may thus reflect any characteristic of the solutions found, like
overshoot, rise time, settling time, etc. We recommend future research to investigate
the performance of ACL for cases where the cost is measured in such terms.
• One way of improving the learning time may be the inclusion of prior knowledge.
Prior knowledge may be incorporated in ACL in a number of ways. One way is to
translate the prior knowledge into heuristic variables, like in conventional ACO. The
heuristic variables introduce a bias for the decision making of the ants, which may
speed up the learning process. However, without decaying its exponent, the heuristic
information will stay equally important during the course of the learning, which may
in fact hamper the learning after some number of trials. Another way of including prior
knowledge in ACL is by encoding the knowledge in the initial value of the pheromone
levels themselves. In this way, the prior knowledge similarly biases the decision of
the ants towards more promising solutions, but these values are immediately adapted
after the first trial, potentially preventing a negative effect in the long run. Regarding
the learning performance, it is expected that prior knowledge may be of great help, but
only if applied with care. Future research must study the effects of the various ways of
incorporating prior knowledge on the learning performance.
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• When the dynamics of a controlled system change, the performance of the controller
usually degrades. With some (non-adaptive) automatic control approaches, the controller must be re-tuned, or the optimization algorithm restarted, in such a case. The
ACL framework is however potentially very useful for tracking time-varying dynamic
systems, as the ants continuously explore the state-action space. Future research must
study to which extent such changes can be tracked. Namely, if the changes are too big,
adapting the current pheromone levels to the new situation may be more time consuming than simply restarting the learning completely.
On-line Application
• With respect to the on-line application of ACL, it is useful to develop an implementation of ACL that does not rely on off-line learning on the basis of a model of the system.
As we have discussed before, ACL is in principle a model-free learning methodology,
but the practical implementation so far required off-line learning based on a model. It
would be of great practical importance to study ways of circumventing this current limitation. For instance, given the current control policy and some exploration probability,
the real-world system may be sampled along the trajectories it travels. These samples
may be stored in a database with the ants continuously exploring the data for better
trajectories. The ants then optimize the policy on the basis of this evolving database.
Snapshots of the evolving control policy may then be applied to the system, resulting
in an indirect interplay between the ants and the physical system.
• For an on-line application of ACL, it may be required that a sufficient performance
of the evolving control policy is guaranteed. Especially with respect to exploration,
certain random actions can cause the system to behave in a way that is dangerous to
anything in the vicinity of the set-up, or in a way that is harmful to the set-up itself.
Guaranteeing performance could involve having an inner control loop that at least gives
a baseline performance to the system. The learning may then take place on a higher
level, e.g., tuning the parameters of the inner control loop within certain safety limits.
Clearly, guaranteeing performance requires prior knowledge about the system to be
available.
• When, in an on-line setting, ACL is applied to many physical copies of the same system, it is especially undesirable that the ants have to wait for each other to complete
the trial before the global pheromone update takes place. For this reason, an asynchronous implementation of ACL is recommended. Also for ACL interacting with a
software model of the physical system, the learning speed may be greatly improved if
ants are allowed to perform the global pheromone update directly after reaching the
goal, or after timing out. The result is that ants currently working on their solution
experience changing pheromone levels. Asynchronous implementations of ACO have
not been published yet. The reason for this is that in the conventional ACO setting
and for most combinatorial optimization problems, all ants will terminate their trial at
the same time, as each ant travels across the same number of nodes in the construction
graph. Since this is not the case in the state-action framework in which ACL operates,
an asynchronous implementation makes sense for ACL. This would also more closely
follow the way natural ants work, since obviously, the foraging behavior of real ants is
not synchronized at all.
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State-Action Space Partitioning
• The optimal choice of state space partitioning is also an important subject for future
research. In this thesis, we have either used a regular partitioning, or in the case of
the two-dimensional navigation with variable damping problem, one with a denser partitioning around the regions of stronger damping. These choices are however quite
arbitrary and may very well not be optimal. Future research is needed to study ways to
automatically derive the optimal number of partitioning bins or membership functions
and their optimal distribution across the state space. In absence of prior knowledge
of the system or the controller, it may be necessary to make the partitioning adaptive
during the learning, e.g., by refining the partitioning in regions of the state space where
the pheromone levels show a stronger variation of the policy. Also for changing processes, adapting the partitioning density along with adapting the pheromone levels may
improve the learning performance.
• We have shown that fuzzy partitioning leads to much better results than crisp partitioning. However, the problem with fuzzy partitioning using triangular membership
functions is that the number of membership functions required grows exponentially
with the number of dimensions of the state space. For state spaces with a dimension
larger than 6, this may already become a serious problem, both in terms of memory required to store these membership functions, as well as the computational time needed
to evaluate the many state-action pairs. Amongst others, Gaussian basis functions have
the potential to solve this problem, as the number required does not have to grow exponentially with the state space dimension. Still, their optimal positioning across the state
space, as well as the choice of their variance is an open issue. Future research must
study the inclusion of various basis functions in the ACL framework, their optimal
distribution in the state space, and their effect on the learning performance.
• In addition to continuous state spaces, we may also consider continuous action spaces.
The current implementation of ACL relies on choosing an action from a set of discrete actions. This step must be reconsidered when allowing for the action to be
continuous-valued. Also the storage of pheromone levels for state-action pairs must
be re-examined. The action space may be partitioned similarly as the state space and
the optimal action may then be defined as the average action weighted by the associated pheromone levels. Future research must explore the implication of these changes
as well as the performance and convergence properties of the resulting algorithms.
Other recommendations for future research
• In this thesis, we have briefly discussed the similarities and differences between ACL
and reinforcement learning. An important direction for future research is to quantitatively compare these two control policy learning techniques. In particular, the more
recent development of parallel implementations of Q-learning may prove to be strong
competitors to ACL. A thorough numerical and qualitative study should be performed
to reveal the strong and weak points of both techniques, also in terms of the learning cost. Furthermore, it can be fruitful to study a hybrid of ACL and Q-learning, for
instance by applying ACL off-line to learn a good control policy fast, and applying
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Q-learning on-line for fine-tuning the control policy and adapting it to changes in the
environment.
• With respect to the practical application of ACO algorithms we recommend to develop implementations for processors capable of massive parallel computations, such
as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). In this way, the massive parallelism that is at the
foundation of the ACO framework, can be exploited to its full extend. Such processors
can bring the full power of on-line optimization by ACO to practical systems and still
be very cheap. For genetic programming, implementations on GPUs have already been
published (Harding and Banzhaf, 2007; Langdon and Banzhaf, 2008).
• Other directions for future research on ACO algorithms for optimal control involve
more general issues seen in, e.g., the reinforcement learning community. Such issues
include performance guarantees in on-line learning, learning in environments where
not all state variables are measured (in the RL community, such environments are
known as Partially Observable MDPs), the control policy learning for distributed systems, the exploration-exploitation dilemma, and the need for standardized benchmark
problems allowing for better comparison of the many different learning algorithms.
• The modeling framework for moving agents that we have presented in Chapter 6 is
a first step towards the integration of theoretical results and more realistic movingagent models. Our expectation is that future research in this direction will be of great
importance to ant colony optimization for control as well as to the whole field of swarm
intelligence.
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Glossary
This glossary presents a summary of the mathematical conventions used throughout this thesis, as well as the list of abbreviations and mathematical symbols most frequently used in this
thesis.

Conventions
The following mathematical conventions are used throughout this thesis.
• Boldfaced non-capital characters represent vectors. All vectors are considered to be
column vectors and the transpose of a vector is denoted by the superscript T. For instance, a continuous state vector is denoted by x, with its transpose being xT . The
vector of ones is denoted by 1, with its size depending on the context.
• Boldfaced capital characters represent matrices. For instance, R represents a matrix
with RT its transpose.
• Functions operating on matrices or vectors are also displayed in boldface. For instance,
the action (vector) defined by the deterministic policy in a given continuous state (vector) is denoted as: u = h(x).
• The ∼ operator is used to denote drawing a sample from a probability distribution. For
instance, when the policy is probabilistic, drawing an action from the policy in a given
continuous state is denoted as: u ∼ h(x).
• The probability of i given j is denoted by p{i|j}.
• Sets are denoted using the calligraphic font. The empty set is denoted by ∅ and \
denotes the set difference operator. The neighborhood set is always denoted by N .
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List of symbols
The following lists contain the mathematical symbols most frequently used in this thesis.
States and actions
X
continuous state space
x
continuous state vector
Q
discrete state space
q
discrete state vector
U
discrete input, or action space
u
discrete input, or action
Time and iterations
t
time index, used for counting the iteration within a trial
k
trial index, used for τqu
upd
κ
trial index, used for τqu
K
maximal number of trials
T
maximal number of steps in a trial
Ts
sampling time
Ant colony optimization
c
an ant
C
set of ants that are not in the goal
M
number of ants
h
control policy
τ
pheromone variable
α
exponent of the pheromone variable in action selection
η
heuristic variable
β
exponent of the heuristic variable in action selection

exploration probability in action selection
∆τ
pheromone deposit
ρ
global pheromone decay rate
γ
local pheromone decay rate
Solutions and performance
s
a solution
(j)
si
the j th solution component of a solution i
sp
a partial solution
sgb
the global best solution
sib
the iteration best solution
S
set of solutions, solution space
Supd
multiset of solutions used in the global pheromone update
Strial
multiset of solutions found in a given trial
J
cost function
F
fitness function
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Reinforcement learning
R
r
V
Q
u
Pqq
0
Ru
qq0
e
γrl
αrl

return
reward
(state) value function
(state-action) value function
state transition probability function
expected immediate reward following the state transition
eligibility trace
discount factor in reinforcement learning
learning rate in reinforcement learning

Particle swarm optimization
θi
νi
θ i,pbest
θ i,lbest
θ i,gbest

position of a particle i
velocity of a particle i
personal best position of a particle i
local best position of a particle i
global best position of a particle i

General modeling framework for swarms of moving agents
S
M
A
z, Z
h
y, Y
π
u, U
v, w, W
φ
P
x, X
g
ψ, Ψ
f
C

swarm
moving agent
dynamic agent
internal state (state space) of a dynamic agent
internal state transition function of a dynamic agent
observation vector (observation space) of a dynamic agent
decision probability function of a dynamic agent
action (action space) of a dynamic agent
messages (message space) of a dynamic agent
message generating function of a dynamic agent
particle
state (state space) of a particle
state transition function of a particle
process state (state space)
process function
communication channel

Miscellaneous
I
ϕ
µi (x)
βij (x)

an indicator vector
sensitivity
membership degree of x to the membership function i
degree of fulfillment of x to the membership functions i and j
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Subscripts and superscripts
max
min
avg
exp
upd
upper
lower
0
g
∗

maximum
minimum
average
expected
update
upper bound
lower bound
initial value
goal
optimal

List of abbreviations
Below, a list is given collecting the abbreviations used in this thesis.
ACL
ACO
ACS
AI
AS
MDP
PSO
RL
TSP

Ant Colony Learning
Ant Colony Optimization
Ant Colony System
Artificial Intelligence
Ant System
Markov Decision Process
Particle Swarm Optimization
Reinforcement Learning
Traveling Salesman Problem
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Summary
The very basis of this thesis is the collective behavior of ants in colonies. Ants are an excellent example of how rather simple behavior on a local level can lead to complex behavior on
a global level that is beneficial for the individuals. The key in the self-organization of ants
is communication through pheromones. When an ant forages for food, it is biased to search
along trails of stronger pheromone concentrations. The moment it finds food, it will walk
back to the nest while depositing pheromones and thereby contributing to the reinforcement
of a successful trail. Inspired by this mechanism, research within an engineering context has
led to the development of the field of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). Specifically developed for efficiently solving combinatorial optimization problems, ACO has been successfully
applied to routing in road traffic and Internet networks.
In this thesis, we take the principles behind ACO to the domain of control policy learning.
A control policy is a mapping from states to actions and our objective is to develop methods
to learn the optimal control policy for a given dynamic system by interacting with it. We call
our methods Ant Colony Learning (ACL) and their power lies in the fact that there is a set
of ants, from which each ant interacts with the system and influences the other ants through
updating pheromone levels associated with the visited state-action pairs. In experiments involving control problems that have a discrete state space and deterministic state transitions,
it turns out that ACL converges quickly to the optimal solution. We also observe that increasing the number of ants in the algorithm results in a decrease of the number of trials required
for convergence to the optimal policy. An analytical study of the convergence behavior of
ACL reveals that for systems with discrete and noiseless state transitions, the expected policy
converges to the optimal policy in the case of using only one ant.
Another major part of this thesis deals with the application of ACL to control problems
with continuous state spaces. In order to capture a continuous space with a finite number
of elements, we study two ways of partitioning the state space and their incorporation in the
ACL framework. In crisp ACL, the state space is partitioned using bins. Each state measurement is assigned to exactly one bin, which leads to the introduction of discretization
noise, rendering an originally deterministic system non-deterministic and restricting the performance of the algorithm. We find that a better way of partitioning the state space is by using
fuzzy triangular membership functions. The continuous state measurement then belongs to
multiple membership functions to a certain degree. With fuzzy partitioning, the continuity of
the state variables is preserved and no non-determinism is introduced. We call this method
fuzzy ACL. The developed generalized ACL algorithm unifies both crisp and fuzzy ACL.
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The behavior and performance of crisp and fuzzy ACL are further studied using simulation experiments. We study the influence of the local and global pheromone decay rates,
the number of ants, and the density of the state space partitioning grid on the learning performance. Especially, the performance of crisp ACL improves for a small local pheromone
decay rate, while fuzzy ACL outperforms crisp ACL over the whole line. In general, crisp
ACL is much more sensitive to the choice of the pheromone decay parameters than fuzzy
ACL. We find that using more ants leads to faster convergence, but that the number of ants
does not need to be extremely large to obtain a satisfactory performance. With regard to the
scaling of ACL, crisp ACL reveals a slow, but gradual improvement of the learning for an
increasing state space partitioning density. Fuzzy ACL, on the other hand, improves more
rapidly and requires fewer ants to learn a better control policy.
Finally, we present a general modeling framework for swarms of moving agents. It turns
out that ACL fits within this framework and as such can be unified with other swarm intelligence techniques. In the future, this could result in beneficial integration of elements from
other swarm intelligence techniques into ACL, or the other way around.
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Samenvatting
De basis voor dit proefschrift wordt gevormd door het collectieve gedrag van mieren in kolonies. Mieren zijn een uitstekend voorbeeld van hoe vrij eenvoudig gedrag op een lokaal
niveau kan leiden tot complex gedrag op een globaal niveau waarvan de individuen weer
profiteren. Een sleutelrol in het zelforganiserend gedrag van mieren ligt in de communicatie
door feromonen. Wanneer een mier op zoek gaat naar voedsel, wordt zij gestuurd in haar
zoektocht door sporen met een sterkere feromoonconcentratie. Op het moment dat de mier
voedsel vindt loopt zij terug naar het nest terwijl zij een feromoonspoor achterlaat. Hiermee
draagt de mier bij aan het versterken van succesvolle paden. Geı̈nspireerd door dit mechanisme heeft onderzoek binnen een technische context geleid tot de ontwikkeling van het veld
van Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). Specifiek ontwikkeld voor het efficiënt oplossen van
combinatorische optimalisatie problemen is ACO succesvol toegepast op het routeren van
verkeer en in Internet netwerken.
In dit proefschrift brengen we de principes die ten grondslag liggen aan ACO over naar
het domein van het leren van regelaars. We zien een regelaar als een afbeelding van een toestandsruimte naar een actieruimte en ons doel is methodes te ontwikkelen voor het leren van
optimale regelaars voor een gegeven dynamisch systeem door hiermee te interageren. We
noemen onze methodes Ant Colony Learning (ACL) en hun kracht zit hem in het feit dat er
een verzameling van mieren is, waarvan elke mier interageert met het systeem en de andere
mieren beı̈nvloedt door het aanpassen van de feromoonwaarden die zijn geassocieerd met de
bezochte toestand-actie paren. In experimenten met regelproblemen met een discrete toestandsruimte en deterministische toestandsovergangen blijkt dat ACL snel naar de optimale
oplossing convergeert. We zien ook dat een toenemend aantal mieren in het algoritme leidt
tot een afname van het aantal iteraties dat vereist is voor het convergeren naar de optimale
regelaar. Een analytische studie naar het convergentiegedrag van ACL toont aan dat voor
systemen met discrete en ruisvrije toestandsovergangen, de verwachte regelaar convergeert
naar de optimale regelaar bij het gebruik van slechts één mier.
Een ander belangrijk gedeelte van dit proefschrift behandelt de toepassing van ACL op regelproblemen met een continue toestandsruimte. Om een continue ruimte te kunnen beschrijven met een eindig aantal elementen, bestuderen we twee manieren om de toestandsruimte te
kunnen partitioneren en in te bedden in het ACL raamwerk. In crisp ACL wordt de toestandsruimte gepartitioneerd met discrete cellen. Hierbij wordt er discretisatieruis geı̈ntroduceerd
wat er voor zorgt dat een anderszins deterministisch systeem niet-deterministisch wordt en
dat de prestatie van het algoritme afneemt. We zien dat een betere manier van het partitioneren van de toestandsruimte kan worden bereikt door het gebruik van fuzzy driehoekige
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lidmaatschapsfuncties. De continue toestandsmetingen behoren nu tot een zekere graad toe
aan verscheidene lidmaatschapsfuncties. Met fuzzy partitionering blijft het continue karakter
van de toestandsvariabelen behouden en wordt er geen niet-determinisme geı̈ntroduceerd. We
noemen deze methode fuzzy ACL. Het ontwikkelde gegeneraliseerde ACL algoritme verenigt crisp en fuzzy ACL.
Het gedrag en de prestatie van crisp en fuzzy ACL is verder bestudeerd door middel
van simulatie-experimenten. We bestuderen de invloed op de leerprestaties van de lokale en
globale feromoonparameters, het aantal mieren en de dichtheid van de partitionering. In het
bijzonder verbetert de prestatie van crisp ACL wanneer een lage lokale feromoonafnamesnelheid wordt gebruikt, terwijl fuzzy ACL het beter doet dan crisp ACL over de gehele lijn.
In het algemeen kan worden gesteld dat, vergeleken met fuzzy ACL, crisp ACL veel gevoeliger is voor de keuze van de feromoonparameters. We zien dat het gebruik van meer mieren
leidt tot een snellere convergentie, maar dat het aantal mieren niet extreem groot hoeft te zijn
voor een voldoende prestatie. Met betrekking tot de schaalbaarheid van ACL bij toenemende
dichtheid van de partitionering van de toestandsruimte laat crisp ACL een langzame, maar
zekere verbetering van de geleerde regelaar zien voor een fijnere partitionering. Fuzzy ACL
daarentegen verbetert aanzienlijk sneller en vereist minder mieren voor het leren van een zelfs
nog betere regelaar.
Uiteindelijk presenteren we ook een algemeen modelleringsraamwerk voor zwermen van
bewegende agenten. Het blijkt dat ACL in dit raamwerk past en daarmee kan worden verenigd met andere zwermintelligentie-technieken. In de toekomst zou dit kunnen resulteren
in een goede integratie van elementen uit andere zwermintelligentie-technieken in ACL, of
omgekeerd.
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